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Did Slaves Have Free Will?
Luke, a Slave, v. Ebida and Crime at the
Command of the Master
by Craig Buettinger

T

he mules had been shot. When the mules, regularly left to
forage for themselves amid the Florida scrub, did not wander back to the Hernandez plantation, Adam, the driver
charged with their care, went to look for them. He found the animals dead and dying along the road that connected the
Hernandez and Dupont plantations, south of St. Augustine. A trail
of blood led to Dupont's.
Luke, Abraham Dupont's head driver, had shot the mules.
The animals had often invaded his garden. Luke had asked his
master what to do about the problem mules, and Dupont told him
to shoot them. For doing so, Luke was convicted by the St. Johns
County circuit court of malicious destruction of property and sentenced to three months imprisonment. Luke's attorney, McQueen
McIntosh, appealed to the Florida Supreme Court. When the
Supreme Court met for the spring term 1853, McIntosh and John
P. Sanderson, the circuit court solicitor who had prosecuted Luke,

Craig Buettinger is a professor of history at Jacksonville University.
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argued the issue of whether slaves, when commanded to commit a
crime, had free will.'
The principle that some persons cannot be held responsible
for their criminal acts is embedded in the common law and
expressed in Sir William Blackstone's Commentam'es (1765-1769).
In his chapter, "Of the Persons Capable of Committing Crimes,"
Blackstone argued that in the making of a crime both will and act
must be present, so in cases of "defects in will" there is no criminal
responsibility although a criminal act has occurred. The
Commentaries enumerate numerous conditions in which the requisite will is not present. Infancy, idiocy and lunacy, and drunkenness ("voluntarily contracted madness") are three such conditions
because perpetrators lack adequate understanding of their
actions. Deficiencies of the will also arise when a person "commits
an unlawful act by misfmtuneor chance, and not by design," and
when, by "ignorance m mistake," a person, "intending to do a lawful
act, does that which is unlawf~l."~
"A sixth species of defect of will" enumerated by Blackstone
and elaborated at the greatest length "is that arising from compulsion and inevitable necessity." One person forces another to commit
a criminal act that the latter, left alone, would never do. In such
situations, "the will is constrained." Concluded Blackstone, "As
punishments are ... only inflicted for the abuse of that free will
which God has given to man, it is highly just and equitable that a
man should be excused for those acts which are done through
unavoidable force and comp~lsion."~

1.

2.

3

Luke, a Slave, v. State, 5 Fla. 186187 (1855). For the preeminent work on slavery and the law, see Thomas D. Morris, Southern Slavery and the Law 16191860
(Chapel Hill, N.C., 1996). On crime, courts, and slavery in antebellum
Florida, see James M. Denharn, "A Rogue's Paradise? Crime and Punishment in
AntebeUum l;fonidcr, 1821-1861 (Tuscaloosa,Ala., 1997);Walter W. Manley 11, E.
Canter Brown Jr., and Eric W. Rise, The Supreme Court of Florida and Its
Predec~~sm
Courts, 1821-1917 (Gainesville, Fla., 1997); Larry E. Rivers, Slavery
in Flmida: Territorial Days to Emancipation (Gainesville, Fla., 2000). However,
beyond an occasional brief mention, no study has explored the Luke case or
the issue of slaves commanded to commit crimes. An article that touches on
these themes is Craig Buettinger, "Masters on Trial: The Enforcement of Laws
against Self-Hire by Slaves in Jacksonville and Palatka, Florida," Civil War
Histoy 46 (June 2000) : 91-106.
William Blackstone, ConzmtariRF on the Laws of England, 2 vols. (Chicago,
1884), 2: book 4: 20-26.
Ibid., 2: 4: 26.
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Blackstone examined legal subjection as a source of compulsion, focusing on the subordination of married women to their
husbands that was so pronounced in the common law. "As to persons in private relations; the principal case, where constraint of a
superior is allowed as an excuse for criminal misconduct, is with
regard to the matrimonial subjection of the wife to her husband."
Neither sons nor servants were to be excused for crimes committed at the "command or coercion" of parents or masters, but wives
could use the compulsion defense. "And therefore if a woman
commit theft, burglary or other civil offences against the laws of
society, by the coercion of her husband; or even in his company,
which the law constitutes a coercion; she is not guilty of any crime;
being considered as acting by compulsion and not of her own will."
Of the subjection of slaves to slaveholders, Blackstone made no
mention, that relationship not existing in English common law.4
Luke's case raised the question whether the principle of a
defective will extended to coerced slave criminals. Both Florida
law and judicial opinions in other state courts supplied only uncertain answers and debate. In neighboring Georgia, the law was
clear. The Georgia legislature took the step of extending the compulsion principle to slaves in its 1811 penal code. Florida, annexed
to the United States in 1821, initially followed Georgia's lead,
indeed copied Georgia's statute. However, all other slave states
refused to take this step, and Florida ultimately reversed course
and repealed this section of its penal code, falling silent on the
matter. While Florida reworked its penal code, jurists across the
South debated the larger issue whether the common law applied
to slaves at all.
In 1811, Georgia legislators enacted a penal code that commenced with a section on "Persons Capable of Committing
Crimes." Cribbing their exact wording from Blackstone, they
declared all persons were liable for crimes except those "in whom
a want or defect of will is manifest," itemizing infants, lunatics
and idiots, criminals by misfortune or chance, criminals by ignorance or mistake, and criminals due to compulsion. Given the
common-law subjection of wives, they ruled that a married
woman who commits a crime (with treason, murder, manslaughter, and brothel-keeping in company with her husband being the
exceptions) "shall not be considered guilty of said crime or crimes,
4.

Ibid.. 2: 4: 28.
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but her husband, by whose coercion she is supposed to act, shall
be, and is hereby declared, amenable to the laws for such actan5
Then, going beyond Blackstone, the legislators added a section pertaining to slaves and slaveholders. As wives could be compelled to crime, so could slaves.

$8. And be it further enacted, that if any slave shall by command of his or her master, owner or employer, or person
having charge of such slave, commit any crime or crimes,
except felony, such slave is declared not guilty of such act,
but such master, owner, employer or person having charge
of such slave by whose command such crime or crimes may
have been committed [is guilty].
Perhaps the reason the Georgia lawmakers even bothered to legislate on the issue of criminal capability was to introduce this novel
point, absent from Blackstone and the common law, rare in
Southern case law, but pertinent in a slaveholding ~ociety.~
In successive penal laws, the Georgia legislature elaborated
on the coerced slave criminal. In 1816, a revised code still commenced with a division on "Persons Capable of Committing
Crimes," now in expanded language. Section 11 of the revised
code, on slaves compelled to crime by their masters, became
more precise than Section 8 of the 1811 code. Previously, slaves,
when compelled to act, were not excused for felonies. The new
code expanded protection to all crimes not punishable by death.
Only when ordered by their masters to such offenses as arson,
rape, or murder did slaves have to say no. In 1811, compulsion
of the slave came in the sole form of a "command." Now it could
be "threats, command or coercion," duplicating the phrase this
statute also applied to married women. The fate of the owner or
person in authority who compelled the slave to crime was clarified: he or she would be prosecuted for the crime the slave had
5.

6.

The Georgia legislators eliminated one of Blackstone's defects of will: drunkenness. In the 1816 revision of the penal code, drunkenness reappeared as a
defect of will, with a twist: an inebriate was innocent if another person plied
him with drink for the purpose of perpetrating a crime. Crimes committed
by mistake or ignorance were no longer protected after 1816; Acts of the
Ceneral Assembly of the State of Gemgur, Passed at MiUedgeoille, at an Annual
Sessim, in Novaber and December, 1816 (Milledgeville, Ga., 1816), 144.
Acts of the General Assembly of the State of Georgia, Passed at MiUedgeviUe, at an
Annual Sasion, in November and December, 181 1 (Milledgeville. Ga., 181l ) , 2728.
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~ o m m i t t e d .Further
~
amendments to the penal code appeared in
181'7, including a clarification to Section 11. The code now specified that coerced slaves were covered for crimes "which if committed by a free white person" were not punishable by death.
Section 11 was now in its final form for the antebellum period.
The section read:

A slave committing a crime, which if committed by a free
white person would not be punishable by this act with
death, by the threats, command or coercion of his or her
owner or any person exercising or assuming authority over
such slave, shall not be found guilty, and it appearing from
all the facts and circumstances of the case that the crime
was committed by the threats, command and coercion of
the owner or the person exercising or assuming authority
over such slave, he or she, the said owner or person, shall
be prosecuted for, and if found guilty of the crime, shall
suffer the same punishment, as he or she, the said owner
or other person, would have incurred, if he or she, or said
other person, had actually committed the offence with
which the slave is ~ h a r g e d . ~
In 1838, Georgia added Section 15 to "Persons Capable of
Committing Crimes," again addressing the compulsion of slaves.
The legislature passed "An Act ... to define and affix the punishment of a crime or misdemeanor committed by a slave, by the counsel, persuasion or procurement, or other means, of free white
persons." As the title of the new law indicated, the legislaturewished
to extend criminal liability to those, other than owners or persons of
authority, who led slaves to crime, not through "threats, command
or coercion" but through smooth talk. As with masters, persuaders
were to suffer the punishment specified for the crime as if they had
done it by their own hand. In 1850, this section was amended to
additionally specify bribery and force as means by which free white
persons might get slaves to carry out their crimes.
Georgia's step extending protection against compulsion to
slaves by statute did not inspire the rest of the South to do the
7.
8.

Acts of the Genmal Assembly of the State of Gunpa, Passed at Miuedgtville, at an
Annual Session, in November and December, 181 6,144.
Acts of the Genmal Assembly of the State of Gempa, Passed at MiIledgGoille, at an
Annual Session, in Nov&
and December, 181 7 (Milledgeville, Ga., 1817),9394.
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same. Indeed, most states in the South (and northern states as
well) placed no division on 'Persons Capable of Committing
Crimes" in their penal codes, reasoning that "defect in will" was an
established common law principle accessible through Blackstone,
and that attempts at statutory itemization only complicated matters. Arkansas alone joined Georgia in establishing a division on
"Persons Capable of Committing Crimes" in its code, copying
Georgia's 1817 division in fact but omitting the section that pertained to slave crime at the command of the master.'* In the Old
South as a whole, conflating slaves with free citizens in their penal
codes was a legal step lawmakers would not take.
Florida's legal position regarding defects of will at first followed Georgia, but ultimately aligned with the consensus, contra
Georgia, that it was best not to specify who was capable of committing crimes. In 1824, Florida's territorial Council, repealing
1822 legislation, enacted a penal code modeled on Georgia's 1817
legislation. This "Act to Define Crimes and Misdemeanors and to
Prescribe Punishments for the Same" commenced with eight sections on persons capable of committing crimes, merging several of
Georgia's twelve sections. Georgia's Section 11 on slaves compelled to crime became, word for word, Florida's Section 8. The
1824 code was replaced in 1826 with an entirely new one that
lacked the sections on defective will, but the 1824 code was reinstated in 1828 with minor alterations and Section 8 intact.ll
Beyond Section 8, Florida's penal code did not address the
issue of slavery. In the southern states, penal codes were primarily
concerned with free white citizens and only minimally, if at all, with
slaves. Lengthy slave codes, separate from the penal codes, were
Thomas R. R. Cobb, A Digest of the Statute Laws of the State of Georgia (Athens,
Ga., 1851), 780-81. In Georgia, no prosecution of a master for commanding
a slave to crime came before the state supreme court, but two cases for
procuring slaves for crimes did: Bary v. State, 10 Ga. 511 (1852) and Grady v.
State, 11 Ga. 253 (1853).
10. William McK. Ball and Samuel C Roane, Revised Statutes of the State of Arkansar
(Philadelphia, 1838), 23638; E.H. English, A DEgest of the Statutes of Arkansas
(Little Rock, Ark., 1848), 319-20; Josiah Gould, A Digest of the Stututes of
Arkansas (Little Rock, Ark., 1858). Interestingly, Illinois, the sole northern
state to specify "Persons Capable of Committing Crimesn in its penal code,
also copied the 1817 Georgia division, omitting the slave section; see The
Reoired Code ofLaws ofIllinois (Vandalia, Ill., 1827), 12426..
11. Acts of the Legislative Council of the Territq of M a Passed at their Third Session,
I824 (Tallahassee, Ha., 1825), 206208; Acts of the hgislative Council of the
Territory o f l h i d a Parsed at their Seventh Session, 1828 (Tallahassee, Ha., 1829),
48-50.

9.
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the principal laws governing the peculiar institution. Florida's slave
code underwent continual rewrite and repeal in the early years, as
did its penal code. In 1828, the Council consolidated existing slave
laws into a single code that remained intact until the Civil War. The
day after it passed the consolidated slave code, the Council passed
the 1828 penal code. The distinction between a penal code and a
slave code became a central issue in Luke's case.12
Florida's penal code did not retain its rule on slaves commanded to commit crimes. When the Legislative Council convened for its
tenth session in 1832, revision of the 1828 penal code was a top priority. In addressing the Council, the Governor identified several
desired changes, notably elimination of the eight sections of "excuses and justifications which may be offered by the defendant," on the
grounds that these matters of common law did not have to be
spelled out. The Council obliged, repealing the 1828 code and
enacting a new one that did not cover "persons capable of committing crimes." The Council's 1828 introduction and 1832 elimination
of the defective will law would hurt Luke's defense.13
In Southern high courts, cases comparable to L& v. Statewere
rare. In 1819, the South Carolina Supreme Court applied the principle of a defective will to slaves in State v. Anone. A slave, Polydore,
and hired white clerks manned the Francis h o n e ' s store. Anone
told one white employee to buy corn illegally from slaves lacking
tickets from their masters. (Lawmakers assumed the corn in these
transactions was stolen.) The clerk refused to break the law, p r e
voking Anone to snap that the clerk "was not fit to do business."
But Polydore could not refuse.
One man witnessed
illegal purchases by h o n e ' s slave, and a local overseer added to the
case by giving corn to a bondsman and sending him into the store
On Florida's slave code, see Thelma Bates, "The Legal Status of the Negro In
Florida," Mda Historical Qua7terlj 6 (January 1928): 159-81; Julia Floyd
Smith, Slavery and Plantation Growth in Antebellum Florida 1821-1860
(Gainesville, Fla., 1973), 101-21;Joseph Conan Thompson, "Toward a More
Humane Oppression: Florida's Slave Codes, 1821-1861," F h i d a H i s t k a l
Quarterly 71 (January 1993):32438. Unfortunately, these sources are inadequate and misleading regarding the slave legislation of the 1820s.
J o u m l of the Proceedings of t h Li?gz.slative Coumil d its Tenth Session (1832), 1011, 33,57, 75, 109. The same session of the Council made several changes to
the slave code explicitly in response to Nat Turner's Rebellion in Virginia.
The legislators did not tie the change in the penal code explicitly to Turner,
and all sections concerning defective will, not solely Section 8, were removed,
but perhaps the Virginia rebel was a catalyst. Eliminating a provision for the
defense for slave criminals must have made sense to the fearful lawmakers.
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in a ploy to catch such trading. h o n e was indicted. No one could
teshfy to hearing h o n e order Polydore to buy corn illegally, but
Judge William Ellison instructed the jury that the evidence was sufficient to infer he had done so. h o n e appealed the verdict on the
grounds that the case required proof of an order to Polydore. The
higher court, granting that the law was "well decided, both in South
Carolina and abroad," that a master was not liable for the acts of his
servants unless done on the master's authority, ruled that the evidence did indeed warrant the verdict against h o n e . If the courts
required perfect proof of a master's command to crime they would
"legalize" crimes by masters through their slaves. The court upheld
the conviction of the storekeeper, a slaveholder who had made his
slave "the minister of his crime."14
Few courts heard cases on slaves commanded to commit
crimes, but on many occasions Southern jurists considered
whether the common law applied to slaves at all, producing sharp
disagreement. Those who said it did wanted to give slaves some
protection from cruel and murderous masters, ameliorating the
harshness of slavery. Those who dismissed the idea of the law's
applicability to the slaves ("twaddle" in the words of a Mississippi
judge in 1859) argued that slaves were purely chattels and not beneficiaries of the common law, which derived from the English heritage of freedom. If harsh treatment were to be abridged, it should
be done through specific statutes. In other words, separate slave
codes alone would determine slaves' legal existence.15 In
Southern judicial opinion, like Florida law, there were no clear
answers when Luke went to court.
We do not know much about Luke himself. When Dupont
died in 1857, the probate court conducted an inventory of his
slaves, 169 in all, describing their ages, skills, and family relationships, but Luke was not among them. The deed books of St. Johns
14. State v. Anone, 2 Nott and M'Cord 27 (1819). See Helen T. Catterall, ed.,
Judicial Cases concerningAmerican Slavefy and the Negro, 5 501s. (192637; reprint,
New York, 1968), 2: 313 for a qmopsis of the case. The court also upheld the
overseer's sting operation against the defense's claim that the overseer's act
of giving the slave the corn and then watching him sell it was equivalent to giving the slave a ticket, making the purchase perfectly legal. McIntosh did not
cite this case in defense of Luke. He was possibly unaware of it; more likely,
the basis for the decision did not suit the argument he would make about
slaves. In civil cases in Southern courts, the parallel issue of slaveholder liability for damages caused by slaves often arose. See Morris, Southern Slavery
and the Law, 354-68.
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County have no record of Dupont selling Luke, which would have
generated a description. Luke's life, except for the day he shot the
mules, is unknown.16
Although personal information about Luke is scarce, because
he was the head driver on a very large plantation we can make some
assumptions about him. He was probably over forty years of age, for
planters wanted mature men in that position. He no doubt was not
a new slave to the plantation but one who had grown up on it, and
may well have been the son or kin of the previous head driver.
Dupont employed a white overseer, but planters who did so still
communicated directly and regularly with their drivers. Of all
slaves on a plantation, drivers were the most accustomed to receiving and carrying out direct orders from the planter.17 In Luke's
trial, the fact that he was a driver greatly enhanced the claim of the
defense that Luke had no option but to do as Dupont told him.
Joseph M. Hernandez no doubt tried to settle the matter with
Dupont, slaveholder to slaveholder. The culture and law of the
Old South looked to masters (and patrols) to handle matters of
slave behavior, outside of the courts. Few cases of crimes by slaves
ever made it beyond the disposition of the master or the patrol.
Dupont, however, evidently would not punish Luke for acting as
he was told. The two planters could not agree, and Luke became
one of the rare slave defendants in the county circuit court. Luke's
trial, along with that of Emanuel, accused in 1853 of assault with
intent to kill, were the only two slave trials in St Johns County
between 1845 and 1861.18
Rebuffed by Dupont, Hernandez must have complained to the
local justice of the peace, commencing the case against Luke.
When the circuit court for the Eastern District of Florida came to
St. Johns County for its fall 1851 session, the justice of the peace,
15. Morris, S o u t h Slavery and the Law, 5@55.
16. Inventories Old 3, 20611,St. Johns County Courthouse, St. Augustine, Fla.
The inventory can also be found in the files of a subsequent suit against the
executor of the estate: 021pont v. Hemming, 1860, St. Johns County Court
Records, box 127, folder 13, St. Augustine Historical Society.
17. Robert S. Starobin, "PrivilegedBondsmen and the Process of Acculturation:
The Role of House Servants and Drivers as Seen in their Own Letters,"Journal
of Social Histmy 5 (fall 1971), 6 7 0 ; Eugene Genovese, Roll, Jordan, RoU: The
World the Slaves Made (New York, 1974), 36588. For Dupont's white overseer,
see Seventh Census of the United States, 1850, Population Schedule, St.Johns
County, Fla., 427.
18. Genovese, RoU, J d n , Roll, 40-41. For Emanuel's trial, see Circuit Court
Minutes A, 139-40, St. Johns County Courthouse.
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having gathered the facts, turned the matter over to prosecuting
attorneyJohn P. Sanderson who took it before the grand jury for a
bill of indictment.lg In Florida, like most slave states by the 1850s,
slaves were tried in the same courts as free citizens. Florida did not
have a local magistrates and freeholders court just for slaves. All
slave crimes not handled informally by planters or patrols went to
the circuit court.20
Guided by Sanderson, the grand jury chose the section of state
law for Luke's indictment. Florida's 1828 slave code, "An Act
Relating to Crimes and Misdemeanors Committed by Slaves, Free
Negroes, and Mulattoes," enumerated many slave crimes, but
killing animals was not one of them. Although Section 61 of the
code did stipulate that should a slave or free person of color commit "any other crimes or misdemeanors against the laws of this
Tenitory, it shall be lawful for the jury convicting him of same to
punish him by such number of stripes as they may award, not
exceeding one hundred," Sanderson and the grand jury indicted
Luke under Section 59 of the 1832 penal code. This section criminalized wounding or killing an animal that was someone else's
property with punishment of a fine up to $1000, whipping up to
thirty-nine stripes, or imprisonment up to six months, at the discretion of the jury. The prosecution's decision to use the 1832
penal code instead of the 1828 slave code led to a key procedural
issue in Luke's case.21
Under Section 57 of Florida's slave code, a slave accused of a
crime was entitled to representation by counsel in the circuit
court. Slaveholders were expected to employ counsel for their
slaves, but when one failed to do so the court appointed a defense
19. Sanderson was born in Sunderland, Vermont, in 1816, graduated from
Amherst, class of 1839, and read law with Harmon Canfield in Arlington,
Vermont, before moving to Florida. Sanderson came to Fernandina in 1842
and manied into a planter family in 1843. His wife was Mary Hanison,
daughter of Robert Harrison of Amelia Island. Sanderson moved his practice
to Alligator in the mid-1840s and toJacksonville in the late 1840s. He became
solicitor for the Eastern District in 1848; Robert S. Fletcher and Malcolm 0.
Young, Amherst College: Biogaphical Record of the Graduates and Nm-Graduates
(Amherst, Mass., 1927),92.
20. Morris, S o u t h Slavery and the Law, 216. The only states that had lesser courts
specifically for slaves were Virginia, South Carolina, and Louisiana.
21. John P. Duval, A CompiZutim of the Public Acts of the Legislative Council of the
Tenitmy of Florida, Passed Aim to 1840 (Tallahassee, Fla., 1839), 123, 228;
Leslie A. Thompson, A Manual m Digest of the Statute Law of the State of Rarida
(Boston, 1847), 506,541.
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attorney to be paid by the master.22 To Dupont's mind, Luke was
not guilty, not to mention, as head driver, indispensable to his
plantation's operations, so Dupont hired McQueen M c I n t o ~ h . ~ ~
Why did the state not indict Dupont rather than Luke, in
keeping with the principle of compulsion? Hernandez, the officers of the court, and the public all may have seen Dupont as the
real criminal in this case and wished that charges be brought
against him rather than his slave. Sanderson may have been trying to do just that in indirect fashion. The deletion of Section 8
that occurred in the 1832 revision of the penal code shielded
Dupont from prosecution. Rather than indict Luke through the
slave code, Sanderson chose to do so through the penal code,
which would punish Luke with a prison sentence and deprive
Dupont of the services of his head driver. The penal code, moreover, would spare Luke the whip, the punishment provided by the
slave code.
The circuit court met in St. Johns County on the first Monday
in November 1851. The first action of the court was to convene a
grand jury, which then retired to its room in the courthouse to
consider criminal indictments. Luke's indictment and trial
occurred two days later: Wednesday, November 5. Charged with
maliciously wounding animals under the penal code, Luke pleaded not guilty. Sanderson and McIntosh made their arguments
(not preserved from this stage of the trial), after which McIntosh
asked Judge Thomas Douglas to instruct the jury that Luke, a slave
acting under the control and direction of his master, could not be
held responsible. Douglas declined. They jury found Luke guilty.
The driver was sentenced to three months imprisonment in the St.
Augustinejail.24
On Friday, McIntosh made a motion that Douglas overturn
the verdict. Douglas ruled he had insufficient time left in the ses22. 1 have deduced that Dupont hired McIntosh. When the courts appointed
attorneys in slave cases, the minutes say so, so no mention of this indicates
hire by the master.
23. Born in Georgia in 1822, McIntosh had been educated at Franklin College
(now the University of Georgia), class of 1843, and read law in Athens before
moving to Jacksonville; Robert Manson Myers, ed., ChiIdren of Aide (New
Haven, Conn., 1972), 1608. McIntosh probably read law with William L.
Mitchell, the notable Athens attorney.
24. Circuit Court Minutes A, 119; Luke, a S h , v. State, 5 Fla. 186 (1853). On
Douglas, see Autobiography of Thomar Douglas (New York, 1856); Manley,
Brown, and Rise, S u p m Court of FEorida, 12327.
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sion to consider the motion fully and continued the case until
the next term. To assure Luke's appearance at that time, four
men pledged $1000 of their land and possessions, to be forfeited
if Luke did not appear. Dupont was apparently behind the
bonds.25
Illness afflicted Douglas and postponed reconvening of the
court several times, until it met for a single day on August 23,1852.
It was a poorly-attended session, with most cases simply being continued. The matter of State v. Luke was one of the few addressed.
Douglas ruled against McIntosh's motion to set aside the judgment; McIntosh announced he would appeal to the Florida
Supreme
The killing of the mules raised another legal issue in addition
to that of crime at the slaveholder's command, namely slave possession of firearms. Dupont clearly allowed Luke access to guns,
and Hernandez apparently permitted Adam, his head driver, the
same. Here again, inconsistencies in Florida law made it difficult
for courts to prosecute slaveholders. Florida's 1828 slave code prohibited slaves from having guns except when they had a "special
license" from their master. The law did not enjoin masters from
permitting their slaves to have guns; only slaves who secreted arms
on their own could get into trouble.27 In 1840, the legislature got
tougher on slaveholders. Permitting a slave to keep or use a
firearm became a $50 offense. However, the 1847 official digest of
Florida statutes listed both the 1828 and 1840 laws as in effect,
In 1851, Florida law on slave posses
despite the c~ntradiction.~~
sion of guns could still be read to leave masters who licensed it
within the law.
Luke's gun caused Dupont no legal troubles, but ironically on
the same day the grand jury reported its indictment of Luke, it also
25. Circuit Court Minutes A, 122-23. The four men were James Pellicer,
Archibald F. Gould, Peter C. Zylstra, and Godfrey Foster. Pellicer was a
wealthy planter from Dupont's vicinity. Gould, Zylstra, and Foster of St.
Augustine were young men, 25-41 yean of age, with no real estate holdings in
1850. Dupont's wealth had to be behind their bonds in some way. Seventh
Census of the United States, 1850, Population Schedule, St. Johns County,
Fla., 396, 407,427.
26. Circuit Court Minutes A, 125.
27. Duval, Compilation, 65, 125; Thompson, Digest, 541.
28. Thompson, Digest, 509. Upon statehood, the new General Assembly commissioned the digest, which a review committee wholeheartedly endorsed and
the governor officially approved, ordering 1500 copies printed "for the use of
the state."
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considered a case against Hernandez for permitting his slave to
possess firearms. However, the grand jury reported out "not a true
bill" on the indictment of Hernandez. Perhaps at the last moment
Hernandez produced a license for his slave. In its presentment at
the end of the November 1851 term, the grand jury railed at the
"crying wrong" of slave possession of weapons and the problems
with the law, but nothing changed.29
The appeal of Luke's conviction, Luke, a Slave, v. State,
occurred in March 1853when the Supreme Court, which held one
term in each of the state's four judicial districts, met in
Jacksonville. Chief Justice Walker Anderson and AssociateJustices
Albert G. Semmes, and Leslie A. Thompson constituted the threeman court.30
In the appeal, McIntosh argued that the circuit court had committed two errors in the original trial. First, he challenged the
state's use of the 1832 penal code in prosecuting the slave. The
legislature clearly intended the code to apply exclusively to free
persons, the defense counsel contended, because for every noncapital crime, with a single exception, the code prescribed a fine as
a possible punishment. That the legislature meant to give juries
discretion to impose fines on slaves "would be an absurdity." The
instrument for all prosecutions of slave crimes had to be the 1828
slave code. The legislature created the two codes with racially s e p
arate applications in mind, McIntosh insisted. Furthermore, it
made no sense to consider the 1832 law generally applicable to
both free and slave because its sections on "bigamy, adultery, &c"
were irrelevant to the slave condition. The bill of indictment
against Luke was therefore defective.
The circuit court's second error, McIntosh argued, was the
refusal of Judge Douglas to instruct the jury that Luke, told by
Dupont to shoot the mules, lacked free will. Here McIntosh tried
to throw out the bath water but still catch the baby, arguing that
the common law did not apply to slaves but nevertheless the defective will principle did. He asserted that slaves did not fall under
the common law, citing Neal v. Farmer (Georgia, 1851), the most
forceful statement by a Southern court that slaves had no standing

29. Circuit Court Minutes A, 121; (St. Augustine) Ancient Cie, 15 November 1851.
30. For biographies of the three judges, see Manley, Brown, and Rise, Supreme
Court of M a , 140-48.
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under the common laws3' Slaves were chattels, McIntosh concluded, and as such had "no volition to disobey a master" any more
than an animal did. Clearly McIntosh, like many other Southern
jurists, envisioned a separate law for the governance of slaves, chattel property to whom the common law did not apply. To him the
coercion defense was all the more compelling when based on such
an approach to slavery. McIntosh's conclusion then fell into place.
Luke "was incapable of committing the offense" because he was
"acting at the instigation and under the control of his master."
Luke acted with "an absence of will, without which there was no
malice, the essence of the crime, and what must be proven."32
In response, Sanderson took up the issues in reverse order,
addressing the nefree-will argument first. Devoting the bulk of his
presentation to this issue, he began with the observation that no
Southern court had ever made a decision or ruling on slaves acting
criminally at the command of a master.33 In the absence of precedents, the prosecutor sought analogies. "We must turn to those pivate relations which approximate the nearest to that which exists
between master and slave," namely husband-wife, parentchild, and
master-servant. Appealing to Blackstone, Sanderson argued that the
law did not excuse children or servants who committed illegal acts
on the command of a parent or master, although it did excuse wives
under "matrimonial subjection of the wife to her husband."
However, this applied only when the husband was present: if a wife
acted in the absence of her husband she became responsible for the
crime, even if the husband commanded it before absenting himself.
In Luke's case, as Sanderson saw it, Dupont did not personally oversee the shooting of the mules, so Luke had no excuse. As a reasonable being, Luke, when out fkom under his master's personal
supervision, could have exercised hisjudgment. By analogy to child,
servant, or wife in the common law, Luke's will had no defect.
"The principles of common law are held to be applicable to
the slave, not as a slave, but as a reasonable being," the prosecutor
31. In Neul v. Fanner, 9 Ga. 555 (1851), the killing of a slave led to a suit for darnages. When the defense argued there could be no damages because there
had been no criminal conviction, the court ruled that killing a slave was not
a felony requiring criminal proceedings because slaves were not protected by
the common law; see Catterall,Jdicial Cases, 3: 27-28; Morris, Southenz S h v q
and t
kLaw, 53.
32. Luke, a Slave, v. State, 5 Fla. 187-88 (1853) for McIntosh's arguments.
33. In cases such as A m , Berry, and Crady, the slave was not on trial.
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claimed. "That the slave is a person" was manifest in the laws of
Florida and other states. Matching cases with McIntosh, albeit
older ones, Sanderson cited State v. Reed (North Carolina, 1823)
and Fie& v. State (Tennessee, 1829), rulings that granted slaves
standing within the common law.34 The common law applied to
Luke and held him responsible for his actions.
Defending the use of the 1832 penal code in Luke's indictment
and conviction, Sanderson simply stated that criminal statutes were
generally applicable to slaves, except where specifically overridden
by a slave statute. The 1828 slave code did not have a section on the
malicious killing of animals, so the 1832 law covered that crime for
both free and slave. Besides, Sanderson could point out, if the state
intended slaves to have access to the compulsion defense, it would
not have revised the 1828 penal code.35
The free-will issue struck the judges as extremely weighty-so
much so that they declined to rule on it! As Justice Thompson
explained, free will "presents one of the most interesting questions
which can arise out of the institution of slavery." However, the
justices just did not have enough time to give it the attention
it deserved: "We pass over it without expressing or even intimating an opinion, ... in hope that if it is ever again presented for
adjudication we may be enabled to give it that consideration and
reflection which its interest and importance demand, and which
the present limited term of the court here will not permit."36
The judges passed over the issue of free will but they overturned
the verdict of the lower court on the other, more procedural issue.
Slave defendants had to be indicted under the 1828slave code not the
1832 penal code. Maintenance of the slave system required "that the
superiority of the white or Caucasian race over the &can Negro,
should ever be demonstrated and preserved so fir as the dictates of
humanity allow-the d e p d e d caste should be continually reminded
34. The Florida Report misspelled the former case as Stale v. Ruu In State v. Reed,
2 Hawks 454 (1823), and in FieZ.d.s v. State,1 Yerger 156 (1829), a conviction
for killing a slave led to the defense objection that slaves were not recognized
as persons by the common law. The courts ruled that slaves-in Reed as reasoning beings, in FicMs as analogous to villeins (medieval serfs)--did have
common law standing; see Catterall,Jzldiciaf Cases, 2: 44,494; Morris, S o u t h
Slavery and the Law, 50, 5354, 17475. Sanderson's reference for these cases
was Jacob D. Wheeler, A Ractiurl Tmtise on the Law @Slavery (1837; reprint,
New York, 1968).
35. Luke, a Shve, v. State, 5 Fla. 18890 (1853) for Sanderson's arguments.
36. Ibid., 191.
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of their inferior position, to keep them in a proper degree of subordination." Therefore, different and more d e n g punishments in
the slave code for crimes also punished in the penal code had "obvious propriety." In indicting Luke, Sanderson's use of Section 59 of
the penal code instead of Section 61 of the slave code undermined
the purpose of the slave code. Ironically, to uphold the slave code,
the court kept Luke out ofjail??
In ducking the free-will issue, the court frustrated observers.
"It is somewhat disappointing," the Jacksonville Rmida Republican
exclaimed, "that the Court abstained from ruling, in the case of
Luke vs. the State, upon the interesting point of the extent to
which a slave has volition in the commission of a crime at the order
of his master." On this interesting point the newspaper sided with
McIntosh, urging Florida to join other states in "relieving the slave
of the guilt attaching to voluntary action." Had the court upheld
the concept that slaves in Luke's position lacked free will, it "would
have taught those whose sympathies run aleak that there is more
plain-spoken justice for the negro in Uncle Sam's Courts than
there is truth in Uncle Tom's Cabin."38
Reasons beyond the press of time surely contributed to the justices' failure to address the issue of defective will. Perhaps all three
accepted the defective will defense, but disagreed whether the
decision should be based on slaves having standing in the common
law (the position taken by the South Carolina court in the Anone
decision) or the slaves' status as mere chattel property, necessarily
lacking free will (the position argued before them by McIntosh).
Such a deadlock would have reflected the broader disagreement
among Southern jurists regarding slavery and the common law.
Practical considerations in a slaveholding society also may have
entered into the judges' conclusion not to rule on the issue.
Either way the court ruling entailed a downside from the standpoint of maintaining the slave regime. Were slaves not permitted
the defense of a defective will, evil-minded masters could make
slaves commit crimes without the risk of punishment rebounding
on them. Yet, if permitted the defense of a defective will, slaves
could blame their misdeeds on their masters, creating issues that
evidence might not resolve and seriously damaging the slaveholders' controls. Anderson, Semmes, and Thompson were therefore
37. Ibid., 195.
38. (Jacksonville)FZoridu Rqbublican, 31 March 1853.
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no doubt relieved that they could decide the case on the procedural issue and not have to resolve whether the principle of defects
of will extended to slaves.
Several years after the decision in Luke v. Hmidu, Georgiajurist
Thomas RR. Cobb published his famous survey, An Inquiry into the
Law of Negro Slavery, in which he claimed that legal protection for
slaves compelled to commit crimes was a wellestablished principle
among the slave states. Southern law, said Cobb, considered a slave
committing a crime under the compulsion of a master "a mere passive instrument." This was a "perfect defence" in minor offenses of
a slave and an extenuating circumstance in graver offenses. Cobb
cited the Georgia statute and, incorrectly, a South Carolina statute.
Clearly, for propaganda purposes he exaggerated the prevalence of
this principle across the South.39As Luke's case reveals, it was not a
wellestablished principle. If protection for slaves who were ordered
to break the law was a f ~ e d
principle in Southern jurisprudence,
Florida's Supreme Court could not find it in 1853.
In cases with slave defendants subsequent to Luke, the Florida
high court affirmed that coerced confessions were inadmissible
and that juries had to acquit when reasonable doubt was present."
Indeed, by the late antebellum years, Southern courts had widely
adapted general principles of criminal law to suit the slave
regimeq41But Blackstone's defective will principle, raising issues of
free will that were difficult to resolve and, in any case, handing
accused slaves a means of blaming masters for their crimes, could
not be readily made to "do the work of slavery."42

39. Thomas R.R. Cobb, An Inquiy into the Law of Negro Slavery (1858; reprint,
Athens, Ga., 1999), 26566.
40. In Sinwn, a Slave, v . Hordu, 5 Ha. 285 (1853),a slave in custody, under threat
from a mob, confessed to arson when told he would be protected while being
held over for trial. In Cato, a S h e , v. I;Eonda, 9 Fla. 163 (1860), a jury found
a slave guilty of rape even though a witness quoted the victim as saying she was
"almost willing to swear" the slave was her attacker. The Florida high court
threw out the confession in the former case, the verdict in the latter.
41. Morris, Southern Skavety and the Law; for a critique see Walter Johnson,
"Inconsistency, Contradiction, and Complete Confusion: The Everyday Life
of the Law of Slavery," Law and Social I n p i y 22 (spring 1997):405-33.
42. Apt phrase from Johnson, "Incons~tency,Contradiction, and Complete
Confusion," 408. After Luke's case, McIntosh (d. 1862) went on to become a
federal and then a Confederate judge. Sandenon (d. 1871) became president of the Florida and Gulf Coast Railroad, serving as a delegate to Florida's
secession convention and briefly as a Confederate congressman. Luke disap
peared from the historical record at the conclusion of the case.
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Voice of the Exploited Majority:
Claude Kirk and the 1970 Manatee County
Forced Busing Incident
by Benjamin Houston
t 7:35 a.m. on Monday, April 6, 1970, Governor Claude R.
strode into an unfamiliar office in Bradenton,
orida, a small Gulf Coast town sandwiched between St.
Petersburg and Sarasota. The new quarters belonged to the
Manatee County superintendent of schools, and the previous occupant, fired by Kirk, was now replaced by the governor himself.
Kirk's self-promotion was prompted by Manatee's capitulation to a
federal court order mandating immediate busing of schoolchildren with only nine weeks remaining in the academic term. Yet, the
governor's conduct also marked a new level of commitment for a
county associated since 1954 with a pronounced reluctance to integrate local schools. His "coup" ushered in a week of dramatic tension, including a charged courtroom scene and a darkly
comic-but genuinely dangerous-stand-off between Kirk's aides
and federal marshals. By the conclusion of the crisis, however,
seemingly very little had changed: children still traveled miles to
unfamiliar schools; Kirk's withdrawal from the superintendent's
office foreshadowed his subsequent defeat for re-election in the

Benjamin Houston is a Ph.D. candidate in history at the University of Florida. He
thanks Brian Ward, Jack Davis, Fitz Brundage, Charles Montgomery, Julian
Pleasants, Alan J. Bliss, B~yanMcFarland, and Christopher D. Sahl for their comments and criticisms. He also thanks those who gave their time for personal interviews.
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following November; and the county, indeed the nation, remained
deeply polarized by the seemingly benign symbol of yellow school
buses.
Years before vigorous dissension wracked Denver, Charlotte,
and Boston, Manatee County exhibited similar contempt for busing
as a tool to implement the Brown v. Board ofEducation decision. Yet,
most scholars of busing touch only superficially on the Manatee
episode.2 More extended treatments lack crucial contexts and
remain content to glibly pigeonhole the Manatee episode as a late
example of the "massive resistance" of the 1 9 5 0 ~This
. ~ essay argues
instead that Claude Kirk's involvement in Manatee reflected a political strategy that blended old and new, borrowing tactics of the past
while speaking to a fresh constituency and its values. Although
Kirk's behavior echoed the actions of former Southern governors,
he represented as well a new confluence of language and values tailored to white voters whose localized self-interest in matters of education and community control trumped the difficult issues of a
Gary Orfield, Must We Bus? Segregated Schools and Natdonal Policy (Washington
D.C., 1978);Davison M. Douglas, Reading Writingand Race: The Desegregation of
the Charlotte Schools (Chapel Hill, 1995); idem, ed., The Develupmerzt of School
Busing as a Desegregation Remed'y (New York, 1994);idem, ed., The Public Debate
Ooer Busing and Attempts to Restrict Its Use (New York, 1994);Richard Pride and
J. David Woodard, The Burden of Busing The Politics of Desegregation in Nashville,
Tennessee (Knoxville, 1985); Lino A. Graglia, Disaster by Decree: The Supreme
Comt Decisions on h e and The Schools (Ithaca, N.Y.,1976);J. Harvie Wilkinson
111, Fmm Brown to Bakke: The Supreme Covrt and School Integration 1954-1 978
(New York, 1979).
Passing treatments include Orfield, Must We Bus? 329; David R. Colburn and
Richard K. Scher, Flmida's Gubm~torialPolitics in the Twentidh Centuly
(Tallahassee, Fla., 1980), 234-5, as well as their "Race Relations and Florida
Gubernatorial Politics Since the B m Decision," Florida Historical Quarter4 53
(April 1975):153-69; Billy B. Hathorn, "Cramer v. Kirk: The Florida
Republican Schism of 1970," Florida Historical Quarterly 68 (April 1990): 403
26; Gordon Harvey, A Quation of Justice: New South Garam and Educatim
(Tuscaloosa,Ala., 2002), 67, 68.
The extended treatments are in chapter eight of Edmund F. Kallina Jr.,
Claude Kirk and the Politics of C o n , t a t i o n (Gainesville, Fla., 1993); Raymond
Rapp, "The Failure of Massive Resistance: The Law and Social Change in
Manatee County, Florida" ( M A thesis, University of South Florida, 1972);
Darryl Paulson and Milly St.Julien, "Desegregating Public Schools in Manatee
and Pinellas County, 19541971,"Tampa Bay History 7 (spring/summer 1985):
30-41; Randy Sanders, "Rasslinga Governor: Defiance, Desegregation, Claude
Kirk and the Politics of Richard Nixon's Southern Strategy," Florida Historical
Quarterly 80 (winter 2002): 332-59; idem, Mighty Peculiar Elections: The New
South Gubernatorial Campaigns of 1970 and the Changing Politics of Race,
(Gainesville, Ha., 2002), 77-112. See also Lisa McGirr, SubuTban Wammm:The
On'gim of the New American Rtght (Princeton, N.J., 2001), 8-9,46, 74,94.
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society still grappling with racial integration. These voters-not
necessarily linked to any particular region--often provoked and
often responded to political posturing. Their beliefs and actions
should remind historians that politicians of the 1970s, despite their
differences, had more in common than previously acknowledged.
Born in California in 1926, but with childhood stints in Illinois
and Alabama, Claude Kirk served in the military and obtained a law
degree before settling into a prosperous career as a businessman in
Jacksonville. These early years in as a young professional prepared
Kirk well to sense and exploit shifts in politics and public opinion.
Serious issues plagued Jacksonville in the 1960s, including a corrupt local government unwilling to solve lingering problems with
education, race relations, and the environment. According to biographer Edmund F. Kallina Jr., such problems "infuriated Kirk and
"offended his idealism," giving Kirk ample opportunity to use his
sarcastic wit, keen political insight, and charismatic abilities to
shake up Florida politics. After an inauspicious beginning in politics, Kirk vaulted to the governor's mansion after being fortunate
enough to draw Miami mayor (and racial liberal) Robert King High
as his opponent. (High had defeated segregationist and fellow
Democrat Haydon Burns in a run-off. The bruising primary fight
permitted Kirk to paint High as ultra-liberal and therefore suspect
in the eyes of many Floridians.) Thus, in 1966, Kirk became the
first Republican governor of Florida since Reconstruction and
made Florida, along with Arkansas, the first Southern state with a
GOP governor. He immediately set out to break the Democratic
Party's stranglehold on state political power. Kallina notes that
Kirk's chief weapons in this endeavor were a politics "visceral in
nature" combined with a "sardonic manner of expression," a conspicuous love of political showmanship, and a belief "that the end
justified the means in achieving his political goals."4
Kirk's abrasive style accounted for both the best and worst qualities of his term and continues to color historical treatments of his
tenure. It is tempting to conflate Kirk's showmanship with the
demagogic tradition of "standing-in-the-schoolhousedoor"favored
by many Southern politicians. Certainly nothing defined Kirk
4.

Kallina, Claude Kirk and the Politics of Cm$hntatim, 145, quotations on 22-24;
Alexander P. Lamis, Thc TweParty South (NewYork, 1984), 182; Claude Kirk,
interview with Julian M. Pleasants, 29 October 1998, Samuel Proctor Oral
History Program, University of Florida, Gainesville (hereafter SPOHP-UF).
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(whom the N m Yafr Times said "played governor like Errol Flynn
played Captain Bloodn)more than his celebrated patenting of "the
politics of confrontation," pursuing political mileage through highly publicized aggressive encounters. In the case of Manatee County,
this tactic earned him frequent comparisons with those Southern
governors who staged similar symbolic confrontations against the
federal government. These comparisons persist although Kirk
attempted to distance himself from segregationists, as when he
stumped throughout Alabama in 1968 against George Wallace on
behalf of Richard Nixon. Journalist David Halberstam, writing in
that same year, noted that "Kirk is genuinely good on race, he
appears to have no prejudice." A number of anecdotes from his
administration suggest Kirk's unwillingness to defer to antiquated
racial custom^.^ Whether this led to actual substantive change for
African American Floridians is open to interpretation. But historians' comparisons of Kirk to massive resisters is misleadingly simplistic-it
ignores the extent to which it behooved Kirk to
disassociate himself such sentiments, even as he tapped into the
same feelings that George Wallace, for example, articulated mastefilly for a national audience. Unlike the massive resistance era,
it became distasteful to many constituencies in the 1970s to identify openly with segregation, even as these voters favored policies that
included segregation. Kirk reflected that shift in attitude.
Kirk's 1966 election signaled a tentative but significant political reorientation throughout the state. Since the Eisenhower presidency, Florida's burgeoning Republican population had made
incremental inroads upon the state's solidly Democratic affinities.
5.

For Kirk as demagogue, see New York T i m , 7, 12 April 1970; St. Petenburg
T i m , 10,12 April 1970; Neusweek, 20 April 1970,40-42;Time, 27 April 1970compare to Time, 20 April 1970, 16, which acknowledged that Kirk was
"almost a liberal (by Florida standards) on racial matters"; Peter D. Klingman,
Neither DiRF Nor S u d : A Hiskny of the RepdIican Party in Florida 1867-1970
(Gainesville, Fla., 1984), 17576; Robert W. Hooker, "Busing, Governor
Askew, and the Florida Primary," N m South 27 (spring 1972): 27; Rapp, "The
Failure of Massive Resistance," 3-4; Richard K. Scher, Politics an The New South
(New York, 1992), 388; David Halberstarn, "Claude Kirk and the Politics of
Promotion," Harper's Magazine, May 1968, 33-34, which also draws a parallel
between Kirk's and Wallace's similarities; Sanders, "Rassling a Governor,"
334; Kirk interview; David R Colburn, "Florida Governors Confront the
Brown Decision," in An Uncertain Tradition: Constitutimtalismand the Histmy of
the South, eds., Kermit L. Hall and James W. Ely (Athens, Ga., 1989), 34547;
Gilder quotation from Kallina, Chudi Kink and the Politics of ConJi-ontation,180;
Nathaniel Reed, interview with Julian M. Pleasants, 2, 3 November 2000,
SPOHP-UF.
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Manatee County's political &liation was typical of the increasingly
Republican "horseshoe" of the 1960s and 1970s which straddled
central and southern Florida. With the linchpin in Orlando, an
upsidedown U along both coasts of the peninsula signaled the
parameters of Republican support in Florida.
Significantly, this horseshoe was comprised predominately by
people only belatedly Floridian, an onrush of migrating retirees
and young professionals from the Northeast and Midwest. These
citizens settled in the coastal cities of Florida and immediately registered according to their traditional preference, which is to say,
Republican -a dimension frequently ignored by historical treatments of Kirk's intrusion into Manatee. Demographic statistics
from the 19'70 census indicate thatjust under half of Manatee's residents hailed from not only outside Florida but outside the South,
and the county's native Floridians equaled the number of migrants
born in the north central United States. Such voters provided a
political base for Kirk before 1970: Manatee County school board
attorney Kenneth W. Cleary, born in Michigan, was one of Kirk's
county chairmen; and school board member Thomas Sprenger,
raised in Indiana and Kentucky, campaigned with Kirk across the
county in 1966.6
To what extent, then, was Kirk's stand-in-the-schoolhousedoor
attitude particularly Southern? It is risky to attribute this dynamic
to the Manatee situation when much of Kirk's intended political
constituency did not hail from Dixie. The solid Democratic South
that rallied behind the demagogic stances of George Wallace, Orval
Faubus, and Ross Barnett was fragmenting by this time. Rather, the
6.

1970 Census of Population from Florida, Part 11, Section 1, Table 119, Eaton
Florida History Room, Manatee County Central Library, Bradenton, Fla. On
Manatee and Florida's burgeoning Republicanism, see Jack Bass and Walter
DeVries, The T r a m f m t i o n of Southern Politics: Social Change and Political
Consequence Since 1945 (New York, 1976), 107-35, 417-19; Manning Dauer,
'Florida: The Different State," in The ChangingPolitics of the South, ed. William
C. Havard (Baton Rouge, La., 1972), 92-164; Raymond Arsenault and Gary R.
Mormino, "From Dixie to Dreamland: Demographic and Cultural Change in
Florida, 1880-1980," in Shades of the Sunbelt: Essays on Ethnicity, Race, and the
Urban South, eds. Randall M. Miller and George E. Pozetta (New York, 1988),
179-84; Colburn, "Florida Governors Confront the Brown Decision," 328;
Lamis, The TweParty South, 179; Morton D. Winsberg, "Regional Migration
Streams to Different Parts of Florida," Southeastffn Geographer 33 (May 1993):
117, 120. See also Kenneth W. Cleary, interview with the author, 18 April
2000; Thomas Sprenger, interview with the author, 15August 2000, both in
SPOHP-UF.
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new mixture of non-Southerners coexisting with Southerners signaled that Manatee's and Kirk's disdain for busing was not confined to supporters of massive resistance.
This blurred regionalism among its citizens is all the more
highlighted by Manatee's past, reminiscent of more traditional
Southern attitudes to local racial tensions in the post-World War I1
era. Largely dependent on agriculture and tourism for their livelihood, whites frowned on African Americans' self-assertive acts. An
active Citizens' Council, a sheriff affiliated openly with the Ku Klux
Klan, and an unsympathetic white populace stifled civil rights activity during the 1950s and 1960s. Divisions persisted between the
county seat of Bradenton, and Palmetto, north of Bradenton and
across the Manatee River, where the majority of local blacks lived
and coexisted in uneasy tension with lower-class whites, displaying
particularly brittle race relations.
But by 1970, the racial attitudes of Manatee County-nce
a
stronghold of segregationist sentiment, now a blend of Dixie,
Midwest, and Northeast-reflected the reality that the South was
but a darker reflection of a wider American tendency. The county's evolution manifested racial attitudes that transcended geography. Florida, and Kirk, demonstrated these shifting categories. As
the decade unfolded, electoral patterns throughout the state swung
without any clear trends between parties, candidates, and the
dynamics of an enormously varied state. Caught between party loyalties of the past and a growing identification with a new political
shift, the state was undergoing internal transformation as part of
the Sun Belt phenomenon, stocked with citizens moving into a r a p
idly urbanizing, socially mobile society. Bradenton Herald reporter
Jane Evers, who covered the Manatee school board during the integration and busing years, made the connection explicit:
"Bradenton and the urban area around it . . . retains an awful lot of
a small-town feeling. Sarasota thinks they are very cosmopolitan
and sophisticated. Bradenton is more of a small-town type of thing.
. . . It is more like a Midwestern small town."7
Throughout the 1960s, Bradenton's school system found itself
hampered by mediocrity, lacking adequate financing and perilously close to losing its accreditation. The community feared that

- --

7. Jane Ever~,interviewwith the author, 19 April 2000, SPOHP-UF. See McGirr,
Suburban Wammms,
which, while about California, informed my analysis.
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educational deficiencies would repel industry, despite the Gulf
Coast's swelling prosperity. But these issues, compounded by
Manatee's growth, outpaced the county's ability to deliver solutions. The school system found itself taxed by increasinglystringent
directives from the federal government to hasten integration,
which largely went ignored. Despite a 1965 NAACP lawsuit, the
Manatee County Board of Public Instruction engaged in conspicuous footdragging, allowing only token integration throughout the
county?
The chief point of resistance to integration and later to busing
derived from the school board's insistence upon maintaining
neighborhood schools. Both whites and African Americans used
neighborhood schools as educational and cultural anchors. These
schools, rooted in patterns of residential segregation, did not lend
themselves to integrated education. By using the so-called "freedom-ofchoice" measures favored by many Southern school systems, which provided for token integration while ensuring a
predominantly segregated status quo, Manatee County maintained
neighborhood schooling with minimum disruption. Such tactics
remained common after the 1964 Civil Rights Act. Still, the federal
government judged Manatee County to be in compliance with
national standards for desegregation. Each year brought an
increased percentage of African Americans to integrated schools,
although the pace remained glacial and only tiny numbers of blacks
were admitted into all-white schools. A two-mill school tax rejected
by voters on November 3,1965, and stricter guidelines on desegregation compliance handed down by the federal government on
March 1,1966, only served to deepen problems faced by the school
system. Swelling numbers of both black and white children taxed
the resources of a school system already struggling with overall
deterioration.
The busing issue also folded into a larger struggle for power in
late 1960s Manatee County. After closing a school in Myakka City
on the eastern edge of the county, and earning the displeasure of
8.

The bulk of my text on Manatee County's past is excerpted from Rapp's
extensive "The Failure of Massive Resistance." His study suffers from some
interpretative holes as it confines itself largely to extensive newspaper
research. The NAACP lawsuit was Caroline Harvest et al. v. Board of Public
Instwtion of Manatee County et al., No. 6512-Civ.T (1965). With regards to
Palmetto, see Sprenger interview; Rapp, "The Failure of Massive Resistance,"
1-194.
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parents whose children faced a ninety-minute round-trip into
Bradenton, Superintendent J. Hartley Blackburn found himself
struggling to hold onto his job of twenty-plus years. Increased
teacher walk-outs, as part of the 1968 Florida teacher's strike, coupled with some racial clashes in county schools, further polarized
the political situation. In response, the elections of Thomas
Sprenger, C. W. Lacey, and Betty Rushmore gave Manatee County
a Republican-controlledschool board for the first time. The board
immediately made plans to switch from an elected to a boardappointed superintendent. The politicized atmosphere surrounding the school board became further charged in February 1968,
when the board voted three-to-two along partisan lines to reject recommendations from educators, including new superintendent Jack
M. Davidson, that the "freedom-of-choice"plan be replaced with a
geographical zoning plan. Zoning was attractive in that it relieved
overcrowding through more efficient use of available school space
while conforming to federal desegregation mandates. The board's
decision remained policy even after the Supreme Court's 1968
Green v. New Kent County (Virginia) ruling outlawing freedom-ofchoice plans. This important case required that school boards not
only refrain from segregating schools, which in practice resulted in
schools with token minorities of African Americans, but provide
immediate action to create schools not "racially identifiable." Green
also meant that judicial supervision, previously enforced unevenly
by the courts, would scrutinize recalcitrant school districts more
closely. In Manatee County, further litigation by the NAACP
prompted a January 9,1969, federal court order requiring Manatee
County to comply with these federal desegregation req~irements.~
The plan submitted to the federal court by the Manatee County
school administration pleased no one. In an attempt to relieve classroom overcrowding, the districting plan left four black schools
and seven white schools totally segregated. The plan, found deficient on May 8,1969, prompted a court order calling for a new plan
to integrate the four black schools. Against the advice of board
9.

Green v. New Kent County Schwl Boanl, 391 U.S. 430; Orfield, Must We Bus?, 14;
Graglia, Disaster by Decree, 66874; Willringon, From Bwwn to Bakke, 115-18. For
more on the 1968 Florida teacher's strike, see James Sullivan, "The Florida
Teacher Walkout in the Political Transition of 1968," in Southern Labm In
Transition, 19401995, ed. Robert H. Zeiger (Knoxville, Tenn., 1997), 205-29;
Rapp, "The Failure of Massive Resistance," 94101, 122-39; Sprenger interview; William Bashaw, interview with the author, 18 April 2000, SPOHP-UF.
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attorney Kenneth Cleary, the school board voted to request a new
trial on the grounds that desegregation would impair education
throughout Manatee County. Superintendent Davidson continued
lobbying for an increased 'compensatory programn for African
Americans that would best succeed if concentrated in the four allblack schools. Above all, white citizens recoiled from the prospect
of sending their children to previously all-black schools. The Nixon
administration's announcement that desegregation orders would
be eased occurred nearly simultaneously with harsher judgments
handed down by the federal court. These confusing cues heightened white resentment towards the school board, which undoubtedly encouraged the board's continuing intransigence, despite the
advice of their attorney and administrators. The board, again
against Cleary's pessimistic counsel, tried to forestall criticism by
appealing its case to the Fifth Circuit Court in New Orleans.lo
A stern rebuke from the Fifth Circuit, handed down on
December 12,1969,left federaljudge Ben Krentzmen with the duty
of enforcing Manatee's compliance. He ordered the school board
to seek advice from federal agencies. Accordingly, the Florida
School Desegregation Consulting Center, a subsidiary of the U.S.
Department of Health, Education, and Welfare based at the
University of Miami, reported to the school system three possible
options for compliance, designated Plans A, B, and C. Finding
Plans A and C inadequate, Krentzmen ordered that Plan B, along
with its mandated busing program, be instituted no later than April
6, 19'70, in a school year that had just nine weeks remaining.
Krentzmen, however, had permitted other school districts making
"excellent progress" to wait until September 19'70 to institute their
integration plans. *
At this point, Kirk interjected himself with a flurry of legal
actions, requesting interventions and respites by higher courts, all
of which were turned down. "From now on, I intend to be the
10. Rapp, "The Failure of Massive Resistance," 140-60; Sprenger interview;
Bashaw interview. St. Petersbug Times, 10, 11 April 1970, has a summary of
legal events leading to Manatee's court order.
11. Rapp, "The Failure of Massive Resistance,"161-77; St. Petersburg Times, 10, 11
April 1970. For more on Krentzmen, see St. Petersburg Tim, 10, 12 April
1970. Krentzmen also received a number of threats to his life, see St.
Petersburg Times, 15 April 1970. For more perspectives on Krentzmen, see
Mickey Newberger, interview with author, 17 April 2000; and Oscar
Blasingame, interview with the author, 20 April 2000, both in SPOHP-UF. All
interviewees for this project commented on Krentzmen generally.
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buffer between the school boards and the courts," said Kirk, who at
the same time went on to stress "that segregation has no place in a
democratic society." Significantly, he took these actions after consultation with Attorney General John Mitchell; press accounts of
the meeting conjectured that Kirk and Nixon planned to "snatch
the issue of school desegregation away from the Democrats." Kirk
also upped the ante by announcing plans to suspend any school
board complying with integration orders that prescribed "mass
forced busing." The Manatee school board included Kirk's pronouncements in its continued appeals for higher courts, all the way
to the U.S. Supreme Court, to stay Krentzmen's order. One article
noted the school board's resentment of being "'swept up in the tide
ofjudicial frustration'" after having "been twice ruled to be desegregated 'only to be told by another federal coun that the same sys
tem was not in compliance.'" School board attorney Kenneth
Cleary argued that desegregation had occurred by the opening of
the school year, " [blut the whites either sent their children to private schools or moved out of the zones. . . . [Tlhese schools have
resegregated because people have moved out."'*
After the U.S. Supreme Court demurred from intervening,
there seemed to be no way to evade busing for Manatee County
schools. Despite shrill cries of protest from segregationists, a
reported sharp increase of enrollment in private academies, and a
call from the Bradenton Herald for Judge Krentzmen's impeachment, most of the county seemed resigned. The HerQld noted that
school officials had met with Kirk and briefly discussed possible
interventions, but no decision was reached, and one source said
that Kirk would not make a move.13
On Sunday, April 5, the school board was summoned to an
emergency meeting with Lieutenant Governor Ray Osborne and
12. St. Petersburg Times, 23January, 1 April 1970; New YorR Times, 23January 1970;
Sanders, "Wrassling a Governor," 347-51.
13. Subsequent oral histories, however, suggest that the board may have been
aware of the impending act; see Even interview; Cleary interview; William
Maloy, interview with the author, 4 April 2000, SPOHP-UF; Kallina, Claude
Kirk and the Politics of Confrontation, 16872; Rapp, "The Failure of Massive
Resistance," 18&93; Bradimton H w 1 April 1970;. See St. Petemburg Tim,
l 0 , l l April 1970, for the sequence of events; Bradaton Hmld, 2,4 April 1970
on Kirk; Bradaton Heralcl, 4, 5 April 1970, regarding calls for Krentzrnen's
impeachment. Note also that, in February, Kirk made a similar attempt at
intervention in Daytona Beach but backed off when threatened with contempt of court charges; see N m York Tim, 12 April 19'10.
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various governor's aides. A Herald reporter was struck by the initially jovial atmosphere with lots of kidding and joking, but then
seriousness prevailed. Osborne read aloud the governor's executive order, citing in great detail the damage that court-ordered busing would inflict upon Manatee County schoolchildren in
mid-term. In denunciating the "sociological" plan of Krentzmen
and the attack on the Miami Desegregation Consulting Center (a
"private" outside group not connected with elected school officials), the order showed occasional hints of the bygone era of massive resistance. But the language also remained qualified: "The
action is not taken to defy the courts. . . . We are dedicated to compliance, not defiance." Rather, the order stressed Krentzmen's
"arbitrary actions" and defended Kirk's suspension order as an
expression of "the people of Florida" in "taking action to get a fair
hearing before the judiciary" on behalf of "the right to be heard. .
. . To seek redress of grievances . . . [and] To work out conflicts
within the law." The order ended with the odd paradox of Kirk
"most reluctantly" suspending "the valiant members of Manatee
County Board of Public Instruction . . . and their courageous and
eminently qualified Superintendent Dr. Jack Davidson."l4
The backlash began immediately. The Br&ton
HeraZd's editorial page, despite consistently denouncing the busing plan as
"obnoxious," lambasted Kirk. "Children Are Pawns: Kirk Antics
Inexcusable" was a typical headline. The newspaper also charged
Kirk with "political grandstanding . . . [and] attempting to exploit
the emotions of a citizenry which clearly is excited over misuse of
judicial authority." On Monday morning, Kenneth Cleary was welcomed with a phone call from Kirk who said, "Good morning, this
is your superintendent" and asked Cleary to serve as his attorney.
Cleary, turning down the request, informed Kirk that he was en
route to Tallahassee to convince the Florida Senate Committee on
Education to remove Kirk from his new position.15
Within the schools, chaos reigned as planned reconfigurations
based on the busing plan were overturned by Kirk's intervention.
14. Evers interview; Cleary interview; "Executive Order,"5 April 1970, Claude R.
Kirk Jr. Papers, Series 926, B>x 3, Florida State Archives, Tallahassee;
Brahton Herald, 6 April 1970; St. Petersbulg Times,6 April 19'70.
15. Bradenton Herald, 7 April 1970; Cleary interview. See also the prescient editorial from the Herald warning of "emotionalismnand "playingpolitics,"5 April
1970. The St. Petersbulg T i m , 7 April 1970, confirmed that Cleary and school
board chair Betty Rushmore met with the legislature in Tallahassee.
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First days of forced busing at Southeast High School in Manatee County, April
1970. Courtesy of Manatee Courtly Historical Society, Bradenton, Flu.

The arrival of sixth-graders at classrooms filled with desks sized for
firstgraders and lacking necessary textbooks prompted a frenzied
effort to return these items to their initial homes. Popular reaction
to Kirk's takeover, as reported by the Herald, ranged from "At least
he did something" to "Why didn't he just leave us alone?" As the
week wore on, however, white residents largely rallied to Kirk's side,
evinced by one resident who stated that if "Kirk tells the voters of
Manatee County he is running for God, he would get 95 per cent of
the vote." Clarified another: "The majority of the people are not
against integration of the schools. . . . But we are against forced busing" and "Our civil rights are being violated. . . . There should be
justice for all." Various organizations that protested forced-busing,
eventually cooperating under one umbrella as SONS (Save Our
Neighborhood Schools) and later FOC (Freedom of Choice), were
predictablyjubilant. l6
In the meantime, the NAACP led African American picketers
in vigils around school buildings to protest Kirk's intervention.
Other African Americans resisted the idea of busing as a method of
breaking up neighborhood schools, although their perspective was
16. Bradenton Herald, 10, 12 April 1970; St. Petersburg Times,10, 11, 12 April 1970;
Sanders, "Wrasslinga Governor,"352.
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quite complicated. As William Bashaw, assistant superintendent of
schools in the 1970s recalled, the loss of all-black Lincoln High
School, an anchor in the black community, was mourned by its former graduates: "It is a rather interesting thing that many of the
black students did not want to [integrate by busing]. They still have
reunions of the old Lincoln High School of the black people. They
were proud of their school and they did not want to lose it, which,
in effect, is what they did." Ahican Americans were caught in a
bind, torn between advancing the cause of integrating schools
while losing school ties that had fortified them in the hostile environment of segregation for years.
Even more galling was the reality that, after Kirk's withdrawal
from the school system, black students by an overwhelming majority were forced to ride buses to strange schools. As Bashaw put it,
referring to the postcrisis busing plan:
What it ended up doing was busing black students. There
was some logic in that,because there were population centers that were pockets of black studentswhich needed to be
broken up. For example, we could not have desegregated
Lincoln [High School] strictly on geographic lines,
because it would have been 75 to 80 percent black . . .when
you have 12 percent black countywide, obviously, the thing
to do is to divide those black children up. That is exactly
what we did.
Cleary said, "Well, the black people got caught in a bind here,
because they wanted the desegregation . . .but then when it h a p
pened, they are the ones who had to cope [with] getting bussed.
That was a mixed battle for them. Some of them felt, well, maybe
that is what we ought to do, and some of them felt it was not fair,
because we were not bussing the white children. . . . So,they got
caught in their own trap, in one matter of speaking, because they
wanted desegregation, but they did not want it all on their shoulders." African Americans fell victim to a numbers game, taking
two steps forward and one step back when it came to integration."
The white population of Manatee County,with few exceptions,
rallied under the banner of community autonomy in supporting
Kirk's actions. Many white citizens struck a note of wounded per-

17. Cleary interview; Bashaw interview.
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secution in lashing out at the federal government. A Bradenton
Her& editorial decried the situation as "yet another indication of
how the federaljudicial system has deteriorated. The constitution
has been tossed out the window. Common sense logic is ignored."
In a representative letter to the editor, one writer, after summarizing the results of a Gallup poll showing widespread disaffection
with busing among both blacks and whites, argued that such sentiment "indicates that a militant minority of whites and blacks with
the aid of the national news media has pressured Congress into
passing civil rights laws to impose its will on the overwhelming
majority. Is this democracy or dictatorship? Viva Governor Kirk.
He represents the views of the exploited majority!" Other whites
also pointed to disenchanted African Americans to make their
point. One journalist wrote, "Although they haven't been as p u b
licly vocal as some of the white parents, many members of the
Negro community are considerably disturbed over the plan." That
same journalist lamented how busing interfered with education:
"Nothing works right because you have lost that sense of neighborhood community spirit."18
Defense of community, resistant to capricious forces of government and courts, found singular expression in widespread distaste for busing. The laws decreeing integration, personified by
the seemingly arbitrary decision handed down by Judge
Krentzmen, fueled a sense of victimization of "the exploited majority." Constant references to blacks who presumably shared white
parents' "common sense" in resenting the plan denied the reality
of the NAACP picketers outside the school building and rejected
implicitly the idea that African Americans could be part of the
community. Indeed, whites co-opted the language of the Civil
Rights movement by charging that the law failed to respect their
rights. School board attorney Cleary claimed "that the ACLU and
NAACP, who are basically strangers to the local community-their
national headquarters people-enjoy a favored position with the
court in comparison to the local school board." Unquestionably,
this marked a double standard. As one bystander put it, "many
Manateeans expect the United States to be mighty in the face of
North Vietnam and puny in the face of Claude Kirk." The point
remains, however, that in the eyes of white Manateeans, Kirk's
18. Bradanton Herald, 4, 14 April 1970; St. Petenburg Times, 19 April 1970; Sprenger
interview; Evers interview.
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actions represented a potent assertion of the right of communities
to self-rule-a populist cry that subsumed considerations of segregation or integration, even as it drew force from those same racial
factors.lg
Kirk's actions quickly reverberated throughout the state. On
Monday afternoon, Florida Attorney General Earl Faircloth, a
Democratic candidate for governor, declared Kirk's order "ineffective" on the basis that Kirk opened "a legal barrel of snakes" by
not justifying the reason for the suspension, which Faircloth
deemed unconstitutional. Republican members of the Florida legislature held fast in resisting bills proposed by Democratic legislators "with hopes of stealing some of Kirk's thunder." Democrats
countered that the state assembly was united against busing, but
they were confused on how to address the problem and accused
Kirk of "keep[ing] the center stage for himself." Clearly the legislature was afraid of being branded as pro-busing; one senator
referred to the dilemma as "the damndest box we've ever been in."
The St. Petmsburg Times noted that senators clung to the "pervasive
hope that the federal courts will solve the problem first."
Obligingly and without hesitation, Krentzrnen directed
Superintendent Jack Davidson to reclaim his office, and ordered
the governor to a hearing in his court on Tuesday, April 7, to jushis actions, an order which "delighted" Kirk: "That's what I've
been trying to do . . . [glet us, the people of Florida, our day in
Krentzmen's directives gained support from the Nixon White
House, where press secretary Ronald L. Ziegler announced that
the Justice Department stood ready to use more legal proceedings
or U.S. marshals to "cooperate and assist the court in carrying out
the court's order." Such intervention was of course what Nixon
19. St. Petersburg Times,1 April 1970;Bradenton Herald, 12 April 1970.
20. Bradenton Herald, 7 April 1970;St. Petershrg T i m , 11,12,13,
14 April 1970;
New Yod Tims,7 April 1970. Note that Manatee County school officials were
assisted by Florida congressmen William Cramer, a strong opponent of busing and an even stronger arch-enemy of Kirk; see consult Hathorn, "Cramer
v. Kirkn;Cleary interview. See the St. Pewburg Times,11 April 1970,for a summary of Florida newspaper editorials. The Manatee situation exacerbated the
persistent bickering and political maneuvering for control of the Republican
Party in Florida; see St. Petenburg Times,6 April 1970;Sanders, "Wrassling a
Governor," 353; Klingman, 155-95;Hathorn, "Cramer v. Kirk," 407-11,413;
Gregory Lee Baker, "IntrapartyFactionalism: The Florida Republican Party"
(M.A. thesis, University of Florida, 1976).
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wanted desperately to avoid. Earlier in his political career, Nixon
had supported the Brown decision and the Civil Rights Acts of 1957
and 1960. His administration attempted to put in place some policies with an eye towards improving the plight of black Americans.
The executive order creating the Office of Minority Business
Enterprise, the proposed Philadelphia Plan encouraging racial
quotas, and the attempt to extend the Voting Rights Act of 1965 all
showed a willingness to be associated with racial change.*'
With regard to busing, however, Nixon's position remained
one of carefully contrived vagueness. Obsessed with George
Wallace's ability to steal votes from his base of supporters, Nixon
moved gingerly on the issue. Under pressure from Southern senators, the administration backpedaled on enforcing integration
deadlines and fired Leon Panetta, Assistant Secretary of Health
Education and Welfare, for his overly vigorous attempts to push
through desegregation initiatives. However, Nixon also directed
the Internal Revenue Service to refuse tax-exempt status to private
schools that failed to adopt nondiscriminatory charters. As Nixon
put it to his aides, his policy on desegregation was "to keep it
confused." His speech on March 24,1970-two weeks before Kirk
took over in Manatee--granted one and a half billion dollars
for the enforcement of school desegregation. The same speech,
however, mixed a strong endorsement of integration ("The

21. Of the various biographies of Nixon and his dealing with busing, most help
h l for this essay was Hugh Davis Graham, "Richard Nixon and Civil Rights:
Explaining an Enigma," R s i d e n t k l Studies Quarterl~26 (winter 1996): 93106;
Lawrence J. McAndrews, "The Politics of Principle: Richard Nixon and
School Desegregation," Jmrnal ofNegro History 83 (summer 1998): 187-200.
See also Dean Kotlowski, Nixon's Civil Rights: Politics, Principle, and Poliq
(Cambridge, Mass., 2002); Hugh Davis Graham, T h Civil Rzghts Era: Origins
and Developmat of National Policy 19601972 (New York, 1990);Alvy L. King,
"Richard M. Nixon, Southern Strategies, and Desegregation of Public
Schools," in Richard M. Nixmr: Politician, President, Administrator, ed. Leon
Friedman and William F. Levantrosser (New York, 1991), 141-58; Hugh D.
Graham, "The Incoherence of the Civil Rights Policy in the Nixon
Administration," in Friedman and Levantrosser, eds., Richard M. Nixon, 15972; and the commentaries in that same volume by Robert H. Finch, 17375;
Sallyane Payton, 17685; and Roger Wilkins, 186-88. Nixon's papers, as well
as those of his aides in the National Archives, concentrate mostly on post-1970
events regarding the busing issue with only sporadic mention of Kirk; see particularly Leonard Garment's Desegregation/Busing file, White House Special
Files, Staff Member and Oltfice Files, Leonard Garment: box 64, folder 2,
Richard M. Nixon Presidential Materials, National Archives, College Park,
Md.
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constitutional mandate will be enforced") with the argument that
"transportation of children 'beyond normal school zones' should
not be required and racial segregation caused by housing patterns
should not be attacked by the federal government." His speech
put Nixon at odds with Krentzmen's orders, and Kirk zeroed in on
this tension during the Manatee crisis, for his coup contrasted dramatically with the "calculated waffle" that constituted Nixon's
stance. The New York Times commented that, in light of Nixon's socalled "Southern strategy" of wooing conservative Southerners to
the Republican Party, Kirk's revolt constituted "a potentially grave
political problemnand the administration was "approaching it with
extreme caution."22
Despite this tension, lines of communication between Kirk
and the administration remained open during his week in
Manatee, for the governor had extensive contacts in the Nixon
White House. Robert Finch, secretary of Health, Education, and
Welfare, was Kirk's friend fiom the Marine Corps; William Safire
had been employed by both Kirk and Nixon as a public-relations
specialist; even Attorney General John Mitchell and the President
himself were on close terms with Kirk, although the latter relationship had been sorely tried, especially after some backroom politicking at the 1968 Republican national convention. The
administration was none too pleased with Kirk's antics in
Bradenton; as many contemporary accounts noted, Nixon's precarious position meant he was "politically spread-eagled" by Kirk's
stance. With undoubtedly mock innocence, Kirk twisted the knife
as he met with the press on and off during the week's events in
Sanders, "Wrassling a Governor," 338,353; Maloy interview; Lloyd Hagarnan,
interview with the author, 1 July 2000; Robert Hoffman, interview with the
author, 3 April 2000, both in SPOHP-UF. At one point, Nixon, apparently
dreaming out loud according to his chief of staff H.R Haldeman, professed
a desire to "get a right-wing demagogue into some tough race and have him
go on the basis of anti-integration, would get enormous reaction, might even
win." Haldeman explained in a subsequent editorial comment that this was a
"fairly typical strategy on Nixon's part-i.e. to set up, or hope for, an external
extremist view to be launched which would in turn bring counterpressure on
the extremists of the other side instead of letting the current activist element
dominate the debate and the action," 19 February 1970 entry from H.R.
Haldeman, The Haldeman Diaries (New York, 1994), 129. For an inside perspective on the Nixon Administration and civil rights in the days up to (but
not including) the Manatee situation, see Leon Panetta and Peter Gall, Bring
Us Together (Philadelphia, 1971) . Panetta was unceremoniously ousted from
his position in Februaly 1970.
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Bradenton by citing Nixon's professed aversion to busing as rationale for his own actions. The administration thus remained trapped
by its duty to enforce Krentzmen's court order and discourage
intransigence, but carrying out those duties meant alienating voters central to Nixon's "Southern Strategy" and conveniently martyring Kirk. The governor, explained Time,"was shrewdly playing
on the ambiguities in the Nixon's administration p o l i ~ i e s . " ~ ~
Kirk, eager to maintain his newfound bully pulpit, disregarded
his ostensible desire to have his day in court and failed to appear
at the Tuesday hearing before Judge Krentzmen, using as a convenient excuse his required State of the State address before the
Florida Legislature. In his stead, Kirk sent former Governor and
former Florida Supreme CourtJustice Millard Caldwell as his legal
counsel. Caldwell pleaded unfamiliarity with the case, saying that
he had been retained only several hours before the hearing and
asked for time to become acquainted with the relevant legal literature. He also hinted at Kirk's real strategy when he responded to
Krentzmen's queries regarding a statement, widely attributed to
Kirk, in which the governor claimed he was not subject to
Krentzmen's jurisdiction. Caldwell surmised that Kirk meant only
that the U.S. Supreme Court would have jurisdiction in a case in
which the state opposed the federal courts. Kirk echoed this
theme in his State of the State address, calling the Manatee situation "a collision of the sovereignties" and advocating that everyone
"keep our cool, take events as they come, and plod painstakingly
down the road to nine justices of the United States Supreme
Court." Krentzmen accepted Kirk's excuse for not appearing but
ruled that Kirk's suspension of the school board left him responsible for the January 29 court order mandating busing. Krentzmen
subsequently directed Superintendent Davidson to resume office
23. Hoffman interview; Maloy interview; Kirk interview; William Safire, Before the
Fall (New York, 1975) 52, 114, 238; Time?20 April 1970; Newsweek, 20 April
1970. For references to Nixon, see Bradenton Herald, 6 April 1970; St.
Petetsbu'g Times, 14 April 1970; 'Executive Order suspending the Manatee
County board," Series 926, Box 3, Florida State Archives. Nixon and Kirk,
once quite amenable (Nixon went to Kirk's wedding, for example), had a
falling-out due to Kirk's endorsement of Nelson Rockefeller at the 1968
Republican Convention, motivated, many speculated, by Kirk's desire to be
named vice-president. Also key was Nixon's perceived involvement in the factionalism dividing the Florida Republican Party at the same time as the
Manatee crisis; see the New Y d Times, 7 April 1968; Bradenton Herald, 12 April
1970; Hathorn, 'Cramer v. Kirk," 40912.
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(as the deposed superintendent had not yet done so) and continue implementing the busing plan by the deadline of Thursday,
April 9. He also required Kirk to appear before him on Friday,
April 10, regarding possible contempt-ofsourt charges.24
As Davidson frantically attempted to undo the chaos created
by Kirk's interdiction and to reorient the school system towards
compliance with the busing plan, he was interrupted once again.
On Wednesday, April 8, the Governor re-suspended the school
board in pointed defiance of Judge Krentzmen, claiming that the
judge's legal authority did not extend to reinstating the board.
Kirk, apparently motivated by Faircloth's earlier charge, stated that
the school system's compliance with the court order equated to
"misfeasance, malfeasance, and neglect of duty." Kirk asserted,
moreover, that forced busing violated Florida laws, in part because
neighborhood schools were a legal right and because deprivation
of rights based on race was also illegal. Kirk's press secretary
Russell Stratton acknowledged that "We're trying to get this matter
to the Supreme
With Kirk's re-suspension order came a renewed federal
response and the climax to the week's events. At 3:00 a.m. on
Thursday morning, Oscar Blasingarne, Assistant U.S. Attorney in
Tampa, was roused by a call from his superior, John Briggs, and
asked to go to Bradenton and lead Superintendent Davidson back
to his office. Blasingame, thrilled at the unique opportunity,
arrived three hours later and contacted Davidson. He was greeted
around lunchtime by U.S. marshals John Barr, Felix Sharpe, and
Mickey Newberger, and the four men threaded their way through
hordes of news media to the superintendent's door.26
When the marshals entered the school building, they accompanied Kirk aides Lloyd Hagaman and Robert Dooley Hoffman
into a separate office with a contingent of plain-clothed Manatee
County sheriffs deputies while Florida Highway Patrolmen crept

24. A transcript of the hearing is available in the Claude Kirk Papers, Series 926,
Box 3, Florida State Archives. See also Bradenton Herald, 7, 8 April 1970; St.
Petersbu7g T i m , 8, 12 April 1970. Justice Caldwell was retained not only
because of his stature as a former Florida leader but because he was a previous employer of Judge Krentzmen, and the two apparently had a close relationship; see Cleary interview.
25. St. Petersburg Times, 9 April 19'70; "Governor's Proclamation," Kirk Papers,
Series 926, Box 3, Florida State Archives.
26. Blasingame interview; Newberger interview.
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into the adjoining superintendent's ofice, out of sight, as back-up
for the governor's aides. At this point, both newspaper accounts
and participants' recollections become convoluted and somewhat
contradictory, but apparently, the aides planned this arrangement
so they could converse with the marshals while having the deputies
as a buffer. The marshals asked the aides if they understood
Krentzmen's order to cease-anddesist. Hagaman replied that only
the Senate could override the governor's suspension of the board,
and given that no such action had occurred, they were legally entitled to stay and were willing to use force to do so. At this point,
Hagaman left to check for directions from Tallahassee via a WATS
line specially installed in the superintendent's office. In the meantime, Manatee County Sheriff Richard Weitzenfeld introduced
himself and his deputies, with handshakes all around, and stated
his intent to prevent the marshals from arresting the governor's
aides. After some conversation, Weitzenfeld took marshal Mickey
Newberger to the side and confided his nervousness, claiming that
Kirk had promised that Weitzenfeld would not be reelected if he
did not assist the governor's aides. Newberger, a 225pound former linebacker from Florida State University, assured Weitzenfeld
that he would go to jail if he followed Kirk's marching orders.
Hagaman and Hoffman reappeared and reiterated that their
directions were to defy the federal order. After conferring with
Blasingame, the marshals informed the aides that such defiance
would result in their arrest. Newberger, in a gesture of intimidation common to law enforcement officials, unbuttoned his suitcoat
to reveal his gun. Hagaman, a former law enforcement officer who
had been specially deputized so he could legally carry a pistol to
protect the governor in his daily duties, repeated the gesture to display his firearm and said jokingly, "Well, I hope it does not come
to this." At that point, the marshals informed the aides they were
under arrest and made a move for Hagaman's arm to handcuff
him, which prompted the sheriffs deputies to bodily block the
marshals into the wall while the governor's aides retreated hastily
into the superintendent's oflice, slamming and locking the door.27
27. Newberger interview; Hagaman interview; Hoffman interview; Blasingame
interview; Bradenton HeraZd, 9 April 1970; St. Petersburg Times, 10 April 1970;
New York Times,10 April 1970. Of particular importance are the depositions
that the marshals gave in court regarding this encounter; see their testimony
in the Claude Kirk Papers, Series 926, Box 3. For more on the police presence at the school building, see St. Petmburg Times, 10 April 1970.
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The marshals, suitably miffed, immediately began pounding
on the door, demanding entrance. Hagaman hollered in return
that the governor's contingent would ignore the order and that, if
the marshals broke the door down, they would be arrested for
destruction of public property. Simultaneously, the aides were on
the phone to Tallahassee reporting the details of the encounter to
the governor and asking what to do if the marshals persisted.
Hoffman later remembered that Kirk, in his own flip way, commanded "throw yourself in front of the doorn and talked to
Weitzenfeld to reinforce his earlier orders. After continued
yelling, the marshals asked Blasingame, who was nominally in
charge, if he wanted them to break the door down to arrest the
aides. Blasingame, ruing his earlier enthusiasm for this assignment and aware of the mass of reporters and cameras behind
them, decided a pause was in order. Addressing the media, he
raised his hands and requested that the media withdraw the microphones so he could confer with the marshals. The media contented themselves with pictures broadcast internationally of the
contingent huddled in conference outside the locked door.28
After consulting with their superiors, the marshals and
Blasingame let the confrontation die. Retreating to a Howard
Johnson's for coffee, they informed the press that they had succeeded in arresting the interlopers, although they were not "in cus
tody." Kirk, reached by reporters in the Tallahassee hospital where
his son had just been born, told journalists not to fret about his
potential arrest: "I know jujitsu, don't worry." As news of the
bizarre standaff spread, it was clear that tensions had skirted too
close to the edge of disaster, and recriminations flew fast and furious. U.S. Attorney John Briggs, Blasingame's superior, recounted
that a Kirk official had informed him that any federal marshal
attempting to enter the school board building would be "fired
upon." A Kirk aide, Don Meiklejohn, denied the charge elliptically, saying it was not a member of Kirk's staff but an intermediary,
"and we know what was said." Kirk, probably attempting to curtail
the rhetoric, said only that "we will resist only to the extent that
they attack us. We will just meet whatever comes to us, hopefully

28. Newberger interview; Hagaman interview; Hoffman interview; Blasingame
interview; B r h t o n Herald, 9 April 1970; St. Petmburg Times,10 April 1970;
NGUYmk T i m , 10 April 1970; court testimony, Kirk Papers, Series 926, Box 3.
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by turning the other cheek. The aggressors will have to come from
somewhere else."29
Clearly things were getting out of hand, and a negotiated settlement had to occur. At this point, as one aide to the governor
put it later, "we knew we were going to take the hit." An arranged
truce, negotiated through back-channels, defused the potential
conflict. Hagarnan and Hoffman were instructed to make an
appearance at the hearing scheduled for the next day in Judge
Krentzmen's courtroom. The open line to D.C. throughout the
Manatee crisis had yielded little for Kirk's cause. Although
described as a "love feast" by one account, the sticking point was
that the Nixon administration, at that time embarking on legal
arguments against busing in the Swann v. M e c k h h County
~
(North
Carolina) case, steadfastly refused Kirk's attempts to have the
Manatee County case represented in the legal briefs. It remains
unclear exactly the extent to which the Manatee incident represented an example of collusion or conflict between the Kirk and
Nixon administration^.^^ Regardless, both politicians benefited
from similar tactics of playing a shell game of waffling and ambiguity, especially in using the law as both shield and scapegoat for
political gain. For all of Kirk's bluster, he always emphasized that
his calculated resistance was aimed at getting clarification on busing from the Supreme Court, even though (as one reporter put it)
"what he is doing-and the way that he does it-may be so loud
that most people do not hear what he is saying." In the end, the
only difference is that Nixon more effectively straddled this fence,
and Kirk's belligerency seemed in retrospect to barely faze the
administration: "Amazingly," wrote Harry Dent, Nixon's political
aide in September 19'70, some five months after Manatee, "there
has been nothing approaching a 'Little R~ck."'~'
Before the arranged truce took effect, however, Kirk was determined to wring all possible publicity out of the situation.
Simultaneous to the filing of a petition requesting the U.S.
29. St. Petersbulg Times, 10, 12 April 1970; New Ymk Tim, 10 April 1970; Time, 20
April 1970; Hagaman interview, Hoffman intewiew; Newberger interview;
Blasingame interview. Researchen should also consult the Maloy interview.
30. Hoffman interview; Maloy interview; Hagaman interview; N m York Times, 9
April 1970; Bradentm Her& 12 April 1970; Sanders, "Wrasslinga Governor,"
34344.
31. Sanders, "Wrasslinga Governor,"343,358;McGirr, Stdudan Wanims, 2 11-15;
Harvey, A Question of Jurtice, 71,81.
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Supreme Court to establish jurisdiction over the Manatee County
case, and only hours before Judge Krentzmen decided whether to
hold the governor in contempt of court, Kirk met a final time with
federal government representatives. In this meeting (stage-managed by Gerald Mager, Kirk's legal counsel), Oscar Blasingame,
accompanied by a U.S. Marshals Service administrator A1 Butler
from Washington, returned to Bradenton to serve Hagaman and
Hoffman with a summons to appear before Krentzmen. They were
welcomed by Kirk sitting royally in the superintendent's office.
There was some confusion as to the conditions of the meeting, for
Blasingame, angered by the absence of the two aides, accused Kirk
of "reneging on a promise." After about thirty minutes of haggling, Kirk accepted the summons and promised to get the aides
to Tampa for Krentzmen's hearing. He then convened a triumphant press conference in his usual form, alternating quips
about his newborn son with attacks on the federal government,
and repeating his desire to abide by any decision that the U.S.
Supreme Court handed down. Asked if he would personally
engage marshals in further struggle, he answered, "One marine,
even an old one like me, can take on 100 of anything else."32
In Tampa, no such jocularity was apparent. In a hearing that
stretched over six hours, Krentzmen patiently allowed various parties to come forth and be heard, including a defiant Betty
Rushmore, chair of the Manatee school board, who declared that
"we had already desegregatedn to widespread applause from the
galleries. In the end, Krentzmen found Kirk guilty of contempt of
court and issued a last command for Kirk to stop his interference
in Manatee. He cited as his basis the various rulings handed down
against former rebellious governors Orval Faubus and Ross
Barnett. To back up his order, Krentzmen issued a fine of $10,000
per day, to accumulate until Kirk certified his acceptance of the
court order. A similar ruling, but with a fine of $1,000 per day, was
handed down for aides Hagaman and Hoffman, both of whom
made an appearance before Krentzmen but testified that they felt
duty-bound to obey the governor rather than the Court.
Hagaman, tom by conflicting responsibilities as a law-enforcement
officer and the governor's chief-ofstaff, could not help the tears

32. Blasingame interview; Hagaman interview; St. Petersbu~Times,11 April 1970;
Bradenton Herald, 10 April 1970.
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that resulted from Krentzmen's sympathetic but firm questioning.
Also found guilty of contempt of court but not fined was Manatee
County Sheriff Richard Weitzenfeld, who testified "in a tired voice"
that he would obey the court order.33
As the hearing dragged on, Kirk's contingent withdrew from
the school building in Bradenton. That evening, in a face-saving
address televised across Florida, Kirk claimed "worthwhile
progress" in negotiating a truce with the Justice Department. In
return for reinstating the school officials of Manatee County, he
assured his audience that the Justice Department would henceforth plan its litigation in desegregation cases in tandem with the
state rather than on "a county-bycounty basis." The Justice
Department also agreed to recommend to the Fifth Circuit Court
of Appeals that the Manatee County case be reviewed, without taking a position on whether the plan should be changed.
Reaffirming his belief that "the solution to our problems must lie
in the duly constituted courts," Kirk professed his willingness to
have gone to jail had it helped the cause, but as it stood, "I believe
we are on the road to v i ~ t o r y . " ~
The Justice Department's take differed markedly from Kirk's
speech. In a written communication for the U.S. Supreme Court,
although suggestingJudge Krentzmen had erred in his selection of
Plan B, Solicitor General Erwin Griswold also remarked pointedly
that "any confrontation between the Governor and the United
States would be entirely of his own making." Griswold also scolded Kirk for his selective acknowledgment of legal authority: "It is
inadmissable that any officer-high or low-will not obey the
order of any court but this court." Opinions from Kirk's former
supporters were even harsher. Jerome Pratt, state legislator from
Manatee County and an attorney for anti-busing citizen's groups,
branded Kirk's handling of the affair as "the cruelest hoax ever
perpetrated" and "the most colossal, stupendous . . . political
hypocrisy I have ever seen displayed." Kirk, in turn, responded
that he knew all along "he could go up to the point of force, but
33. Court transcript, Kirk Papers, Series 926, Box 3; New York Times, 11, 12 April
1970; St. Petersburg Times, 12 April 1970; Brudmton Herald, 11 April 1970;
Hagaman interview; Hoffman interview; Benjamin Krentzmen, video interview, SPOHP-UF.
34. St. Petersburg Times, 13 April 1970; New Ymk Times, 11 April 1970; Bradenton
HeraZd, 12,13 April 1970. Full texts of Kirk's speech are avaiIable in Bradenton
Herald, 13 April 1970; St. Petersburg Times, 14 April 1970.
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not beyondn in his intervention, and "as I anticipated, the federal
government did not use force." He also scolded the news media for
treating his actions as anti-integration, rather than anti-busing:
"[tlo the editorial writers who would continue to classlfy us as
racists . . . I cannot say publicly what I would like to say to them."55
Despite the hoopla, calmness quickly returned to the county.
After the week's delay, school buses began to roll across Manatee
County, by most accounts "quietly and orderly." Approximately 2,600
students, out of a school system of 17,000, rode the buses that day,
and absenteeism ran only slightly higher than usual. In the end, the
disproportionate numbers of bused pupils were African American.
Later that week, on April 20, 1970, the U.S. Supreme Court rejected
Kirk's motion to transfer the Manatee County case to itsjurisdiction.
The nation's attention soon turned towards the Apollo 13crisis, hundreds of thousands of miles away in outer space.56
The dizzying turn of events and vociferous dissension that
characterized the whole matter spills over into interpretations of
Kirk's administration to this day. Conventional wisdom remains
that Manatee epitomized everything wrong with Kirk; emblematic
of his reckless grandstanding and insatiable appetite for publicity,
the confrontation figured in his failed bid for re-election in 1970.
His aides, by contrast, maintain loyally to this day that his actions
in Manatee, while certainly uncompromising, displayed a sense of
principle all too rare among politicians. Regardless, Kirk's dubious tactics-in contesting the Manatee case within the courts,
while exploiting his illegal actions relentlessly for political gainwere both inherently contradictory and ineffective. Statewide,
Kirk alienated voters on both ends of the political spectrum, those
disgusted with his actions in Manatee in the first place and those
who felt that he abandoned them at week's end. From the perspective of white Manateeans, the ill-starred antics of Kirk, which
reflected their beliefs but ultimately bore no fmit, led to a feeling
of being used and exploited by politicians to little gain, reinforcing
the distaste for politics as usual. To this day, some Bradenton res35. Brcrdenton Herald, 13,17, 19 April 1970; Neu YorR Tzms, 13, 14 April 1970; St.
Petemburg Tames, 14, 15, 17 April 1970.
36. St. Petnsburg Tames, 17 April 1970; N m Ymk Times, 15 April 1970; Braahton
HeraM, 20 April 1970; Cleary interview. Some of those absentee children
enrolled in private academies, including some run by the Manatee County
Citizens' Councils; see the St. Petemburg Taws, 17 April 1970; Bashaw interview.
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idents foster a sense of "disappointment" and "betrayal" occasioned by Kirk's retreat from their defense. "We were kind of like
a political football being kicked around," recalled school board
member Dr. Thomas S ~ r e n ~ e rIn
. ~some
'
ways, the racial issue was
comparatively muted by other factors: the prospect of violence
between state and federal law-enforcement representatives
undoubtedly figured most prominently in the minds of white voters; the palpable sense that law and order was breaking down outweighed the political appeal of symbolically resisting federal
authority. If the Manatee episode was politically calculated, as to
some degree it must have been, it was a miscalculation and perhaps a missed chance to lead.38
Because Kirk lost his re-election campaign to Reubin Askew,
and because 1970, known as the birth of "the New New South,"
brought about the election of three similar Southern governors
heralded as "new populists," historians see this year as a watershed.
These victorious governors indicated to many commentators and
subsequent historians that the white South was repudiating massive resistance politics for a new era of racial toleration. But as Kirk
and Nixon displayed a fundamental relationship despite their differences, so too did Kirk wear the mantle of populist quite well.
Askew's campaign manager noted that voters were "angry at government and politics . . . it was the same advantage Kirk enjoyed in
1966." One journalist saw this tendency in the support for George
Wallace's 1972 anti-busing campaign in Florida and called it "a
kind of perverted populism-the same complaint against insensitive, inflexible, over-sized government that the late Robert F.
Kennedy voiced in 1968 and Askew in 1970, although Wallace's
version was hollow and void of positive alternative^."^^ The

37. Kallina, Claude Kirk and the Politics of Crm.ntatzon, 183; Sprenger interview.
38. All interviewees commented on Kirk's handling of the Manatee crisis; see also
Kallina, Claude Kirk and the Politics of C o n . t a t i o n , 17683; Orfield, M w t We
Bus?,329, which signals that the Justice Department's condemnation of Kirk
was stronger in rhetoric than in reality; St. Petershrg T i m , 7, 14 April 1970;
Sanders, "Wrassling a Governor, 35658; Dan T. Carter, The Politics of*:
G e ~ g eWallace, T k Origins of the Nezu Conservatism, and the Transformation of
American Politics (New York, 1995).
39. Halberstam, "Claude Kirk and the Politics of Promotion," 3536; Dauer,
"Florida:The Different State,"94; Nezu Ymk Times, 13 October 1970; Hooker,
"Busing, Governor Askew, and the Florida Primary," 30; also Bass and
DeVries, The T r a n s f m t i o n of Southern Politics, 126, which interpreted
Wallace and Askew as appealing to the same alienated voter.
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populist tag, in the case of Askew, was attractive enough to entice
the Florida chairmen of both the 1968 George Wallace and Eugene
McCarthy campaigns to endorse Askew in 1970. It appeared that
populism spread across ideological boundaries, or as historian Dan
T. Carter observed, "had become so elastic it had little meaning."
Any understanding of the 1970s as populist must incorporate the
dynamics behind George Wallace, Boston's anti-busing proponents, and Claude Kirk, rather than privilege 1970s populism as
analogous only to racial moderation.@ Politicians of the late 1960s
and the 19'70sshared a politics of style and a style of politics, even
as they took contrasting leadership on racial issues.
As Manatee confronted the busing issue, the county's voters
displayed the contradictions and similarities in these shifting definitions of a new political terrain. The situation revealed a political
relationship intertwining an old style of politics with a new style of
voter. The mixture of Southerners,Easterners, and Midwesterners
in Manatee demonstrates the idea of local autonomy and its powerful hold in unlfylng white communities in the 19'70s. Fortified
by a new language of populist appeal that transcended party and
region, this political persuasion sparked voter passions in the
1970s, even as the ever-present issue of race lurked-sometimes
openly, sometimes covertly-under the surface of other, more personal issues. Manatee County by 1970was comfortable with a type
of integration that allowed many of its citizens to avoid thinking of
themselves as segregationists and fretted not at all with the reality
and parameters of their still-segregated society.
This is particularly borne out by the fight for neighborhood
schools, which traded some school integration by busing African
Americans in return for preserving white neighborhoods. When
40. Sanders, Mighty Peculiar Ebctions, 1-10; Carter, The Politics of Rage, 3344;
Sanders, "Wrassling a Governor," 191, 205; McGirr, S h r b a n Warrims, 211,
239; Lamis, The Two-Pa* South, 179,18587. The new governors were Ruebin
Askew (Florida), Dale Bumpers (Arkansas), Jimmy Carter (Georgia), and
Linwood Holton (Virginia), but this interpretation ignores the stylistic
changes that allowed even George Wallace to win re-election in 1970 (see
Carter, The Politics of Rage, 417). Harvey, A Question of Justice, 2-3, 170,
acknowledges the "misleading" nature of "populist" in comparing these governors with both their Progressive and massive resistance era counterparts.
See also the Time cover story devoted to the new governors, 31 May 1971. It
should also be noted that both Claude Kirk and George Wallace used aggressive rhetoric and showmanship to obscure fairly liberal tendencies: see Nat
Reed, interview with lulian M. Pleasants, 2, 3 November 2000, SPOHP-UF,
Sprenger interview.
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Betty Rushmore declared to a packed courtroom that "we had
desegregated," she was absolutely right: Manatee had integrated in
a diffused, piece-meal, and token fashion entirely consistent with
the geographic origins of many Manateeans. The central dilemma
for Manatee and the nation remained the point at which the percentage of African Americans in a given school represented integration rather than tokenism, and answers were varied and
complicated. Scholar Gary Orfield noted that two symbolically
rich but mutually incompatible goals-of integration on the one
hand versus neighborhood schools on the other-ran face-first
into each other. Claude Kirk, Manatee County, and the busing
issue of the 1970s exhibited the reality that only government could
solve the problems facing Americans, and yet government was perceived as the problem. Busing fragmented America because it
highlighted the idea that whites should sacrifice for integration,
and the extent to which this could or would happen became
fraught with bitter di~agreement.~~
With the politics of busing, as in so many other things, Claude
Kirk found himself ahead of his times. Critics and supporters
agree that his antics trail-blazed new patterns in Florida politics
and power, even as he self-imploded into near-caricature. This
pattern is upheld by the Manatee County busing incident, which,
while treated superficially by most, is a microcosm of a deeper
dynamic at work. As the 1960s and 1970s accelerated political and
cultural shifts that would send Sunbelt suburbs under the
Republican tent, there was a converging of demographic shifts, a
politics based on symbolism, confrontation, and image, and the
transformation of a country shaken by social divisions. By refashioning the tactics of a bygone era for a new generation of voters,
Kirk presaged three decades of political activity. Nearly thirty years
after the event, Kirk declared that the substance of his stance in
Manatee had not hampered his re-election campaign so much as
the timing: " [Floridians] didn't understand forced busing at the
time. It hadn't hit enough families. It is still a cancer today."
Although his actions often contradicted principles of law and

41. St. Petenburg T i m , 12 April 1970; Hooker, "Busing,Governor Askew, and the
Florida Primary,"24; Bob Woodward and Scott Armstrong, The Brethren: Inside
th Supreme Court (New York, 1979)' 9596, regarding integration versus desegregation; Orfield, M w t We Bus?, 103; McAndrews, "The Politics of Principle,"
196-97; Bashaw interview.
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order and common sense, it hardly mattered to many: his defense
of the values of community autonomy and local control spoke
emphatically, not so much to Southern segregationists of the past,
but to a new America. Although geographically rooted in Sunbelt
Florida, Manatee was instead an outpost, both literally and figuratively, of Southerners and Midwesterners, and even a few
Northeasterners, all of whom preferred to subordinate racial issues
to more personal concerns.42
In the end, there was statewide outrage at Kirk's antics from
politicians and pundits alike. There was a sense of disappointment
and even betrayal from his audience in Manatee County.
Nonetheless, in his failed bid for re-election the following autumn,
Manatee County's votes were solidly in Kirk's column. It would be
a harbinger of things to come.

42. Kirk interview; Carter, The Politics of Rage, 377-81, 425-6, 465-7; idem, F m
George W a k e to Newt Gingrich: Race in the Conseruative Counterrevolution, 19631994 (Baton Rouge, La., 1996); Thomas Byrne Edsall with Mary D. Edsall,
Chain Reaction: The Impact of Race, Rights, and Taxes on American Politics (New
York, 1992); Gerard Alexander, "The Myth of the Racist Republicans," in
Claremant Rarieu of Book 4 (spring 2004), http:/ /www.claremont.org/writings/crb/spring2004/alexander.html.
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Historic Notes and Documents:
Philadelphia Foundations of the Wm. G.
Porter Company of Apalachicola
by Judith Y. Robertson
uring the 183Os, the Florida Panhandle was an American
frontier and recently discovered documents show that
Philadelphians played a significant role in opening the territory. Found in the attic of a family home is correspondence that
evolved over almost half a century, including thirty productive
years of the William G. Porter Company, established and operated
in Apalachicola by the Porter, Ruan, and Benezet families of
Pennsylvania and Florida. The correspondence, touching not only
on business and economics but on personal matters like family,
courtship, education, travel, nature, politics, and even weather,
relates much as to how commerce bound Philadelphia to Florida's
Panhandle.
In 1798, Mary Gibbs married Rev. Thomas Porter, and they settled on a farm called Richland in Pennsbury Manor, Bucks County,
Pennsylvania. In 1807, Thomas purchased and became principal
of a classical boarding school in nearby Newton until he lost his
health in a paralytic attack in 1814. Four years later, he removed
to Cecil County, Maryland, where he died in 1821.
In that year, William G. Porter, the oldest of their three children,
was living in Oswego County, New York, in the town of Mexico as a
Judith Y. Robertson is retired from the Department of Anthropology at Emory
University. She is a direct descendent of Richard Gibbs Porter. She thanks Tamara
G. Miller of the Historical Society of Pennsylvania and Melvin Konner, professor of
anthropology at Emory University, for their assistance.
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farmer and land agent. Twenty-two years of age when his father died,
William assumed responsibility for his mother and siblings. He went
to New York City in 1828 and was engaged there as a supercargo on
board of a vessel bound to St. Marks, Florida. The following year, he
established a mercantile business at Key West and was appointed
Deputy Collector of the Port and Agent for the New York and
Philadelphia Marine Insurance Companies.' His attention was drawn
to Florida, however, after the U. S. Congress designated Columbus,
Georgia, and Apalachicola, Florida, as trading centers. Porter recognized that using the Apalachicola River as a highway, linking the rich
cotton fields of Georgia, Alabama, and the industrial city of
Columbus, would be of great importance to Apalachicola. He determined to establish himself there in spite of the dif5culties encountered in the new territory, such as when the transportation network
faltered during dry summer months and commerce halted until
December, when the river became navigable again, at least until ~ a ~ . *
While formulating a plan to finance the new venture, Porter
spent some time in Charleston, South Carolina, in company with
the Lawton brothers, who were business associates in the Keys. By
July 1831, Porter and the brothers had formed a partnership operating the mercantile, and the Lawtons sewing as suppliers.3
1.

2.

3.

William G. Porter, Memoir of Richard W s , fig. (Philadelphia, 1866), 32-34.
William Gibbs Porter (1799-1877), the son of Rev. Thomas Porter and Mary
Gibbs, was born at Richland, Penn., and died in Philadelphia. He was married in 1843 to his second cousin, Catharine Fknezet (18141919),the daughter of John Stephen Benezet and Sarah Rodman of Philadelphia. He was
educated at his father's classical school at Newton.
Lynn Willoughby, Fair to Middlin': The Antebellum Cotton Trade of the
Apalachicola Chattahoochee River Valley (Tuscaloosa, Ala., 1993), 14; Maxine T.
Turner and James W. Woodruff Jr., Na y Gray: A S t q of the Confedma& Na y
on the Chattahoochee and Apalachicola Rivers (Tuscaloosa, Ala., 1988) 6.
Charles and Joseph Lawton were business partners in the firm ofJ & C Lawton
Co. located on Indian Key near Key West. Property records show that on
November 20, 1833, Joseph and wife, Eliza, mortgaged all righe, titles and
interest on Indian Key to Joseph and Charles Lawton to be repaid January 1,
1836 for $769.89; see Jeny Wilkinson, "General History of Indian Key",
htep://www.keyshistory.org/IK-Early-property-list.html.
"I only saw the day
before yesterday a notice of the death of our old friend Mr Joseph Lawton the
Charleston papers say he was taken ill on Monday and died the following
Thursday. I suppose his complaint was of an appoplectic nature as he has previously had one or two attacks of this disease. It is probable you may get a letter from Mr Naylor on the subject"; Wiiam G. Porter to Richard G. Porter,
25 April 1855, in possession of the author, Atlanta, Ga. It is not known when
Charles Lawton sold out his interest in the business, as his name was not mentioned in the later correspondence.
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Whereas William G. Porter did address to Messrs J & C Lawton
a letter dated the 27th day of July 1831 wherein certain propositions were made of the manner upon which ajoint business should
be entered into and conducted at Apalachicola Bay, And Whereas
Charles Lawton of the firm of J & C Lawton aforesaid did for himself agree thereunto, Now Know Ye the terms and conditions specified in the letter aforesaid are as follows viz

First That a supply of goods to the amount of ten or twelve
thousand dollars shall be obtained, that for the purchase
thereof each of the parties shall pay the sum of two thousand dollars in cash, that the balance be obtained on such
terms or credit that from the sale thereof the engagements can be met.
Secondly
That William G Porter shall repair to
Apalachicola Bay and there conduct the business that J
and C Lawton shall purchase from time to time such
goods as may be wanted, and that for these services neither party shall make any charge on all consignments to J.
& C Lawton on acct of the establishment, the usual commission shall accrue to them solely but upon all consignments obtained for J. & C Lawton, by making advances
upon the property, or for buying the same for cash, the
commission shall be equally divided between the parties.
Thirdly That all the expenses of the establishment shall be
borne by the concern and that the nett proceeds shall be
equally divided; that is to say one half to Charles Lawton
and the other half to Wm G Porter. It is mutually understood that the private expenses of Wrn G Porter for boarding and lodging do not form any part of the expenses of
the establishment.
In witness whereof the said Charles Lawton for himself
only hath hereunto set his hand this twenty sixth day of
October in the year of our Lord one thousand eight hundred and thirty one
Charles Lawton4

4.

Charles Lawton to William G. Porter, 27 July 1831, in possession of the author.
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William Porter's first cousin, John G. Ruan, arranged for wharf
space and storage for the mercantile goods.5 He made business
arrangements, undertook the collection of accounts, and frequently stayed behind to mind the store and properties while the
others retreated northward for the s ~ m m e r In
. ~ 1831, the partners
of the firm were aged thirty-three, thirty-two, and twenty-two, with
John G. Ruan being the eldest while Richard G. Porter, who joined
the firm later, as the youngest.
When exploring the possibility of locating at Apalachicola Bay,
Ruan wrote in August 1831 to William Porter from Ochuse,
~eor~ia:~
There is no direct communication with the Bay at this season, the Steam Boats are all laid up to repair for the fall
business-I shall take the first opportunity to ascertain if a
store can be had at the Bay-should none offer before, as
soon as the Col returns, I will take a canoe and hire some
Indians to paddle me down the river. I think it doubtful
getting a Store, houses are scarce and rents very highshould we not be able to rent you can take up a lot and
erect a frame on it that would serve the purposes for little
more than a years rent. The great objection to building is
the land being in dispute should the claim be determined
5.

6.

7.

John Gibbs Ruan (17981868) was born in Frankford, Penn., the son of Dr.
John Ruan and Elizabeth Gibbs, and was educated near there. In early life,
he went with his father to first Cecil County, Md., where they occupied in
farming, and then to Taberg, Oneida County, N.Y., before migrating in 1831
to Apalachicola, Fla. He married Amanda Clark by whom he had six children. He died in 1868 in the 71st year of his age and was interred at
Apalachicola; Porter, M m z r of Richard Gibbs, 2425.
A previous business arrangement came to haunt Ruan. On August 4, 1836,
he was named along with former business partner Benjamin Hyde as "insolvent debtors," formerly trading together under the firm of Hyde & Ruan at
Taberg, Oneida County, N.Y. His situation ended amicably evidenced by a
continued friendship. With partial payment received and a promise to pay
the balance due within twelve months,Joseph E. Bloomfield relinquished and
released Ruan of debt of any kind; Joseph E. Bloomfield to John G. Ruan,4
August 1849, in possession of the author.
It may be of interest to note here that the Porter, Ruan and Benezet families of Philadelphia who eventually became involved with the Wm. G. Porter
Company were likewise direct descendants of Richard Gibbs Jr. and Margely
Harrison of England, who shared Porter's generational perspective.
Ochuse-Ochese, an Indian settlement located on Ochese Creek of the
Ocmulgee River near Macon, Georgia, named after the Ochese Creek
Indians.
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Descendants of Rlchard Glbbs Jr. (1723-1795) and Margery Harrlson

1

C
Gibbs, Mary (1762-1831)

C

Gibbs, Sarah (1764-1807)
m: Rodman, Gilbert (1748-1830)

m: Porter, Thomas Rev. (1766-1821)

4

C

Porter, William G. (1799-1877)

Rodman, Margery (1790-1872)
m: Fox, John Hon. (1787-1849)

Gibbs, Elizabeth (1767-1803)

4 ml: Ruan, John Dr. (1772-1868)

4

Ruan, John G. (1798-1868)
m: Clark, Amanda (1817-1899)

Porter, Mary (1801-1874)
Rodman, Sarah (1793-1838)
m: Benezet, John S. (1788-1 869)

Porter, Richard G. (1809-1867)
m: Salter, Mary T. (1824-1902)

+m2: Mcllvaine

Rodman, Gilbert (1800-1862)
Porter, T. Francis (1846-1911)
m: Hobart, Emma

Rodman, William (1757-1824)
m: West, Esther (1761-1840)

4
4

Porter. R. Henry (1849-1918)
m: Raney, Virginla (1852-1942)

m3: Rodman, Susan (1787-1849)
Porter, Edward G. (1852-1913)
m: Wakefield, Josephine C.
Porter, Elizabeth P. (1855-1930)
m: Ruge, George ti. (1856-1921)

Benezet, Sarah R. (1818-1874)

C

Benezet, Catharine (1819-1919)

Porter, William G Jr. (1846-1906)
m: Hobart, Susan M. (1847-1915)
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in favour of Forbes you must lose the improvements-but
if on the contrary in favour of the government it would
entitle you to privileges that would be of consequence, as
in all similar cases they have adopted a liberal policy
towards the first settlers. . . . In laying in a stock for this
Country it will of course have to be very different from
those you have been in the habit of purchasing for the
Key-the business at the Bay is by wholesale entirely. . . .
Flour, bacon, whisky, iron, steel, Negro clothing, course
shoes for same, some fine cloth coats would all do well,
also low priced jewelry-in fact every thing the Country
merchants may want, the principal part of them depend
on the Bay for their supplies-be sure to bring a good bmm
for weighing Cotton, also bagging for Cotton. I would
advise that you do not bring out Sugars unless it be some
loaf-this Country generally supplies itself with sugars.8
The opportunities for profit were always on Ruan's mind. Seeing
Columbus, Georgia, the following month, he wrote: "This is a fine
growing place and must become a place of trade, it is at the head of
navigation on the Chattohochee river which with the Flint river
forms the Apalachicola on all of the streams there is a great deal of
good land the produce of which must go to the Bay to find a market. The Cotton Crops are veq promising throughout the Country.
The Mssrs Woods have promised me the refusal of a house at the
Bay. I requested Mr Rien of that place to select a good situation for
business. I should have gone down myself but for the difficulty of
returning at this season to be three or four nights on the river in a
canoe at the sickly season is neither prudent or de~irable."~
Another challenge peculiar to the Florida Panhandle was the
prolonged litigation following the Forbes Purchase, which threatened the legitimacy of land titles within the region.10 When the
John G. Ruan to William G. Porter, 28 August 1831, in possession of the
author.
9. John G. Ruan to William G. Porter, 21 September 1831, in possession of the
author.
10. William Warren Rogers and Lee Willis, At the Water's Edge: A Pictorial and
Nawative History of Apalachicola and Franklin County (Virginia Beach, Va.,
1997), 19; George L. Chapel, A Brief History of the Apalachicola Area
(Apehicola, Fla., n.d.), 5. The settlement of the Apalachicola region in
pamcular began with the Scottish firm of Panton, Leslie and Company, who
became important to Spanish Indian policy while it enjoyed a lucrative Indian
8.
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U.S. Supreme Court finally ruled in favor of the claimants in 1835,
it also declared that the Forbes Purchase was private property, thus
forcing proprietors to reform themselves as the Apalachicola Land
Company, which would administer the Forbes Purchase." The
principal claimant, Colin Mitchel of Washington, D.C., wrote to
reassure the inhabitants of the new town: "Allow me in reply to
your remarks this morning in allusion to the new Settlers at
Apalachicola and upon the lands of Forbes' Purchase to assure you
that in the event of the claimants securing the possession as it is
but Justice to expect they are very far from wishing to take advantage of all the improvements made by these settlers. We are all sensible of the advantages derived from the exertions of these
pioneers to future improvement and I think I speak the sentiments
of all the interested in the claim when I say that we shall have much
pleasure in adopting an arrangement with these settlers which
shall be at once equitable and beneficent."'*
The youngest partner in the firm was Richard G. Porter who
began his career at age fourteen.15 In 1823, he ran a country store
in Oswego County, New York, with older brother William. By 1829,
he had obtained a clerkship with the collector of the Erie Canal at
Rome, New York, under the supervision of Peter Hyde. In 1831,
eager to advance his career, he contacted William for advice on a
new job. William responded: "I shall be glad to hear that you have
succeeded in obtaining an appointment as assistant engineer. I
presume you have heard from [cousin] Mr Fox on the subject and
if a situation can be procured in Pennsylvania I think you should

trade in Spanish territory. When their store was attacked in 1788, in an effort
by the Loyalists to break the monopoly on the Creek trade, they were afterward compensated for damage done while defending Spanish property.
Spain paid them by granting land, about 1.5 million acres, which was later
known as the Forbes Purchase. However, the period 1814 18 proved costly for
Forbes & Company and the firm's property was sold in 1819 to Colin Mitchel,
representing his three brothers and the trading firm family of Carnochan and
Mitchel.
11. Rogers and Willis, At the Watcr'sEdge, 26.
12. Colin Mitchel to Hon. Joseph M. White, Delegate from Florida, 6 February
1833, in possession of the author.
13. Richard Gibbs Porter (18041867), the son of Rev. Thomas Porter and Mary
Gibbs, was born in Newtown, Penn. and died in Apalachicola. He was married in 1845 to Mary Tibbits Salter (18241902), the daughter of Benjamin
Franklin Salter and Harriet Chase Tibbits of New York; William Morrell
Emery, The Salters of Portsmouth, New Hanapshin? (New Bedford, Mass., 1936),
19-20.
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prefer it to one in New York, but unless you have a choice of situations you should not hesitate to accept the first that offered."14
Still, Richard and William's sister, Mary, probably knew that her
younger brother aspired to more than being an engineer on the
Erie Canal. She kept him uptodate on the Apalachicola enterprise: "My dear Brother, It is now almost two months since I wrote
to you and have been much disappointed at not hearing from you.
I now write to inform you I have heard of William's safe arrival at
Apalachicola on the eleventh of last month. John Ruan got there
just two days before and had rented a store and wharf for which
they are to give 650 dollars rent. John has had two attacks of fever
but has now quite recovered. William on his way out stopped at Key
West and attended a large auction of dry goods he purchased about
three thousand dollars worth and sent them to Charleston should
they reach there in safety he will clear from 12 to 1500 dollars."15
Yet, the engineer position eventually eluded Richard who
endured another cold and difficult winter in the north. In the
spring, William cautioned him: 'I do not think it would be prudent
for you to come to the South before next fall as I wish you to avoid
the sickly season which is always considered dangerous to strangers.
Business is generally very dull in the summer and you might find
some difficulty in obtaining a situation. I would therefore advise
you to remain with Mr Hyde until1 next fall, and then you can
accompany me on my return to this place. I think my business will
increase and that I shall require your assistance, as I contemplate
forming an establishment in the upper country, in connexion with
the store here. If you should prefer Charleston to this place, I
believe I can without difficulty [arrange] a situation in that city."16
Heeding his brother's advice, Richard waited until December
1832 when he received word from William to come to
Apalachicola. He did not immediately join William's mercantile,
however. Instead, he found employment with a Major Hardin.
Still, his excitement upon arriving in Apalachicola was evident in a
letter to Mary.

14. William G. Porter to Richard G. Porter, 1 December 1831, in possession of the
author.
15. Mary Porter to Richard G. Porter, 13 December 1831, in possession of the
author.
16. William G. Porter to Richard G. Porter, 11 April 1832, in possession of the
author.
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I have been very busily employed since I have been with
Maj Hardin which must be an excuse for my not writing.
The town is better situated with regard to health than I
had anticipated it is built at the mouth of the river on the
west bank and on a sandy soil there is a ridge of sand a little ways back from the river on which most of the dwelling
houses are built and in which is found good water. The
bay is large but is much obstacled by shoal and large vessels cannot come nearer than three miles of the town. It
affords excellent fish and oysters in abundance. The
country around for nearly a hundred miles is without
exception the poorest that I ever saw, the soil consisting of
nothing but sand covered with a hearty growth of pitch
pine it is of course not inhabited, there are in fact, no
roads either to or from this place and the only means of
communication with other parts of the country is by the
river and sea. The winter is here the business part of the
year. Cotton is almost the only article exported from the
Country the receiving & shipping of which & of
Merchandize going into the Countq form the greater part
of Maj. Hardin's business. There are five Steamboats plying on the river between this place & Columbus, there is
also a regular Steamboat mail established between the two
places once a week."
Richard remained in the employ of Major Hardin until joining
Wm. G. Porter & Co. sometime in 1834.
The central personality of the Wm G. Porter Co. was James
Ruan, John Ruan's cousin, who began managing the store in the
summer of 1835. His letters to the partners kept them apprised of
business matters and local news that transpired in their absence.
Richard's association with Major Hardin had parlayed into a business relationship between Wm. G. Porter & Co. and Hardin. But
Ruan expressed annoyance at how it all played out: "Major Hardins
Clerk, Mr Beckwith has been obliged to leave here on account of ill
health and I now have charge of that establishment,which is a very
disagreeable office on account of my having no means to pay his
bills etc."18 Although there remained some business connection
1
Richard G. Porter to Mary Porter, 11 April 1833, in possession of the author.
18. James Ruan to William G. Porter, 20 July 1835, in possession of the author.
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with Hardin, William advised James not to use the Wm. G. Porter
Co. funds to satisfy Hardin's debts. Ruan replied: "My dear Sir, This
morning I recd your letter of 8 inst. I observe what you say with
regard to appropriating your funds to pay Major Hardins freight
bills, and shall act accordingly; I did sometime since advance $38. for
him, but will take good care not to advance any more, his business
will suffer very materially, but it is from his own neglect and not
mine."lg With regard to their own business he reported: 'My sales
are very limited indeed, but I sell more dry goods than anyone else."
He added the news: "We have at present here a Surveyor to Survey
the Town [St.Josephs] for Mr Colin itch ell."^^
The new town was to be located twentyeight miles northwest of
Apalachicola and still in Franklin County. The area had a large protected bay and deep natural harbor but trade was limited as there was
no link between the bay and the Apalachicola River. Seeing great possibilities for such a link, wealthy speculators, natives of Apalachicola,
and men from Columbus, Georgia, who were eager to control their
own port, joined forces. They reshartered the old Chipola Canal
Company in 1835 and began to formulate plans to improve trade by
avoiding the last treacherous miles in the journey downstream.
Engineering problems made construction of a canal unfeasible and
instead a plan for a railroad that would run eight miles from St.Joseph
Bay to Lake Wimico was proposed. Even though only four feet above
sea level, the new town of S tJoseph immediately began to attract p e e
ple when it advertised lots for sale in 1836.21
As plans for the new town progressed,James Ruan reported in
August 1835 that "The StJosephs Co have fixed a site for their new
City and surveyed it, they have also chosen a route for a rail road
and contracted with a man to make it for about $45,000. also to
make a wharf at which there will be 17 feet water for about
$14,000. the Engineer binds himself to complete the rail road by
1st Dee."** Seeing an opportunity to expand business, William
acquired space in the developing town for another store. But it
apparently sat empty. In October 1836, Ruan wrote, "We have not
a word from him [Wm G Porter] regarding the Store at StJoseph,
19. James Ruan to William G. Porter, 24 August 1835, in possession of the author.
20. James Ruan to William G. Porter, 2'7 July 1835, in possession of the author.
21. William Warren Rogers, Outposts on the GulJ Saint George Island and
Apalachicola fkom Early Exploration to World War I . (Pensacola, Fla., 1986), 10;
Rogers and Willis, At the Water's Edge, 26.
22. James Ruan to William G. Porter, 24 August 1835, in possession of the author.
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I wish he had written for if he does not intend to keep goods there,
I think you could easily rent it so as not to lose money by it."23
With one store unopened and the other apparently struggling
along, Ruan sought additional employment with the Union Bank
in St. Josephs. With some pride he wrote, "Dear Richard, I have
this morning got through my second statement without much
trouble and now begin to feel a little more at home with the Bank
business, but I expect to become too lazy to get out of my own way
for I have entirely too little to do. I wish you would send my shirts
that came out of the wash since I left and above all dunn Raymond
for those Segars and send them to my by first good oppty. We had
quite a blow last night that drove one small Schooner ashore but
she got off without difficulty this morning. At present the big
Whigs of this City are holding a meeting concocting measures for
the giving of a grand Ball in the St Joseph Mansion House on or
about the first of Jany, of course you will have to come over to it."24
Ruan's situation-as a bank teller in St. Josephs and a merchant in Apalachicola-placed him in the midst of an emerging
rivalry between the two towns. Heyliger Ruan, brother to James,
wrote in February of 1837:
Dear Jim, It is a long time since I have had a letter from you I
do wish you would write me oftener, have heard by Mr Porter's letters that you are now Book Keeper in the Bank at St Josephs with
a salary of $1000. how do you like that situation. It is well enough
to get a larger Salary but I am afraid it will not give so good an
opportunity for future advancement but perhaps you may be
Cashier in time which would be a good thingI yesterday received a letter from Mother she complains
very much and veryjustly too of your inattention. She says
as you will not correspond with her, as will sometimes with
me, that I can tell you that if it would be any inducement for
them to take you in as Partner (alluding to your being in Mr
P's employ) by your having 2 or three thousand dollars
besides what you have of your own, that she could let you
have that much in two or three years, so that if in that time

23. James Ruan to Richard G. Porter, 30 October 1836, in possession of the
author.

24. James Ruan to Richard G. Porter, 29 November 1836, in possession of the
author.
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you should see any prospect for your entering into a safe
and profitable business by having the command of that
money you know where you can call for it.
I came here [Boston] about a month ago and left
Charlotte and Ann in Philad the latter quite well and the
former recovering fast. Ann thinks Philad a terrible dull
place which you know does not agree with my ideas, as I
think there is no such place in the world. How do you now,
who was always such a strong Apalachicola man, going the
whole hog even to superintending the digging of ditches
for draining the swamps as I believe you did once for Colin
Mitchell, how do you make out in St Josephs; does not
Volans laugh at you for coming to a place you so much
despised. I suppose you have now changed your tune and
sing with the birds you belong to or are you still an Apalacha
man and predict as strongly as ever the failure and ruination of St Josephs. I suppose though circumstances alter
cases and you are now as red hot [in] St.Josephs as you formerly were ~ ~ a l a c h i c o l a . ~ ~
William Porter's life also straddled two towns-Apalachicola
and Philadelphia. In the summer of 1843,William visited his uncle,
Dr. John Ruan. He wrote to his cousin, John Ruan, showing great
concern for his uncle's declining health, along with a shy personal
revelation.
My dear John, On my arrival at Philadelphia I found
Uncle's health and appearance very much impaired by his
last winters sickness, the warm weather however has had a
very favourable influence upon him and he has in a great
degree recovered his strength, he now visits his patients
without dficulty and while I was in Philadelphia I thought
I perceived a visible improvement in his appearance. Hetty
[Ruan] is in Jersey and Susan [Ruan] at Flushing.26
25. Heyliger Ruan to James Ruan, 10 February 1837, in possession of the author.
26. William G. Porter to John G. Ruan, 7 July 1843, in possession of the author.
The Ruan House at 4278 Griscom Street, Philadelphia, Pennsylvania,
now occupied by the museum, was built in 1796 by Dr. John Ruan and is listed in the National Register of Historic Places; Margaret Atkinson, miscellaneous papers and correspondence, Grand Army of the Republic Civil War
Museum, Philadelphia.
Dr.John Ruan 1772-1845 was born in the Island of St. Croix in the West
Indies, the second son of John Ruan who died in 1782, a respectable
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I suppose before this letter reaches you that Sam
[Benezet] will have received one from [his sister] Sally
[Benezet],which has informed you that I am engaged to be
married to [their sister] Catharine ~enezet.~' I left
Philadelphia last fall deeply interested by her, and after my
arrival at Apalachicola had determined to address her as
soon as I should see her again. I did not inform any of you
at Apalachicola of the state of my feelings toward her as I
knew not how my addresses would be received, and I must
confess in case of a refusal I feared [my sister] Mary's
raillery however it is all settled now and I shall be most
happy to inform her of it. We expect to be married about
the middle of next month your presence at the ceremony
would give us all the highest pleasure and I hope you can
make it convenient to come on. We should also be highly
gratified to see Sam on this occasion but I suppose you both
will not be able to leave home at once. It affords me the
highest gratification to say that it is a match highly approved
of by all our friends and relatives.28
Upon his marriage in 1843, William made Philadelphia his
permanent residence. There he found his friends and relatives
useful in making arrangements for shipping and insurance while
he purchased goods for the stores, made investments, and secured

gentlman planter. He and his elder brother were sent by their guardians to
the United States to complete their education, and were placed under the
care of Isaac Barnes of Trenton, N.J. Ruan was educated at Princeton
College, studied medicine and graduated at Edinborough, Scotland. In the
early part of his life, he practiced medicine in Frankford, Penn., and in the
latter part of his life in Philadelphia, where he was a prominent physician for
many years. He was married three times, first to Elizabeth Gibbs, the daughter of Richard Gibbs and Margery Harrison who died in 1803, again in 1805
to Rachael McIlvaine who died in 1820, and finally in 1822 to Susan Rodman
who was the daughter of William Rodman and Esther West Rodman; College
of Physicians of Philadelphia, Summary of the Transactions of the CoUege of
Physicians of Philadelphia (Philadelphia, 1846), 326; Charles Henry Jones,
Genealogy of the Rodman Family, 1620 to 1886 (Philadelphia, 1886), 49,88.
27. Catharine Benezet (1819-1919) was born in Doylestown, Bucks County,
Penn., the second of six children of John Stephen Benezet and Sarah
Rodman. She was mamed in 1845 to William Gibbs Porter, who was the son
of Rev. Thomas Porter and Mary Gibbs; Family Archive Image, The Abrsdged
Cmpendium of Amnican Gmdbgy, 1600s-1800s, vol. 1, Lineage Records,
http://www.Genealogy.com, 99.
28. William G. Porter to John G. Ruan, 7July 1843, in possession of the author.
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banking contacts.29 In addition he enjoyed the advantages of the
city's mills, ropewalks, bankers, rich merchants, and relatively easy
access to New York and Boston. Philadelphia, however, was not
without hard times and unrest, both for the city and the family.
Following the Southwark Riots of July 1844, William wrote, "I have
not much local news of importance to give you, the troops have all
been disbanded and the city seems perfectly quiet. Martha
Rodman has returned from DoylestownS0entirely recovered from
Scarlett fever." With a growing family, William sought larger quarters, writing his brother in New York, "1 have taken the house in
Chesnut St between Schuylkill 7th & 6th streets at a rent of $425
dolls per annum. We are to have possession by the 1st of
September as the landlord has to make some repairs such as papering and painting. I wish you while in Boston to purchase our carpets, the best Extra three ply for the parlours and good ingrain for
the chambers and dining room; the house is large having a front
of over 20 ft. Kate and I expect you will display a great deal of taste
in the selection and hope you will send us something uncommonly handsome for the parlours. You can ship by first vessel for
Philadelphia taking care to insure fully as we want the carpet. laid
down before we send in the f ~ r n i t u r e . " ~ ~
In the meantime, Richard planned to marry. His cousin John
congratulated him: "we were not more surprised than pleased to
hear of your intended marriage and I have no doubt that you will
both realise the happiness that you have anticipated, that you may
is my sincere wish, in which Amanda joins me, and says she will prepare a room for you & expect you to make a home with us until1
they can have your room fixed at the Hotel or as long as it may suit
your convenience. We shall leave here for Apala on the 19th Inst
and will have the new carpet down, cake made etc in order to wel29. William G. Porter was listed along with his relatives: Benezet, Fox, Hyde,
Mathews, Paxson, Rodman, and Ruan in the Philadelphia City Directories.
The Ruan family owned a sugar plantation at St. Croix, while those who
remained in England represented the Benezet, Gibbs, and Porter families.
Visits with family and commerce flowed freely from those areas to
Philadelphia which extended the business far to the North and down through
the southeastern part of the United States to Key West and beyond to St.
Croix in the West Indies, England, and Belgium; McElroy, McElr~y's
Philadelphia City &' Bwiraess Directmy (Philadelphia, 1862), 792.
30. She probably stayed with relatives in Doylestown while recuperating.
31. William G. Porter to Richard G. Porter, 16 August 1845, in possession of the
author.
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come the Bride and I need not add that It will always give us pleasure to be able to contribute to the comfort of Mrs R G Porter as far
as in our power."52Another cousin, Samuel Benezet wrote from
the firm in Apalachicola:
My Dear Sir, Your favor of 2nd inst confirming the intelligence of your intended marriage is at hand. I have taken
the Rooms occupied by Frank Nouse for you. The Cassin
rooms were already engaged. The Darden rooms were
vacant but Barry advised by all means to take the other
assigning as a reason that there was no way to get from
them to the Dining Room.
I am much obliged to you for sending the book I
wrote for and am still more pleased to find that the last
remittance reached you safely as there has been a number
of robberies committed in the route between Macon &
Albany.
The River is up at last. Mr Ruan wrote me that he
would be down by the 20th inst. Business or rather trade is
still dull, the sales being light. I am as busy as I know how
to be and wish some one was here with me, especially to
take the correspondence off my hands as there are some
two or three letters which I want some one else to reply to.
The last three days have been quite cold, so much so
that a fire has been not only comfortable but necessary.

P.S. You were elected one of the County Commissioners
by a large majority.33
Benezet's letter evidences how, even in the midst of family celebration, business activities in Apalachicola remained a foremost concern. William wrote to John G. Ruan on the marriage ceremony,
adding a note regarding a capital purchase for the company:
Richard was married on the 29th, the ceremony took place
at 8 o'clock in the evening at Dr Dewey's church, upwards of
200 persons were present but only a few of the newest
fiends accompanied the bridal party to Mr Salter's house;
32. John G. Ruan to Richard G. Porter, 7 October 1845, in possession of the
author.
33. Samuel Benezet to Richard G. Porter, 14 October 1845, in possession of the
author.
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among whom were Mav and I and cousin Sam & Elisabeth
Paxson. Ned Fox acted as groomsman and an excellent one
he made being the life & soul of the party; the New York p e e
ple were wondedully pleased with him. On Fryday evening
there was a party at Lewis' which was given to the bride and
groom and where their friends again had an opportunity of
seeing them. The bridal festivities have delayed our departure for the South somewhat, however we start to morrow.
Richd & the bride will go by the way of Savannah and on the
lower route, they will probably reach you very shortly after
the receipt of this letter. I shall go to Augusta and from
thence to Columbus and down the river as fast as I can. I
hope I shall be at Apalachicola by the 15th inst.
When in New York I purchased from Hanford the
Apalachicola Exchange for $4500. Dolls one fourth of
which is to be paid in 4 mos and the residue in 1 2 & 3 yrs
in equal annual payments, with interest. As the building
rents for $900 dolls per annum I think it a capital purchase as the rent in a few years will pay for it.34
With William, John Ruan, and Samuel Benezet operating the
firm in Apalachicola, business stayed consistent throughout 1846,
although the economy was struggling. William directed, "My dear
Richard, I shall send you to day by the Express line samples of 115
bales Cussin's cotton, which you will please take to Cahorne &
Kenney and let me know by return mail what price can be got for
them in New York. They are all sqr bales in good order and will
average about 450 lb pr bale. They are hardly good enough for the
factories here and I prefer selling them in New York for cash. I can
deliver them by the canal in three or four days-or if the purchaser wishes I can ship them on board a Liverpool packet at as low a
freight as from New York, and free from all charges but drayage.
We continue to have failures here among the manufacturers 8c
commission men, which injures the cotton market and makes me
unwilling to sell on the usual terms of 4 mos. I inclose receipt for
the samples, the bundle is addressed to you care of John H Talman
corner South &
54. William G. Porter to John G. Ruan, 2 November 1845, in possession of the

author.
35. William G. Porter to Richard G. Porter, 4 August 1846, in possession of the
author.
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Not withstanding the obvious close family ties, the partners
worked well together in their respective roles. As the founder of
the f m , William actively participated in all aspects of management, policy, and expansion strategy. His knowledge of the prevailing market conditions and his keen sense of character also
sewed him well in the delegation of authority within the company.
John G. Ruan's year-round presence made him indispensable
in managing daily affairs, wharf activity, senants, slaves, hired
hands, and property. With widespread local connections, his
advice was sought on matters concerning local government and
the collection of payments to the firm. During the slow summer
months, he sought other work for the maintenance of the hired
hands and slaves.
The working relationship between the two men was evidenced
in a long-term exchange over labor. In August 1846,John wrote:
"Our Town is quiet very littel doing either in business or mischief,
the health generally good. . . . I have had Ben painting the windows & shutters of the Store, whitewashing the Kitchen & hauling
shells and wood-he has not drank a drop this summer, looks better than he has for many years-has behaved himself as well as I
could wish-the other servants are well. Miss Price has come home
sick, let me know so soon as you can determine if you will want her
next winter, if not I will hire her out."36 Richard, who had traveled
with his wife, Mary Salter, to her home in New York on the occasion of the birth of their first child, replied, "We shall probably
want Maria Price & it will be best therefore not to engage her to
anyone else.*s7
John wrote again in July 1847 concerning the failing health of
one of the hired slaves. "Peter is still confined to the house. I fear
he will not be able to Pilot again.38 Dr Gorrie advises him to go up
to his master; he will leave on the mail boat today. The Boat goes
to Eufaula this trip."3g Seven years later, William revealed a strategy in the division of labor: "If you think you can get along in the
36. John G. Ruan to Richard G. Porter, 16 August 1846, in possession of the
author.
37. Richard G. Porter to John G. Ruan, 3 September 1846, in possession of the
author.
38. Rogers and Willis, At the Water'sEdge, 3'7. Harbor pilots were top seamen who
could board a ship that wished to enter or leave the harbor and safely direct
it through the shoals that obstructed Apalachicola Bay.
39. John G. Ruan to William G. Porter, 12July 184'7, in possession of the author.
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grocery department with Ben's help, it will be as well not to employ
Lewis or any one else, until1 we begin to see how our business is
likely to turn out. It would be a great help to both of us if we could
keep Ben in good health through the winter, he suits me better
than any other for sampling cotton, but if we expect any benefit
from his services we must keep him from liquor in the fall and not
allow him to do any heavy lifting work, it will therefore be best to
hire or buy a drayrnan as you may judge best."40
In addition to slave labor, the firm employed relatives as
clerks, collection agents, and bookkeepers. The practice worked
well, even though the same amount of attrition occurred as experienced by those firms who hired outside the family. William
Rodman Ruan began working at the store in Apalachicola in the
fall of 1844.41 He began making collections in 1853 until his sewice in the Civil War. Samuel Benezet, who took over the bookkeeping after James Ruan's departure for St Joseph, continued in
that capacity until 1850 when his brother John Benezet took over
the task.
In ill health, Samuel felt obliged to take a leave of absence,
explaining to William that "The long continued and close confinement of the past winter & spring without any exercise whatever added to as nearly a close confinement through a long, hot, and
debilitating summer has used me up and I find it absolutely necessary to take a rest from all business and all anxiety of mind if I

**

40. William G. Porter to John G Ruan, 2 October 1854, in possession of the
author.
41. William Rodman Ruan (182&1881),born in Philadelphia, the son of Dr.John
Ruan and Susan Rodman, studied at the University of Pennsylvania before
moving to Apalachicola about 1844 at sixteen years of age. He never married
and served in the Confederate Army; will of D. John G. Ruan, 1845, Grand
Army of the Republic Civil War Museum, Philadelphia.
42. Samuel Benezet (1821-18'77),born in Doylestown, Bucks County, Penn., the
son ofJohn Stephen Benezet and Sarah Rodman of Philadelphia. He joined
his cousins in the firm W. G. Porter & Company in Apalachicola around 1839.
He never married and was shown in the 1850 census of Franklin County, Fla.
as a clerk, aged 28, and living in the same house with the families of John G.
Ruan and Richard G. Porter; W.W.H. Davis, Warren S. Ely, and John W.
Jordan, H k t q of Bucks County, Pennsylvania, f i m the dkcmq of the Delaware to
the present tim, 2 vols. (New York, 1905), 1: 114; 1850 United States Census,
Apalachicola, Franklin, Fla., http://mailer.fsu.edu/-rthompso/fl850.html,
218.
John Fox Benezet (18241899), born in Doylestown, Bucks County,
Penn., the son of John Stephen Benezet and Sarah Rodman and brother of
Samuel Benezet; Porter, Memoir of Richard Gibbs, 18.
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expect to be able to go through the coming season without a sacrifice of health which I am by no means willing to make. Until1
such time therefore, as I feel thoroughly recruited I shall take care
on no account to overexert myself or to attempt to do anything
which I do not feel I can do with the greatest of ease. Wm [Ruan]
will write you what has been done since his arrival here."43
The intimacy of family business, however, also meant that illness or disagreement posed unique problems. In 1853, William
issued instructions: "Wm Ruan leaves for the South to morrow. I
shall give him letters to get money at Augusta and Columbus, if he
can get it at the former place he will take the lower route for the
Bay and will probably be with you by the time this letter gets to
hand. If he has to go to Columbus he may be longer getting home.
I am sorry to hear such bad accounts of John Benezet's health. By
all means urge him to come North if he should become well
enough and the Physicians think it necessa~y."~~
As John recovered, his brother Sam's health failed. Showing compassion for his
cousin's illness, William wrote, expressing both personal and business concerns: "I am sorry to find Sam's health will not admit his
taking charge of the books this winter perhaps if he regains
strength he may feel himself strong enough to attend to the out
door business, however we can come to a decision on this point
when we get to the Bay.""
That relationship between family and business had domestic
significance as well. Housing in Apalachicola was limited to few
dwellings, so communal living proved a practical solution and prob
ably for economic reasons as well. The 1850 census showed half of
the households shared living quarters with friends or boarders.
John G. Ruan was head of a household of fourteen persons, including his wife and five children plus William G. Porter, Richard and
.~~
years
wife, two sons, Samuel Benezet, and William R. R ~ a n Five
later, increased numbers of children necessitated a change.

43. Samuel Benezet to William G. Porter, 1 October 1850, in possession of the
author.
44. William G. Porter to John G Ruan, 18 September 1853, in possession of the
author.
45. William G. Porter to John G Ruan,SO September 1853, in possession of the
author.
46. 1850 United States Census, Apalachicola, Franklin, Florida,
http://mailer.fsu.edu/-rthompso/ fl850.htm1, 218; 1880 United States
Census, Fort Worth, Tarrant, Texas, NA Film Number T9-1328, 32B.
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Richard rented a house for his family while Samuel Benezet and
William Ruan moved to a boarding house. Still, the latter thought
it more comfortable to lodge at the store when in Apalachicola and
arranged with his brother to prepare accommodations: "Make it as
large as you can conveniently as I should like it as well for a sitting
as a sleeping room let the brick wall at side & front be plastered, if
you can conveniently add a fire place to the chimney . . . [provide]
the dimensions of the room as I would like to procure a course mat
for the floor."47He shipped furniture for the oflice and living quarters: "On Monday I sent you invoices and bill lading for the goods
shipped by the Almeida, I forgot to mention that the bedding and
furniture on board that vessel are mine, intended for my room.""
All of this relates how, living in hotels and in the upper floors of
their stores, merchants formed a neighborhood of convenience as
well as one of security for their investments.
Mercantile security proved to be quite challenging during the
1830s and 1840s as banks suspended the flow of money, states
issued their own money, notes were devaluated, and exchange and
interest rates fluctuated wildly according to the political situation.
However, the William G. Porter Company suffered little through
those years. Its operations were highly diversified, serving as cotton factors, forwarding agents, commission merchants, and
bankers, in addition to managing daily trade in three stores in the
Florida panhandle. In functioning as commission merchants and
cotton factors, the firm bought cotton for Northern and European
interests and made advances to planters, carrying the debit on the
books until compensated when the cotton was sold at harvest time.
As factors, their job also involved evaluating and storing cotton
before it could be sold. Studying the returns of the American and
foreign markets, William determined which markets he should target for cotton sales." For example, in November 1846, William
reported how "Business has been active at Augusta this fall, the
receipts of cotton have been much larger than usual at this season
of the year, the upland crop is of uncommon good quality, the
planters have been free sellers and the merchants are in good spir-

47. William G. Porter to Richard G. Porter, 2 August 1855, in possession of the
author.
48. William G. Porter to Richard G. Porter, 13 September 1855, in possession of
the author.
49. Willoughby, Fair to Middlin ', 21.
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its making large sales of goods, and anticipating good collections.
I think we may reasonably expect the same thing to occur in our
section. You can tell Mr Salter that the opinion here is that the
crop will reach two millions of bales."50
By 1855, the firm's attention to cotton exportation seemed
especially promising. As William explained,
To the disappointment of cotton operators generally it
now appears that the consumption in England instead of
being dimished by the war, has materially increased; and
unless it be checked speedily and greatly I am inclined to
think (when I take into consideration the lightness of the
stock and the state of our rivers) prices will continue to
advance in Liverpool throughout the summer until they
reach a higher point than they have done for several years.
If the demand should subside in Apalachicola at the close
of the season and you should have some odd lots left over,
it would be as well to induce the owners to forward them
to us at New York where I have no doubt they can be sold
in the fall to advantage. An excellent chance to make
money on cotton this season has very generally been lost
by those engaged in the trade on this side. The fear of the
disastrous influence of the war upon the manufacturing
interest has prevented many from entering the marked at
all and induced those who did make investments to realise
at the first small profit; all of which is to be regretted as the
hopes of previous years right here have been made up in
a great degree by the profits of this.
I am glad to learn your forwarding business had
increased this spring; considering the low state of the
rivers and scarcity of money in the country. I was led to
believe there would be a considerable falling off in this
branch of our business. I think very favorably of the connexion you have formed with Benton for I have a high
opinion of his business capacity and doubt not he will
prove a valuable c~stomer.~'

50. Benjamin Salter was Richard Porter's father-in-law; William G. Porter to
Richard G. Porter, 6, November 1846, in possession of the author.
51. William G. Porter to Richard G. Porter, 31 May 1855, in possession of the
author.
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Yet, a year later, William noted that "You will see by the papers that
the cotton market has been unfavourably affected by the Atlantic
news and that prices have declined in New York and the Southern
markets. It seems pretty evident now that the crop will probably
amount to 3500,000 bales and this I expect has as much to do with
the present dullness as the foreign news, however with low freights
at the south and advancing exchange I dont think prices can fall
off materially from present rates say 10 3/4 for middling in New
York, the late transmitter shpmts if sold must have lost pretty heavily. I am afraid Baggs and Myrick's cotton will have arrived a little
too late to get the top of the market."52
And a year later, Richard warned: "Dear brother, We have had
a dull week in cotton and have had to take more back than we have
sold. The Hill crop proved to be mixed throughout and Wood was
not willing to keep it at any deduction. We took it back to day and
I have advised Mr Hill that we would ship by first opportunity to N
Y ~ r k . "By~ the
~ end of the month the cotton factors agreed to raise
commission on sale of cotton, with Richard representing the firm.
''You have no doubt seen that the factors in Savannah have raised
the comms on sale of cotton to 2 1/2 %. The factors here have discussed the propriety of some additional compensation for the risks
and responsibilities incurred and they have all finally agree to
charge 1%on all acceptances or advances on cotton in addition to
the 50c per bale for selling. I do not believe this will turn any cotton from this market. It will still be about 50c less than the
Savannah rate and to those planters who do not take advances it
will make no difference. Believing this to be reasonable & certainly not more than a just compensation we have with all the
other factors here signed an agreement to take effect after the 1st
of August next & shall no* our customers accordingly."54
Still, prospects diminished. A year later William reported:
"The last news from Europe brings a decline of 1/8 in the cotton
market at Liverpool. The New York market has sunk under the
increased estimates of the crop and middling cotton is now quoted there at 11 3/4 you therefore did well in selling what you could
52. William G. Porter to Richard G. Porter, 15 May 1856, in possession of the
author.
53. Richard G. Porter to William G. Porter, 23 May 1857, in possession of the
author.
54. Richard G. Porter to William G. Porter, 30 May 1857, in possession of the
author.
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on your arrival. The weather has been and continues to be so
favourable for the crop that the general estimate now is 3500,000
bales and as long as this impression lasts I don't think there will be
much improvement in prices."55
The hard economic times of the late 1850s began to take a toll
of the business climate in Apalachicola. Perceiving trouble,
William advised Richard: "The failure of John Fraser & Co and
Trenholm Bros & Co reported yesterday will do cotton no good
and create distrust in cotton bills, I fear some of our Apalachicola
and Columbus houses are implicated therein. It is lucky for us that
these troubles have arisen so near the end of the cotton season at
the Bay, and as you do not mention having made any engagements
latterly for bills either for ourselves or the Bank I hope that we are
about entirely clear of them. I advise you now as I have previously, should any bills offer to take none but on manufacturers; avoid
all speculative bills from professed cotton dealers and confine your
transactions to such drawers as Mitchell Hill or Hartshorne. I
hardly know whether it is worth while to allude to this subject as
your own sagacity, and the closing of the season must render such
Two months later he reported: "The
advice almost unnece~sary."~~
cotton market is inactive at New York and holders are disappointed that the peace in Europe has not produced a more decided
improvement in prices. I look for a better demand and higher
prices as the stock diminishes in Liverpool and hope yet to be compensated for holding on to the shpmt by ~asonic."~'He wrote in
September: "I was gratified to learn Mrs Hutchins was about
resuming her business connections with us and presume the
change of owners in the warehouse at Howards will be no disadvantage to our firm, at least she will not be as active in diverting
business from us as the former owners."58
As the William G. Porter Co. became more involved as cotton
factors, it also acquired a fleet of ships to facilitate the shipping
business. In 1848, Benezet acknowledged the purchase from
55. William G. Porter to Richard G. Porter, 6 November 1858, in possession of the
author.
56. William G. Porter to Richard G. Porter, 7 June 1859, in possession of the
author.
57. Wiiam G. Porter to Richard G. Porter, 12 August 1859, in possession of the
author.
58. William G. Porter to Richard G. Porter, 19 September 1859, in possession of
the author.
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"Grierson, one quarter interest in schooner Chipola James
Grierson having sworn that he together with Samuel Benezet and
Luther D Roberts are citizens of the US, sole owners of the ship or
vessel called the Chipola of Apalachicola whereof Grierson is at
present Master, and as he hath sworn that the said ship was built
on the Chipola river County of Calhoun in the state of Florida in
the year 1848."59 The ship, America built for the firm at
Brownsville, Pennsylvania, in 1852, engaged in trade on the Gulf of
Mexico, extending from Port Arthur, Texas, to New Orleans,
Apalachicola, and then south to the Keys. It was a sternwheeler
with one deck, two masts, and a cabin on deck.60
Expanding their geographical reach, the Porters purchased
another ship in 1853. "During my absence in Canada," William
wrote, "Richard in conjunction with Capt Smith bought a vessel for
the Cuba trade, she is Baltimore built; a schooner of 80 tons burthen, 4 yrs old, coppered about 9 mos ago, is well found in every
thing anchor sails rigging cables, etc. they got her for $1300 dolls.
I think a great bargain. Smith says he has been offered $500 dolls
advance on her. We own three quarters he one quarter. She will
go up to Albany in a few days for a load of lumber which she will
take to Richmond, VA and then return to New York with a cargo
of flour. We shall then get a cargo for Nassau from thence she will
go to Turks Island for a load of salt for Apalachicola. I think her
well adapted for the fruit trade as she is said to sail well. The
Grierson has got a birth at the wharf and is ready to take in cargo,
she is in fine order, and I hope we shall be able to fill her up before
long at 10 cnts. a foot. We bought 20 bales India bagging at 10 3/4
which will go on board of her in a day or two."61
The company heavily employed its fleet. William observed
about the repair of the A m a , "I think the America must have
made a pretty good trip to the Sabine I see by the papers she is now
at the Point repairing I hope the new boilers will prove to be good

59. Samuel Benezet to James Grierson, 19 August 1848, in possession of the
author.
60. Edward A. Mueller, Pen'bus Journeys: A Histoly of Steamboating on the
Chattahoochee, Apalachicola, and fint Rivers, 1828-1928 (Eufaula, Ga., 1990), 96
8c c-2.; William G. Porter to John G. Ruan, 13July 1853, in possession of the
author.
61. William G. Porter to John G. Ruan, 1 August 1853, in possession of the
author.
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ones, and that she will be ready early for next season's business.62
Whatever engagements you may make for wood let it be for Zjght
wood, the wood Dave & Wade furnished the latter part of the season was poor and we want no more such, dont agree to receive any
until1 she begins her trips."63
After the wreck of the ship Attalia near Key West, William
advised John to reorder supplies for it: "I hope the Pilgrim has
arrived by this time and that you have secured for her the cotton
the Attalia was to have got as I suppose there has been no chance
for Bowden to have sent down his naval stores. I am glad to learn
there has been an important rise in our river as I presume it will
materially aid the America's freight lists. I now begin to hope she
will come out enough ahead by the close of the season to return us
the money we advanced last fall, her last trip I observe was a pretty
good one."M
Financing too was a most important function of the firm as the
money market was supplied with bills of exchange and promissory
notes generated by the cotton dealers. The planter usually was
advanced one-half to three-fourths of the value of his cotton by the
buyer, and his account settled at the end of the cotton season
when the crop had finally been sold. Since Apalachicola had no
bank of its own, the local commission merchants acted as agents
for foreign banks as a sideline to their primary business of marketing cotton. William G. Porter served as an agent for the Augusta
Insurance and Banking Company; he bought and sold exchange,
which gave him a distinct advantage in marketing cotton.65
Still, conditions determined business hours, and William experienced frustration at untimely delays. "Sam Benezet's return has
been delayed somewhat by the sickness at Augusta, as we wished to
make arrangements for the money he is to get there without his
being compelled to remain all night, the fever is said to be very bad
there, the Banks are only opened for a few hours in the morning
and most of the officers have left the town."66 But patience paid
62.
63.
64.
65.
66.

The Sabine River runs along the border of Texas and Louisiana to Port
Arthur where it empties into the Gulf of Mexico, east of Houston, Texas.
William G. Porter to John G . Ruan, 20July 1854, in possession of the author.
William G. Porter to John G Ruan, 2 October 1854, in possession of the
author.
Willoughby, Fat to Middlin', 81,98, 160 n 75.
William G. Porter to John G. Ruan, 2 October 1854, in possession of the
author.
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off. "I am glad to find the city Bank of Augusta is disposed to
increase their business with us," William wrote to Richard; "I presume you have replied to Mr Fargo's letter, at all events I think it
will be well for me to write the Cash from here. As this is a new
Bank with large capital it will probably be inclined to seek out
newer avenues for business and circulation than Augusta at present and therefore be disposed to furnish us with much larger sums
of money both for river and foreign bills, than the two other Banks
for whom we have been doing business. Our long experience in
the Exchange business and responsibility which are well known to
Mr Could will facilitate any proposition we may aspire to make."67
By 1856, then, with an established reputation as cotton factors,
a fleet of ships, and connections to money markets, the William G.
Porter Co. was positioned to expand. William wrote to John: "I
have written to the City Bank that Sam would go out about the 1st
of October and have requested about $50,000. to be sent by him.
He will take the Columbus, Abbeville, Woodville and Marianna
route in order to supply our customers in that region. If you
should have any applications for money that you think it best to file
you had better write him at those points to that he can do it on his
way down the river. Richard talks of going out about the middle
of next month and will take the Flint River route to supply our customers in that section."68
More buildings were needed for storage. Yet other companies
quickly acquired nearby warehouse space. John wrote in August
1847: "The Land Co have sold to Day & Co the lots aback of us on
Commerce street at $500 ea and ask you 300 for those we want,
one of which is half covered by the run of water, the last wet spell
they seem to be more liberal toward others than to us, these lots
are of littel value to any one but ourselves, to us would be a great
convenience, those on Commerce St are in the center of business
and joining the new
Eight years later, William was still
seeking properties on which to expand: "When I go to New York I
will endeavour to see Mr Selden and the Land Co in reference to

67. William G. Porter to Richard G. Porter, 3 July 1855, in possession of the
author.
68. William G. Porter to John G Ruan, 17 September 1856, in possession of the
author.
69. John G. Ruan to William G. Porter, 23 August 1847, in possession of the
author.
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the three wharf lots, I think it probable enough they can be bought
at our offer, if the company is in a situation to give us a good title.
None of our customers have yet made their appearance at the
North it is too early for them yet I suppose some of them will be on
next month, as soon as they are, I will go to New ~ o r k . " ~ ~
This flurry of development occurred in an increasingly troubled economic climate. Financial troubles began appearing in
May 1856 with the inability of customers to pay debts. William
counseled Richard: "I observe what you say respecting Bowdin Hays
& Co. You must urge them to pay at least one fourth of the balance
due from all of the concerns after the sale of the 26 bales cotton,
this will only compel them to raise about $2500. dolls in cash for us
and this you must tell them is the very least we can get along with.
I am glad to learn John is about starting up the country and I trust
he will be successful in obtaining important payments from our
largest debtors. After his return you will be able to form a pretty
good opinion of the amt of cash you will be likely to have on hand
during the summer. If it should fall materially short of what we calculated when I left you had better get notes or drafts from our principal debtors payable next winter which we can get discounted in
. "June,
~ ~ William wrote toJohn
Augusta or New York i f n e c e ~ s a r ~In
on the same subject: "My dearJohn, Richard's letter of 18th inst was
received yesterday and as I suppose he will have started for the
North with his family before this letter reaches you I shall hereafter
address my communications to you. We were glad to learn from
John Benezet who arrived on Teusday that your family were all well
and that the town continued healthy. I hope that McRae and
Teague will make the remittances they promised before Richard
leaves as it may be important for you to have the use of money at
the Bay during the summer and if they have not it may be well to
urge them as well as Wood & Co to remit you as much as they possibly can, however I will say no more on this subject until I see
Richard and learn from him his cash arrangements."'*
Like many merchants, the Porters rested the hopes for economic recovery in the election of James Buchanan, a Democrat

' 11
A

70. William G. Porter to Richard c.Porter, $0 July 1855, in possession of the
author.
71. William G. Porter to Richard G. Porter, 28 May 1856, in possession of the
author.
72. William G. Porter to John C Ruan, 26 June 1856, in possession of the author.
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who advocated compromise and acceptance of constitutional law.
The election results in the fall of 1856 were exciting for William:
"My dear John, Sam forgot to tell me in his letter what were the
prospects of the cotton crop in Henry and Jackson, next to the
result of the Pennsylvania election the subject has had the most of
my attention. I hope the crop on our river will result as favourably
as the election has done in our glorious old state. The fusionests
are utterly confounded by the result in Indiana and Penna, and
every body admits now the election of Mr Buchannan by a large
vote. We have a letter from Gilbert Rodman who is in ecstacies
with the results and says he is almost tempted to make a pilgrimage to the good old state and bless her for her conduct on this
momentous o c c a s ~ i o n .Tell
~ ~ Sam, Judge Chapman is elected by
over 1500 majority that we have elected 15 members of Congress,
have a majority in the State Legislature on joint ballot which
secures us a US Senator, and that the State officers are elected by
a Majority from 4 @ 7000."~~
The counting of votes in 1856 moved slowly, however, and as
November began, William was not above electioneering: "My dear
Richard, Tell Mr Wood that I received his letter and will bring out
the Garden seeds he writes for and as he is a good democrat say to
him moreover I believe Pennsylvania on the 4th of this month will
do her duty by giving her vote for Buchanan and Breckenridge by
a majority which I trust will put down Black Republicanism forever. I will send out John's seeds as requested. I am very much gratified to learn that Wood and Son have got such a good charter for
the Ameri~a.'~I now contemplate leaving here on the 10th of this
month."76
73. Gilbert RodrnanJr. (1800-1862), the son of Gilbert Rodman and Sarah Gibbs,
was William's first cousin. He studied law at Doylestown with Judge Fox, settled at Lancaster, Penn., in the practice of his profession, was appointed to a
clerkship in the U.S. Treasury Department at Washington and became chief
clerk. He never married and died suddenly while in office in the 61st year of
his age and is interred at Laurel Hill; Porter, M m i r of Richard Gibbs, 21.
74. William G. Porter to John G Ruan, 21 October 1856, in possession of the
author.
75. The America was built at Brownsville, Pennsylvania in 1852 According to
Edward Mueller, "She was a large vessel of 372 tons, being 172'10" by 26'6" by
8'6". She had one deck, two masts, a plain head and a cabin on deck. She
was a sternwheeler and was owned by men from New Orleans, Columbus and
Apalachicola. William J. McAllister of Columbus owned one-seventh of her
and was her master. William G. Porter and Company owned 13/43, three
other Apalachicolians owned 14/43. By 1859, she had gravitated to New
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Buchanan did win the election of 1856, brightening economprospects momentarily. In fact, Richard announced completion
uch-needed warehouse, "Our warehouse is completed at last
& we have been moving into it some of the goods from the Store.
The roof proves to be-tight & the gutter we have put under the
floor carries a11 the water into Commerce Street. I think we have
a good substantial building & a very convenient one.""
But their elation was dampened by October 1857when financial problems in New York disrupted commerce in the South.
Overexpansion of the railroads was blamed for a financial crisis
that caused New York banks to suspend specie payments. The
panic quickly spread to southern banks whose business depended
on the New York banks. They were forced to suspend as well, just
as cotton was moving to market.78 William Ruan addressed Porter
in Philadelphia: 'Dear sir, We have news to day of the suspension
of all Geo Banks except City Mechanics, Augusta & Columbus & all
S Carolina except Charleston Bank, and every one is in hopes the
others will suspend soon, although Mr Young writes that the
Columbus Bank shall not do so under any circum~tances."~~
Richard remained optimistic: "Dear brother, You must have
had an anxious time in N York before the suspension occurred.
You were very fortunate in getting all the cotton off before the
decline, which is much larger than I looked for. I have no doubt
now that things will go on smoothly again. I am glad to see that
you have had a letter from Mr Gould which indicates the purpose
of the City Bank to supply funds here as usual. We have no letter
from them yet. I hope they will not delay their actions so long that
other people will get money & supply their customers before us. I

76.
77.
78.
79.

Orleans. She may have been engaged in coastwise trade, as she was rather a
large vessel for the river. . . . Became Enterprise Confederate steamer 1862";
Edward A. Mueller, Perilous Journeys: A History of Steamboating on the
Chattahoochee, Apalachicola, and Hint Rivers, 18281928 (Eufaula, Ga., 1990),
96, c-2. William Porter wrote, "I see by the N Orleans paper that the
'America' cleared for Sabine on the 20th. We have no letter from Wood &
Son on the subject but I suppose there must have been a good prospect for a
good freight or they would not have sent her there"; William G. Porter to
John G. Ruan, 28June 1854, in possession of the author.
William G. Porter to Richard G. Porter, 1November 1856, in possession of the
author.
Richard G. Porter to W a a m G. Porter, 2 September 1857, in possession of
the author.
Willoughby, Fair to Middlin ,' 87.
William Ruan to W G Porter, 21 October 1857, in possession of the author.
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am very glad to hear there is so good a prospect of Mitchels payi~g
his dft as we can use the funds to ad~antage."~~
As the economy tightened, the partners determined to collect
debts and eke out sales. William cautioned: "My dear Richard, I
observe what Teague says in regard to paying off balance of his acct
and hope he may be successful in getting the paper discounted to
do it, but think there is little chance of its8' I however believe it to
be of the utmost importance for us to get this debt secured and will
be very glad to take the paper he offered and I trust you will use
every exertion in your power to get it in case he does not pay you
the money."82 The following year, William wrote: "My dear
Richard, Since I wrote you on Monday Easton has advised me of
the sale of our 28 bales cotton @11.1/2 cents. The accounts from
Liverpool still shew a declining market there especially for the
lower grades and I fear I shall have trouble to get rid of Baggs poor
cotton.85 There is no demand for such at present. I urged Easton
to use every exertion to sell when I left New York but I fear he will
find it difficult to do so."84
Just as the aftermath of the Panic of 185'7 subsided, new problems arose. In the fall of 1860,William expressed concern over the
southern states: "My dear Richard, . . . Business affairs have taken
a very downward turn during the past ten days as you will have perceived by the Northern papers, owing to the alarm felt at the
threatened action of the Southern States in case of the election of
Lincoln of whose defeat I fear there are but faint hope. The future
looks as gloomy as possible to me and I apprehend the greatest
troubles will be shortly upon us both political and commercial but
I will not dwell upon this subject and hope the country may yet
80. Richard G. Porter to William G. Porter, 26 October 1857, in possession of the
author.
81. Willoughby, Fair to Middlin', 92. Southern commissison merchants used discounting-selling at a discount the second draft of a sixtyday sight bill, or
"buying exchangen-to get funds with which to pay the planter's or inland
store-keeper's draft.
82. William G. Porter to Richard G. Porter, 1 July 1858, in possession of the
author.
83. Baggs was a cotton shipping firm in Bainbridge, Ga. 'Mr Baggs is an old
friend, and one of the most important correspondents of the old firm,and I
have no doubt as he is a man of influence in his section will do a prosperous
commission business in Savannah"; William G. Porter to Mary Salter Porter,
22 September 1869, in possession of the author.
84. William G. Porter to Richard G. Porter, 1 September 1859, in possession of
the author.
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escape the evils that now threaten it. I expect to leave for Apalach
about the middle of next month and as soon as I can decide upon
the day will let you know."85 A week later, William again worried:
My dear Richard, The business men and financial circles
here and in New York have become greatly alarmed and
excited at the threatening aspect of affairs at the South.
The most disastrous results are expected to follow the
result of Lincoln's election, and the secession of a part or
whole of the Southern States in consequence thereof. The
stoppage of trade alone between the two sections will pros
trate all commercial credit in the great cities and probably
produce a panic that will carry down the strongest houses.
I have myself very faint hopes of Lincoln's defeat, though
the present alarm and excitement may have some effect in
saving New York from the Republicans. I therefore say
dont buy or sell Northern Exchange just now. Where you
have to remit to New York or New Orleans for our own
acct, do it in cotton which will maintain its value at the
North as political troubles thicken, while 30 or 60 d/s bills
may become utterly worthless.86
With business paralyzed in the North, William wrote a week later:

My dear Rchd, I am in receipt of your letter of the 10th
informing me of the addition to your family and we were
glad to learn Mary and the baby were doing well.87
You will see by the papers the sad state of commercial
affairs in this section, business is paralyzed, and if the
panic continues it will be impossible to get advances on
shpmts of cotton and bread stuffs to England. This state
of things will react on the cotton markets South, cause cotton to decline and may temporarily stop sales, though I
am inclined to think in view of the immense interests at
stake both North & South some plan will be finally devised
to get the crop forward in spite of political agitations.

85. William G. Porter to Richard G. Porter, 26 October 1860, in possession of the
author.
86. William G. Porter to Richard G. Porter, 30 October 1860, in possession of the
author.
87. William Salter Porter (1860-1930)
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In regard to our engagements in New York or New
Orleans under the present gloomy state of commercial
affairs, I think it will be better to remit in cotton than in
any body's bills, for there is no telling now what changes
may be produced among the strongest houses by the
events of a few days, I believe however our engagements at
these points are not large and that the bulk of them do not
matter for time yet. I say nothing about our home engagements you are on the spot and know best how to manage
them. Keep as clear of new engagements as possible and
in all that you do enter into, let it be with a fair prospect
of reducing an old liability.
The political prospects of the continuation of the
Union are so dark that I almost despair of its duration. It
is most devoutly to be hoped that when secession does
take place, enough States will go off to make it a peaceable
one and then I doubt not commercial affairs will resume
their wanted activity at the
The Porters were fortunate in getting their shipments to market before secession began to erode the nation. Relieved, William
wrote: "Dear brother, 1wrote you on the 17th directing to Augusta.
Since then we have received over 500 bales Cotton all of which is
on hand. Our cotton market has been at a stand still for more
than 10 days not a bale having been sold in that time. Some of the
buyers still have orders to buy but there is no money here and we
suppose will not be until the Southern Banks suspend. This I hope
will be determined one way or the other before you reach Augusta
and that they will be willing send out a supply of their notes by you.
We were fortunate in selling out nearly all the Cotton on hand
before the market closed and managed to get money enough to
send to all to whom it was due for proceeds."89
Yet, the Civil War did erupt and escalate. "I almost begin to
despair of speedy termination of the war, the great defeat at
Manassas, so far seems only to have made the Government and the
war papers here and in New York more determined to proceed in
it," William wrote in August 1861; "If the news of the battle should
88. William G. Porter to Richard G. Porter, 18 November 1860, in possession of
the author.
89. Richard G. Porter to William G. Porter, 26 November 1860, in possession of
the author.
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have a favourable influence with England and France inducing
them to acknowledge the Confederate States, the North may be
willing to give up its coercive policy and the horrors of a long protracted civil war be avoided; from the dreadful evils of which God
grant our country may be spared."g0
Surprisingly, however, there are very few letters in the collection written during the Civil War period, probably due to the general disruption of the country, but mostly because family members
were warned by Samuel Benezet to cease communication until
peace was restored again. In January of 1863he urged: "Do all you
can to stop all correspondence with the up country. You cannot
imagine the difficulty & trouble it makes. I mean this for every
body but Mr Abell & Mr Myrick and then what is said should be
extreamely guarded. I did not have time to talk about it when I
was in Apalacha. I mean all my letters to be recd by you and Mr
Ruan & all of your families old enough to understand them. I
know what I write about and if my advice is followed things will go
easier."92
During the war Apalachicola was an important economic area,
and Union officials blockaded the port. In reality, however, it was
only wealthy and important during the cotton season when powerful commodities merchants were in residence. When the Civil
War abruptly ended "the season," the town returned to its perrnanent population of clerks, carpenters, sailors, laborers, fishermen,
and their families. Reduced in commercial importance,
Apalachicola became a low priority for taxed Confederate
resources while the Union ships lay at anchor under conditions of
general inaction.
90. William G. Porter to Richard G. Porter, 5 August 1861, in possession of the
author.
91. Henry F. Abell was shown in the 1850 census of Franklin County, Florida as a
Druggist, aged 26 born in Maryland; Myrick & Godwin - cotton producers and
dealers. His marriage to Laura C. Kilbee, sister of Amanda Kilbee Clark
Ruan, is recorded as December 9, 1852, in Jackson County, Fla. Henry F.
Abell served as Captain of Company. B, known as Abell's Artillary formed
from the Milton Light Artillary, early in the 1860s; Family Search,
"International Genealogical Index," North America, http://www.familysearch .org/Eng/Search/framesettsearch.asp, 2002; Milton Light Artillery,
Company A, "History of the Milton Light," http://hometown.aol.com/
csstampa/history.html, 2002; 1850 United States Census, Apalachicola,
Franklin, Fla., http://mailer.fsu.edu/-rthompso/fl850.htrnl, 218.
92. Samuel Benezet to Richard G. Porter, 23 January 1863, in possession of the
author.
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Still, blockade running became common, causing friction and
distrust among the citizens, much to the dismay of those inclined
to obey orders. Samuel Benezet, stationed in Tallahassee in June
of 1863, wrote to Richard:

R.G. Porter Esq. Dear Sir Your welcome letter of 4th inst
reached me this morning. I had been extremely anxious
to hear from Apalachicola as the latest I had from there
was the day Schwarz left. It is true I had heard of the c a p
ture of the Fashion & of the taking of Babcock & othemg3
It was a bad business and I was astonished that the citizens
did not unite in a remonstrance against, and call in Genl
Cobb to prevent blockade running from Apalacha, as soon
as they heard it was intended to be done. All parties
engaged in it are now under suspicion and as usual the
innocent must suffer. You will have I fear, trouble in getting down again and I doubt much if Mr Mitchell will be
allowed to go at all. I advise you not to attempt till you
have first visited this place?4
Fortunately there was no letter to you from me or
John in the Captured mail. Your last letters to me were
not answered for want of opportunity. I could not learn
when Babcock was going down & hence did not know
when to write. So it all happened very well.
I am glad you have come up yourself collecting as neither John [Benezet] or myself could undertake it for some
time to do both being engaged in signing notes and as living is enormously expensive we have to make every edge
cut. I see you propose on your return to pass through

93. On May 23, 1863, the Schooner Fashion was anchored up the Apalachicola
River and was captured by Union seamen while loading cotton on board in
preparation for running the blockade at Indian Pass; Maxine T. Turner and
James W. Woodruff Jr., Nay Gray: A Story of the Confederate N a y on the
Chattahoochee and Apalachicokz Rivers (Tuscaloosa, Ala., 1988),98.
John W. Babcock was listed in the 1840 census of Franklin County,
Apalachicola Territory and as an Election Inspector for Franklin County
Voters in Florida's first election in 1845; 1840 United States Census, Franklin
County, Apalachicola Territory, Florida, Roll M704-36, 197.
94. John H. Mitchell, shown in the 1850 census of Franklin County, Florida as
38 years of age, as a Rhode Island-born merchant; 1850 United States
Census, Apalachicola, Franklin, Florida, http://mailer.fsu.edu/-rthompso/
fl850.html. 258.
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Bainbridge, all I have to say is, be on your guard, beware
of those [torn page] him and place . . . he will deceive you
Pohlman writes me he fears the Gale has ruined the gardens which I understand have been this year unusually
productive. The Gale was severe here and the loss of life at
the Salt banks along the Coast from St Marks to St James
Island was heavy amounting to 29 or 30.95 I am glad to
find it ruined the Yankees as well as those who lately
sought their p r o t e ~ t i o n . ~ ~
Not until 1865 did the blockade (and blockade running) end.
Resuming business after war, William wrote to Richard in May of
1865:
My dear Richd, The Govt having now removed all restrictions on shpmts to Southern Ports East of the Mississippi,
I hope you will now have frequent arrivals both from New
York and New Orleans, and by Steamboat from the
Interior, and that your supplies of provisions will be ample
and that we shall hereafter have an unrestricted correspondence and frequent opportunities to write until the mail
route through the interior is reestablished.
By the Steamer Thames which left for Apalachicola
the 20th inst I sent you two letters which I hope will have
reached you before this gets to hand. I wish you to inform
me as near as you can of the condition of your assets in the
country and the Real estate in Apalachicola. I fear you
have suffered from the continued depreciation of the currency and the final worthlessness of all confederate paper.
I hope you have some of the assets in cotton, or the control of it, for it will be very important to give you a start in
the resumption of business.
I think there must be a good deal of cotton in the
Interior which will come to Apalachicola any how, for sale or
shpmt, and I think National currency can be got here to buy
95. Strong winds beginning on May 25 grew into full hurricane force striking the
Apalachicola area two days later, causing great destruction. The out-of-season
gale wrought heavy damage to recently planted crops, killed between twenty
and thirty people, many farm animals, sank ships, and blew apart the saltworks; The (Tallahassee) Pbridu Satiw1,2June 1863.
96. Samuel Benezet to Richard G. Porter, 18 June 1863, in possession of the
author.
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or advance upon it without daculty, and if cotton can be
brought down the river this summer, I believe considerable
business may be done between now and October. I suppose
the Govt Agt will have arrived before this letter gets to hand
and I hope you may have it in your power to make yourself
useful to him, as he may control a good deal of business into
your hands if so disposed. From the tenor of Watsons letter
I infer the people on the river from Columbus down will
ship their cotton to Apa if the river

As William retired from business in January of 1867, the firm of
W.G. Porter 8c Co. was dissolved and renamed R. G. Porter 8c C O . ~ ~
Quite unexpectedly, however, Richard Gibbs Porter died suddenly
two months later, leaving wife Mary Tibbits Salter and seven children ranging from one year to twenty-one years in age.99 Samuel
Benezet assisted Mary in the settlement of her husband's estate,
which was intertwined with the assets of the company, a role he
assumed again upon the death of John Gibbs Ruan, which
occurred a year later in 1868.
In the meantime, William took an interest in the welfare and
education of his brother's children, making investments and disbursing funds from the old company's stock. William wrote Mary
in 1870:
My dear Mary I have refrained from investing until I knew
how much money you would need in New York for yourself & Bessie. I suppose she will let us know shortly how
much will be required, which I will furnish, and then
invest the balance. We all regret very much that you will
loose the society of Mrs. Ruan and her family. We trust
however they will find Savannah a pleasant residence;
poor old Apalachicola seems to be more and more deserted every year.
97. William G. Porter to Richard G. Porter, 28 May 1865, in possession of the
author.
98. "The Firm of Wm G. Porter & Co. has been dissolved by the retirement of
William G. Porter. Samuel Benezet and William R Ruan have been admitted,
as partners and the business will be continued by the undersigned under the
name and style of R. G. PORTER & CO*; William G. Porter to Richard G.
Porter, 1 January 1867, in possession of the author.
99. Thomas Francis (Frank), Richard Henry (Harry), Edward Gibbs (Eddy),
Elizabeth Pepperrell (Bessie),Gilbert Rodman (Rod),William Salter (Willie),
and Richard Gibbs PorterJr.
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In one of your late letters you informed me that Mr
Benezet had sent several boxes of books and papers to
your house belonging to the old firm of Wm G Porter &
Co. This he did at my request and I hope they will not
uncommode you; they can be stowed away in the garret or
some other out of the way place. I dont know whether
they are of any great value, but they might be, in case any
information about old business matters should be wanted
hereafter.
When I left Apalachicola I left the deeds and titles for
all the Real Estate in Apalachicola belonging to the firm of
Wm G Porter in the iron chest at the store, I have written
to Mr Benezet to know what has become of them. I hope
he has turned them over to you before he left for North
Carolina. I have the copies of them here, but it is important the originals should be kept safely. In your next letter please let me know if you have them.loO
Apparently, the deeds and titles were quite important: the firm
had acquired a great deal of property over the years. Tax records
and correspondence regarding the settlements of Richard G.
Porter's and John G. Ruan's estates suggest various properties
owned by the firm but fail to provide the exact locations.101 On
September 25, 1871, William wrote Mary regarding the division of
the Apalachicola properties as per John's widow, Amanda Ruan.
My dear Mary, Mrs Ruan writes me she is desirous of having
a divission of the Real Estate in Apalachicola belonging to
the old firm of Wm G.P.& Co, so that she can dispose of her
share. I have replied I thought there would be no difficulty in making a divission of the three stores, as each of the
old partners or their representatives could take one at its
relative value to the others; and have informed her that Mr
O m o n offered $1000 dollars last spring for the Exchange
100. William G. Porter to Mary Salter Porter, 18 October 1870, in possession of the
author.
101. The three stores were noted in the 1867 December 131869 July 1 statement
by Samuel Benezet Acting Executor in acct with the Est of R. G. Porter Decsd
indicating that all three were situated in Apalachicola; Samuel Benezet,
Statement A: Real Estate In Account With John G. Ruan & Co., 1867, William
G. Porter Papers, Special Collections, Robert W. Woodruff Library, Emory
University, Atlanta.
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and the two lots, and as far as I was concerned she might
have that one as its relative value if she wished it and could
thereby effect a readier sale and that I thought you would
have no objection upon my advising the divission.lo2I think
it will be best for all interests to have such a divission of
these three stores as early as practicable and would advise
you to consent to it. The rest of the Real Estate cannot be
divided until it is sold and it is hardly worth while to attempt
a sale of it now when things are so depressed, and it will perhaps be better to let that remain as it is for the present.103 I
shall be glad to have your views in regard to these matters
when convenient.
I was very glad to find you were gratified with the perusal of the memoir of Richard Gibbs and the Record of his
descendents.lo4The few remaining links of the former generation are rapidly passing away and I thought I would write
the memoir & Record for the benefit of those who come
after us. The former was written for publication at the
request of a literary friend who is engaged in writing a hist o v of Bucks County Penna from its first settlement, The
copy I gave Frank was the one first written, and as it has
102. Thomas Orman was "a successful merchant of the port of Apalachicola during the ante-bellum period in Florida. A native of New York, he first came to
Florida when he settled as a farmer near Marianna. Much of his success at
Apalachicola was his extensive trade upriver and the fruits of labor of his
many slaves"; Henry S. Marks, Who Was Who in M (Huntsville, Ala., 1973),
19'7-98.
103. As of 1867, the real estate holdings were:
A. Dwelling House in Acct with John G Ruan & Co Bal real estate acct
$200
Brick Store No 35 (Exchange) in Acct with John G Ruan & Co $148.74
Brick store No 41 and Warehouse in the rear (Young America) in Acct
with John G Ruan & Co Bal to Real Estate Acct $600.00
Brick Store No 42 in Acct with John G Ruan & Co. 146.12
Wharf Property (30 ft) 48.21
Real Estate Acct with John G Ruan & Co half lot 15 Block B 285.59
P.D. Warehouse (Half int in) $10,281
Samuel Benezet, Statement B.: Memorandum of Securities held by
Wm G Porter for the Estate of Richard G Porter, 186'1, William G. Porter
Papers.
104. Porter, Memoir of Ricluzrd Gibbs. The author has an original, handwritten,
bound copy. Many additional handwritten accounts and typewritten transcriptions exist in libraries and private collections, each containing slightly
different wording but similar content. A typewritten copy may be found at
the Apalachicola Municipal Library, Apalachicola, Fla.
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some errors and imperfections, though none of material
consequences as to the facts, I have written another for my
own
Moving to North Carolina for his health, Samuel Benezet left the
business of rent collection and property maintenance, which then
fell to Richard Henry Porter, second son of Richard Gibbs Porter.
"Harry," who was twenty-five at the time, lived at home with his
mother and siblings. William continued with investments and disbursements, and was relieved to obtain assistance from someone
who could keep a closer watch on the proceedings at Apalachicola.
He wrote in October of 1874: "My dear Mary, I approve highly of
Harry's taking charge of the stores and other property belonging
to the old firm. It will be well for him to call on the Bakers for their
annual acct of the collection of the rents, and notify them that he
has charge of them hereafter."lo6
Benezet lived another three years, dying in early 1877.
Willliam informed Mary, "I suppose you have heard of the death of
our friend and relative Mr Sam1 Benezet as Fanny wrote to Bessie
last week giving her the inteligence; his death was sudden though
he had been in poor health for some time past. His brother Mr
John F Benezet as soon as he heard of his sickness started for
Jacksonville and arrived there in time to attend the funeral a week
ago last Sunday he was buried there by the Masonic Association of
Florida, who requested to take charge of the remains. Mr Benezet
was one of my oldest friends, he was a man of sterling integrity and
worth, and I had for him the highest regard. Alas how few of the
old friends and relatives who lived together in love an affection at
Apalachicola in its prosperous days are now left."lo7
Indeed, the heyday of the Porter/Ruan/Benezet enterprise in
Apalachicola was ending. After William's death on November 25,
1877, his son William Gibbs Porter Jr. undertook final settlement
of what remained of the old firm's investments. He would take up
his father's pen and write his aunt, Mary Tibbits Salter Porter, until
her death in January 1902.
105. William G. Porter to Mary Salter Porter, 25 September 1871, in possession of
the author.
106. William G. Porter to Mary Salter Porter, 6 October 1874, in possession of the
author.
107. William G. Porter to Mary Salter Porter, 6 March 1877, in possession of the
author.
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Book Reviews
hsidio Santu Maria de Galve: A S h & e fw Sumival in Colonid
Spanish Pensamla. Edited by Judith A. Bense. (Gainesville:
University Press of Florida, 2003. xix, 492 pp. List of figures, list
of tables, foreword, preface, appendices, references cited, contributors, index. $75.00 cloth.)
Since the 1960s, there has been a sometimes-heated debate
regarding Historical Archaeology-its goals, methods, and practice. Because archaeology has been taught primarily in departments of anthropology, many of the arguments related to the
different disciplinary concerns of History and Anthropology. For
archaeologists, however, there has never been much of a choice.
The realities of cultural resource management, whether for
preservation of historical resources, interpretation of historic site
features, or the investigation of theoretical questions about the
recent past, have forced archaeologists to confront and make
sense of the material remains of the post-Columbian world.
Nowhere is that requirement more evident than in the Western
Hemisphere.
Long-term collaborations among historians, archaeologists,
and anthropologists have been rare, but are becoming more frequent. This volume is the product of such collaboration in the
coastal Florida city of Pensacola. Initially a Spanish settlement,
the story of its successes and failures provides a glimpse into the
living conditions of settlers in West Florida. This volume, the
University Press of Florida's second on Pensacola archaeology,
describes the site of Santa Maria de Galve, a short-lived defensive
settlement on Pensacola Bay. The settlement persisted from 1698
to 1719 and probably is unfamiliar to most Floridians.
The initial chapter, by editor Bense, lays out the goals of this
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volume. She sets the stage for the chapters to follow by introducing the reader to the nature of the archaeological remains of the
site of Santa Maria de Galve and the project that was mounted to
excavate, record, and interpret its remains.
The historical setting is ably presented in two chapters. John
James Clune provides a chronology of events in the Pensacola
area and discusses the European political environment that
prompted the settlement effort. First knowledge of the area is
related to the DeSoto entrada (ca. 1540) when a port was needed
for resupply. Given French interest in the region, the Spaniards
mounted a colonization effort under the direction of Tristan de
Luna in 1559. Soon after its founding, however, the settlement
and supporting supply vessels were devastated by a hurricane.
Although Luna fought to maintain the settlement, it was abandoned in 1561.
The chapter by Clune, Coker, Childers, and Swann uses an
extensive documentary base to develop historical details of the
presidio. Santa Maria de Galve was founded in the late seventeenth century to counter French expansion. The bluffs overlooking the entrance to Pensacola Bay were selected, a location
that would not prove useful for either defending Spanish interests
or establishing a presence in the increasingly important transMississippi fur trade. In fact, the choice was a poor one from
many points of view. The wooden fortification constructed there
was usually in poor repair given the natural and financial climate,
and the citizenry was forced to live within its walls for years at a
time given hostile local relations with French- or English-allied
Indians. Although the settlement had a defensive role, it also
served as a penal colony. In fact, the authors tell us that the most
fortunate individuals were the ones who returned on the ships
that brought them.
Bense and Wilson present the archaeological evidence. Just
as the documentary record may be incomplete or vague about an
incident or person, the archaeological record presents its own
problems. These range from infomation loss caused by preservation conditions, the equivocal nature of the materials recovered, and the scholarly environment in which archaeological
findings are interpreted. Archaeologists have learned that one of
their responsibilities in presenting information to the scholarly
public is to be clear about the sources and degree of bias, in other
words, to evaluate the archaeological record.
Published by STARS, 2004
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The archaeological remains provide the opportunity to investigate various aspects of daily life at the presidio. Through material culture (e.g., ceramics, glassware, metals, weapons, items of
personal adornment, and clothing), archaeologists are provided
with insights regarding status, gender, and supply origins. The
structural features of the site indicate how defense, housing, and
other needs were met. To the presentation of the material
remains, Parker and Ruhl add the data that can be gained from
plant and animal remains recovered in association. This evidence
provides a rich source of data that illuminate accommodations to
the challenges of life at the presidio and link the material remains
to diet, differential access to foodstuffs, and the use of local
resources versus dependence on long-distance trade or intermittent supply.
Harris's chapter on Native Americans in the vicinity of the
presidio sets the local cultural environment of the settlement.
Although Spanish missions had been established in territories to
the east, indigenous groups in the Pensacola area had trading
relationships with the French, some with the English, and were
generally wary of the Spaniards. The dynamics among these
groups created an environment hostile to the Spanish settlement.
1t meant that the area around the presidio was never really safe for
gardening and livestock raising, necessitating greater reliance on
supplies from Vera Cruz, Havana, and sometimes Mobile.
Johnson's chapter reveals the importance of trade with the
French for the survival of the settlement.
The story of Spanish Florida has been submerged in
American History. Many people who live in Florida, or who relocate to the state, are unaware of its longer historical record.
Because the early history of Florida is not "American," it has not
received the attention that it deserves. The resources are available, however, and new glimpses of this history are emerging.
This volume reports one piece of the larger tapestry of Spanish
colonial efforts in Florida. An admirable group of historians and
archaeologists has produced an excellent example of how rich
and interesting the result can be. Santa Maria de Galve was isolated, poorly supplied, constantly threatened, and ultimately failed.
Its remains, however, in both textual and archaeological fonns,
are rich, informative, and enduring.
Rochelle A. Marrinan
https://stars.library.ucf.edu/fhq/vol83/iss3/1
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Pbridb's .
&F
By Paul E. Hoffman. (Bloomington: Indiana
University Press, 2002. xiv, 470pp. List of figures, list of tables,
foreword, preface, abbreviations, notes, bibliography, index.
$45.00 cloth.)
In this synthetic and comprehensive volume, Paul E. Hoffman
contends that the early history of Florida is best understood as a
series of changing frontiers. From 1562 to 1860, the imperial
attempt to control the Florida and its inhabitants effectively
shaped the experiences of all Floridians, whether Spanish, French,
British, American, African, or Native. Hoffman effectively demonstrates how, for three centuries, Euro-Americans struggled to
obtain a foothold in the region, and how during this time Florida's
native population responded to these challenges.
Hoffman does a remarkable job with a rather daunting task.
As part of a series entitled the History of the Trans-Appalachian
Frontiers, this volume includes an unusually wide range of materials and topics. In addition to covering three hundred years of history, Hoffman bridges several historiographical, disciplinary, and
methodological barriers. The book is informed by historical geography, economic theory, ethnohistory, and archaeology, and it
draws upon manuscripts written in English, Spanish, and French.
In addition, it places Florida's history in the context of global and
Atlantic histories. As a result, Florida's Frontiers will be of interest to
historians and anthropologistsof the United States, Latin America,
and the Caribbean.
The volume begins with a detailed look at the physical geography of Florida in the fifteenth and sixteenth centuries. Hoffman
explains how a lack of natural resources provided the setting for
sustained resistance by Florida's Native peoples. From there,
Hoffman sets Florida's colonial history into motion as colonizers
attempted to control Florida's Indian population and create a
"self-reproducing, economically attractive colony" (116). The narrative that follows adheres to a mostly chronological structure.
Hoffman divides the work, and thus structures Florida's past,
according to which imperial country was attempting to impose its
control. He begins by exploring the Spanish tidewater frontier
(1562-1608), and subsequent chapters explore a second phase in
the Spanish tidewater frontier (1586-1608),a Spanish inland frontier (1609-1650),an English frontier (1680-1702) an American military frontier (1702-1763), a British tidewater frontier (17631790),
Published by STARS, 2004
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and then an American frontier (1'790-1860). The result is a narrative that corresponds easily with the standard political periodization of Florida.
Although Hoffman distances himself from the problems that
plague Turnerian approaches, he prioritizes the experience of
the colonizers and their attempts to impose hegemony on a territory and its inhabitants. For Hoffman, Florida remained a frontier as long as Euro-Americans could not control the territory.
These frontier conditions only disappeared after 1860, when "the
peninsula had been brought under the various forms of control
that nineteenthcentury Americans defined as 'civilization.' The
Native Americans who had populated and then repopulated the
peninsula were gone, save for a few small remnants living deep in
the region of the Everglades. Euro-Americans, along with their
black slaves, their livestock, and their crops, dominated the land"
(1). As a result, even as he recognizes that control of the region
shifted among different Native chiefdoms and Native nations,
Hoffman categorizes the frontiers in terms of Florida's European
presence. In short, Hoffman frequently emphasizes the inability
of colonists to obtain control of the region rather than credit the
Natives for their resistance. This is especially true in his analysis
of the end of the Spanish period. "After two hundred years and a
very large investment by the Crown, Spain's La Florida was little
more than what it had been in 1565, a garrison precariously
perched on a sand spit by the Atlantic Ocean," Hoffman explains.
The Spanish withdrawal from the region had great ramifications
for Native Americans, but these results almost seem coincidental
to rather than the results of Indian actions. "Indians, whose
ancestors should have been incorporated into the Spanish empire
but were not, were the immediate heirs and the proximate agents
of the collapse of La Florida's tidewater and inland frontiers"
(206).
Hoffman, whose archival work and award-winning writing have
primarily focused on sixteenth- and seventeenth-century Florida,
draws upon his own archival research for the bulk of the book and
relies on an often rich secondary literature for the latter chapters.
At times, this results in some unevenness in tone and coverage.
Readers may be overwhelmed by a plethora of Indian names, interpretive details, and ethnographic data included in the earlier sections. These chapters contain the most path breaking conclusions
and interpretive insights. At the same time, while the latter chap
https://stars.library.ucf.edu/fhq/vol83/iss3/1
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ters on the United States are a bit more accessible to the general
reader, they provide less analysis than the rest of the book.
M d a ' s Frontiers is an important and impressive book that
deserves reading by all historians of Florida and the early southeast. It provides the most sophisticated synthesis of Florida's early
past while simultaneously offering many new interpretive insights.
When it is available in paperback, it should find its place in many
courses in Florida history.
Andrew K. Frank

M d a Atlantic University

One Vast Winter Count: The Native American West b+

Lewis and
ClarR By Colin G. Calloway. (Lincoln: University of Nebraska
Press, 2003. xvii, 631 pp. List of illustrations, list of maps, preface, acknowledgments, note on terminology, prologue, epilogue, notes, selected bibliography, index. $39.95 cloth.)

First in a projected six-volume comprehensive new history of
the American West, One Vast Winter Count sets a high standard as
both encyclopedic synthesis and as interpretive narrative. Englishborn Calloway, a professor of history at Dartmouth College, brings
expertise from his previous projects on Indian-White relations in
eastern North America into the West. He also utilizes the wealth
of ethnohistorical studies in Indian history that have been published in the last thirty years.
This bibliographical command in itself is impressive, but
Calloway gives us more. With dexterity, authority, and plain good
writing, he describes a vast region with elastic borders in the context of processes that permeate all of American Indian history.
Unlike most histories of the region that briefly outline formative
major cultural developments, Calloway treats the period, B.C. 500
through 1500 A.D., as "real" Indian history, devoting 115 pages to
successful environmental adaptations and evolutionary technological developments prior to European colonization. The book is
also a maverick in its geographical scope. More concerned with
process than place, Calloway portrays the Mississippi as a conduit
running through regions rather than a dividing line separating
East from West, a meaningful perspective when one considers languages and cultural customs of such groups as Algonkians, Sioux,
and Caddoans, represented on both sides of the great river with
tribal groups well established prior to the nineteenth century.
Published by STARS, 2004
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Calloway also argues that to understand the West, one must follow
the ebb and flow of Euro-Americans and Euro-Canadians along
waterways connecting the St. Lawrence and Ohio with the
Mississippi. St. Louis becomes less of a "gateway" to Santa Fe and
the upper Missouri, and more of a continental vortex.
Another welldeveloped theme is trade, not just between
Indians and Europeans who enter the story in search of staple
commodities, but also inter-tribal exchange pm'm to the arrival of
whites, blacks, and mixed bloods of every variety. From Mexico to
the Subarctic and from the Pacific coast to the Plains, networks of
trade trails crisscrossed the West, stretching economic boundaries
as far as the Southeast, Midwest, and well into Canada.
A practitioner of the now-not-so-"new" Indian history, Calloway
treats historical epochs prior to 1804 as intrusions and leads the
reader from one predictable conflict to the next between Indians
and outsiders. Where cooperation and alliance formations
between Indians and whites are found in the historical record,
Calloway balances the narrative. Familiar Spaniards, Frenchmen,
English, and AngleAmerican explorers, traders, missionaries, and
colonizers all find their way into the pages, but their story is not the
central purpose. Instead, as the title suggests, this is an ethnohis
tory, reconstructed from oral histories, artifacts, and the rich iconographic records kept by Indian peoples on their clothing, their
lodges, their bodies, and their most sacred religious objects and
sites. The West becomes one continuous series of "winter counts,"
glyphic symbols painted annually by tribal historians (primarily of
the Plains) on buffalo robes or other skins to record and to recall
that year's major developments. Indians are given voice here,
often through inference, but always with a reasonable line of evidence, not burdened with emotional appeal or bound in methodological quagmires as to provenance and authenticity of sources.
The result is a book that has never been attempted for the
western region, one reminiscent of the techniques employed by
turn-of-the-ceatury ethnographer James Mooney in his C a h d a r
History of the Kiowa Indians (1898), fused with that of his successor
in the Bureau of American Ethnology, John R. Swanton, especially the latter's The Indians of the Southeastm United States (1946),
curiously not used in the study, but certainly a parallel project. To
do this, Calloway needed the more than two inches of shelf space
this book requires with its 600-plus pages. To the credit of the
press, 161 pages of notes and bibliography are printed in full, not
https://stars.library.ucf.edu/fhq/vol83/iss3/1
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in an abbreviated format and the author is precise in correlating
his text with his notes.
Calloway's West is also novel in that he argues that the eighteenth century, not the nineteenth is the century of record as a
marker of great change. International contests for turf, resources,
and power, especially during the Seven Years War, as well as introduction of the horse, gun, cloth-trade, and the spread of disease,
especially smallpox, make the 1700s the benchmark dividing what
had been and what was yet to come.
The book is a tour de fmce. Sometimes it takes an outsider to
write as objective and balanced a history as is possible. One Vast
Winter Count accomplishes this huge task and demonstrates just
how far we have come in exploring regional history prior to betterknown starting points such as Lewis and Clark in 1804.
William R Swagerty

University of the Paeijic

The Solll's h m y : Market &c&y and S e l j h d in American lkwght,
1820.1920. By Jeffrey Sklansky. (Chapel Hill: University of
North Carolina Press, 2002. xiii, 313 pp. Acknowledgments,
introduction, conclusion, notes, index. $45.00 cloth.)
Jeff Sklansky's title, The Soul's Economy, is a wonderful clue to
the message of this splendid book. Those who have noted with
amazement the revival in recent years of Louis Hartz's Liberal
Tradition in America (1955) will welcome Sklansky's reminder that
there were always major thinkers for whom the liberal virtues were
insufficient bases for individual identity and social cohesion.
Classical republican ideology claimed to hold selfishness at bay by
emphasizing selfdenying virtue, but the restraints were weak. And
by the flowering of the market revolution, American intellectuals
were disenchanted with the crass commercialism of American c a p
italism, and even more with the crabbed conception of society and
self contained in its master science of society, a naturalized version
of an American political economy loosely derived from Smith and
Locke in which the good society was nothing more than an aggregation of economic men, masters of households, whose independence was rooted in their command of small property and in
relations with others mediated by contract.
Beginning with Ralph Waldo Emerson, Horace Bushnell, and
Margaret Fuller, Sklansky describes the development over the
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nineteenth century of an alternative social science that decentered
this narrowly individualistic political economy, constant harping
on the inevitability of conflict between classes that reduced broad
social categories to "factors of production." A broad-based "soci*
logical turn" arose initially from a transcendentalist critique of possessive individualism, rooted in a trans-Atlantic Romantic reaction
and in Kantian philosophy, that located the essence of humanity in
mind and soul and imagination, and found a new basis for harmony in the organic connections forged in family, community,
and nation, in reason informed by intuition-not rationally-, and
realized in self-expression. "Association" and "reciprocity" were
the bywords of a cadre of mid-century thinkers (Henry Carey,
Henry Hughes, and George Fitzhugh) who added to this new psychology of mind and soul an American sociology, in touch with
continental Comtian discourses, that denied the Smithian mantra
of scarcity and the Lockean myth of the contractual origins of
human society, reembedding humanity in organic social structures
and (in Carey's case) in harmonious economic relations enabled
by a highly productive social and regional division of labor.
Contesting the typical dismissal of Fitzhugh's sociology of the master class as a reactionary ploy, Sklansky argues that in their negative assessment of wage labor the "southern critics of
liberal-republican dogma joined a transatlantic Romantic movement that was as progressive as it was conservativew(94). In a
rather similar vein, during the post-bellum crisis of political economy, Henry George and William Graham Sumner cooperated to
reformulate the market, not an arena of Darwinian competition
but rather the locus for human invention and cooperation and for
the production of a social (and socializable) surplus never contemplated in the Ricardian tradition. Completing the marginalizing of political economy, then, came the new Gilded Age
psychology of the self, for which William James reinvented consciousness as an arena of moral choice, not market haggling,
Dewey reinvented equality as participation in a common, identityforming civic discourse, and G. Stanley Hall reinvented human history as a progress toward social consciousness and civilization.
Thomas and Charles Cooley, father and son, completed the construction of a social science centered on the highly productive corporate entity prodded to social responsibility by a caretaker state
and the socially constructed, empathic "looking-glass" self.
Banished from the center of social theory, neoclassical economics
https://stars.library.ucf.edu/fhq/vol83/iss3/1
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continued its prattle about individual utilities, no longer heeded in
the mainstream of early twentieth century social science.
Assessing the "sociological turn," Sklansky repeatedly offers
the caveat that, in socializing both market and the self, social
thinkers from the transcendentalists to the pragmatists "elided"
what was happening in the real world and thereby provided less a
devastating critique than a new legitimation of market society.
That being the case, one wonders, was "political economy" actually so effectively decentered? All the same, this is a path-breaking
contribution to the new history of social science.

Mary 0.Furner

University of Califmia, Santa Barbara

Cherokee Women in Crisis: Trail of Tears, Civil War, and Allotment,
18391907. By Carolyn Ross Johnston. (Tuscaloosa: University
of Alabama Press, 2003. xiv, 227 pp. Illustrations, preface, and
acknowledgments, introduction, conclusion, notes, bibliography, index. $29.95 paper.)
In Cherokee W o m e n in Crisis: Trail of Tears, Civil War, and
Allotment, 1838-1907, historian Carolyn Ross Johnston channeled
her personal interest in a Cherokee ancestress into a scholarly
analysis of Cherokee women from the colonial era through the
early twentieth century. In six chapters,Johnston analyzed three
case studies that she argued challenge the invisibility of Native
women in the historical cannon and emphasize the adaptation and
negotiated responses of American Indian women to assimilation.
She posited that removal, the Civil War, and allotment are significant historical moments that altered the ways that Cherokee
women believed, behaved, and related to men. She theorized that
while removal and the Civil War reinforced Cherokee women's traditional roles, allotment undermined it.
Johnston situated her analysis both in the historiography of
Native women and of American women's history. She concurred
with recent scholarship on Native women that suggests that the
declension theory, explaining that indigenous women's status
plummeted following contact with non-Indians, is too simplistic.
She also concluded that Cherokee women's history provides a useful comparison to that of non-Indian women as Cherokee women
have struggled to retain the rights to property, divorce, child custody, and work that American women have struggled to attain.
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Johnston drew on ethnohistorical methodology, or the fusion
of historical and anthropological ways of thinking, to shape her
approach to her sources, which encompass Cherokee National
records, missionary records, and personal papers. She included
both written and oral evidence. Influenced by feminist theory, she
argued that Cherokee women's story challenges the feminist
notion that separate spheres equates to women's oppression.
Instead, she explains that Cherokee women's roles as farmers and
mothers assured their high status in a culture that valued both
roles.
She began the book by grounding the reader in Cherokee
mythology and culture prior to white contact, and she continued
her narrative by tracing the adaptation of Cherokee women
through their removal from their southern homeland to Indian
Territory in the 1830s; the internal civil war within the Cherokee
Nation during the 1860s; and the division of tribal resources and
incorporation into Oklahoma during the allotment era of the early
1900s. Throughout the book, Johnston relied heavily on personal
narratives and accounts of individual experiences, Cherokee and
non-Cherokee, of the Cherokee world.
In this book, Johnston boldly dared to tread where few historians dare to go: a new field of history. Yet, she failed to grapple
with several key issues in Cherokee history and culture. For example, Johnston treats blood quantum as an unchanging biological,
racialized characteristic whereas scholars have historicized "blood"
and have demonstrated that, for Cherokees, "blood* referred to
cultural orientation and varied even among individuals in the
same family. She also included analysis of missionary women and
non-Cherokee women as part of her study. Though they lived
among the Cherokees, Protestant missionaries did not share their
moral values or cultural orientation and were not Cherokee
women; they should have been excluded from this study.
Johnston shined, however, in her engaging analysis of
Cherokee court cases. She explained that Cherokee women participated in the court system regarding matters of personal concern with a frequency and authority that American women were
denied well into the twentieth century. Here Johnston demonstrated how Cherokee women drew on their ancestral and ancient
rights to assert their interests in a court system that was adopted
and adapted from the American model. Cherokee women sued
over land, marriages, and all matters of concern that suggested
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while they had lost formal access to political office, they maintained economic power.
Perhaps Johnston wrote this important synthesis a decade too
soon. While several historians, including Theda Perdue and
William McLoughlin, have written about the pre-removal era in
detail, much of the post-removal era remains unstudied. Johnston
did summarize much of the existing secondary literature, but
unfortunately there is little secondary material to discuss, especially regarding the Civil War and allotment eras. While Johnston
read widely in several collections of personal papers, she did not
conduct the detailed analysis of Cherokee National or Bureau of
Indian Affairs records that are needed to yet understand the postremoval Cherokee world. That is a huge undertaking for several
scholars, of course. As a result, her conclusions, particularly on the
Civil War and allotment, should be considered speculative. To the
end that this book will contribute towards pointing scholars
towards the many studies needed, she has accomplished much.
Rose Stremlau

University of Niwth Carolina at Chapel HiU

George Washingtun's South. Edited by Tamara Harvey and Greg

O'Brien. (Gainesville: University Press of Florida, 2004. x, 345
pp. List of illustrations, acknowledgments, introduction, list of
contributors, index. $59.95 cloth.)
Although George Washington hailed from Virginia, works
placing him within the context of the early national South have
been few and far between. The contributors to George Washington's
South hope to begin a fresh discussion on this subject, and the
twelve essays that comprise the volume examine sweeping topics
pertaining to the shared history of George Washington and the
South. The volume is a product of a conference held in 1999, the
bicentennial year of Washington's death, focusing on the late-eighteenthcentury South. Subsequently, the volume reflects that
broad interest in the South as opposed to a more Washington-specific examination. Despite the fact that Washington is an ancillary
figure in some of the essays by no means subtracts from the volume's value; the combination of regional and biographical histories works to complement and enhance both existing and future
narratives, resulting in a more comprehensive understanding of
both.
Published by STARS, 2004
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The volume is divided into four sections which address specific topics: geography and culture of the South, Washington's interactions with the South, freed and enslaved black Americans, and
the Native American population in the South. Perhaps the most
effective essays in the volume are those that closely examine
Washington's thoughts of and interactions with the inhabitants of
the southern frontier as a young man, his slaves throughout most
of his life, and Native Americans during his two terms as President.
Warren Hofstra explores the invention of Washington's virtuous
image by examining the clash of two cultures, the southern plantation elite from which he originated and the inhabitants of the
southern backcountry. It was on the southern frontier where
Washington "came face to face with the essence of Republican politics-with the necessity of promoting the welfare of people whose
support was necessary in public life even if sympathy with their way
of life was impossible" (71).
The issue of slavery also necessitated a multifaceted approach
that satisfied his personal and public objectives. Like most men of
his stature in Virginia, Washington owned, bought, and sold slaves.
But, as Philip Morgan and Michael Nicholls point out in their article examining slave flight, Washington was also keenly aware of the
divisiveness of the institution. Making use of the voluminous
reports that were kept for Washington's farms, Morgan and
Nicholls closely trace slave activity as well as Washington's response
to such things as runaway slaves proving how complex and tensioned the institution of slavery was for him.
How to manage the Native Americans in the southern United
States occupied much of Washington's two terms as President.
Theda Perdue examines this formation of Indian policy and asserts
that it was formulated and established in order to civilize the
Native Americans, essentially transforming their culture to more
closely conform to the attributes of the "American" population.
Peter Wood takes an interesting approach in his essay by examining the parallel lives of Washington and Dragging Canoe, a
Cherokee leader. Though both men had many similarities, including leading resistance movements against oppressors, Washington
rose to iconic status whereas Dragging Canoe sunk into obscurity.
Though these abovedescribed essays reveal much about
Washington, other, more regionally-focused essays in the volume
help contextualize his biography. They also help situate the stories
of the various groups of people, such as Native Americans, with
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whom Washington came into contact throughout his lifetime.
Two essays take issue with what constitutes the South as a region,
something that has been debated throughout the nation's history.
Regional distinctions based on geography, culture, economics,
and industry have all been attractive definers. Daniel Usner and
Martin Brtickner suggest however, that the answer to how the
South was geographically defined lies in maps produced of the
South. Making use of maps and regional descriptions of both the
western territories and the southern states on the eastern
seaboard, Usner and Briickner explain how boundaries were culturally constructed and even constantly being redefined.
It's obvious from this brief assessment of a handful of essays
that comprise the volume that this examination forges and solicits
a new type of history, one that blends and juxtaposes the biographical with the regional, in hopes of better understanding
America's history.
Jennifer Stertzer

The Papers of George Washington

Masters of the Big House: Elite SlavehoMers of the Mid-Nin&m&
Centuy South. By William KaufTman Scarborough. (Baton
Rouge: Louisiana State University Press, 2003. xvii, 521 pp.
Acknowledgements, abbreviations, introduction, appendices,
bibliography, index. $39.95 cloth.)
In this grandly written narrative, William Kauffman
Scarborough paints a comprehensive picture of the wealthiest
slaveholders in the antebellum South. Careful scrutiny of the 1850
and 1860 census returns from the slaveholding states allowed
Scarborough to identify the 338 individuals who held more than
250 slaves in either year. Decades of work in manuscript sources
relating to these families complemented the quantitative material.
The resulting study offers new depth and detail about the top strata of southern elites. Scarborough's approach of putting his s u b
jects under a microscope yields great granular precision but little
sense of how this group functioned within their society. At points,
Scarborough's topical approach diminishes the utility of his prodigious research and reading. In order to truly prove his central
point-that elite southerners shared most of their values with
other Americans of the time, but their defense of slavery ensured
support for secession-Scarborough must set his argument in the
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context of the whole antebellum period. Instead, Scarborough's
approach produces a static image during a period of rapid and
consequential change.
Scarborough's characterization of elite slaveholders reinforces
what others have argued in more narrow studies. The wealthiest
slaveholders of the antebellum South were cosmopolitan, welleducated, and devoutly evangelical. They used marriages as a tool to
expand family dynasties and they generally held land and slaves in
multiple states. Echoing the judgments of James Oakes and
Kenneth Stampp before him, Scarborough argues that slavery and
race functioned as the central elements in the identity and action
of southern elites. The argument to which Scarborough pays the
most attention-in two chapters during the text and in the book's
final chapter--concerns how to understand the involvement of
these most southern gentlemen within the capitalist world. It may
seem odd to ask for more material in an already large volume, but
Scarborough's attempt to settle the now somewhat dated debate
about the nature of southern slaveholding cannot rest on the
investment practices of a handful of elites alone. According to
Scarborough, Zlpercent of his subjects invested in ventures outside agriculture. Readers are left to decide for themselves if onefifth of the elites constitutes a substantial percentage or a relatively
minor one. With no sense of whether elite behavior in this regard
was modeled by others in society, it remains difficult to evaluate
the importance of the practice. The example offered above is typical of the approach taken throughout the text. Scarborough gives
the history of southern elites in much greater detail than any previous historian, but their importance remains asserted rather than
proven. In this regard, Scarborough's study resembles another
learned prosopography in the field: Frank Owsley's picture of
southern yeomen. Scarborough proves that his subjects were economically successful and occasionally politically engaged (though
they generally did not play prominent roles in the sectional
debates), but their influence on southern society remains difficult
to characterize.
Scarborough succinctly summarizes the rival poles in the
debate over the extent to which antebellum slaveholders were capitalists, but his definition of capitalism seems unlikely to bridge any
remaining gaps in the profession. He argues "that capitalism is
simply an economic system in which individuals invest capital,
from whatever source and by whatever labor system derived, with
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the hope and expectation of generating additional capital" (409).
This approach sidesteps one of the central issues raised by those
who portray slaveholders as pre-capitalist-the lack of a free labor
market. It is clear from Scarborough's account, as it is from many
others, that slaveholders pursued profits aggressively; this alone
does not qualify them capitalists. Nor does the pursuit of riches by
itself make elite southern slaveholders typical Americans.
Scarborough is certainly correct that his subjects shared a wide
range of values with northerners at the time, but southerners' willingness to wage war to defend racial slavery reveals their difference
from most northerners. At times, Scarborough argues for the harmony of beliefs between southern elites and their fellow
Americans. At other times he shows quite clearly how differently
they viewed the world. To his credit, Scarborough does not try to
explain away the contradictions and tensions in elites' beliefs or
actions. They were both southerners and Americans, both lords
and capitalists.
Aaron Sheehan-Dean

Universiy of North Florda

ZVw Rtmm&&h of WhiteSouthern Wvmadwod, 18651895. ByJane
Turner Censer. (Baton Rouge: Louisiana State University Press,
2003. xiii, 316 pp. Acknowledgments, abbreviations, introduction, epilogue, bibliography, index. 59.95 cloth.)
The primary objective of The Recmtruction of White Southem
Womanhood is to illuminate the experiences of elite southern white
women following the Civil War. Jane Censer explores both the
domestic lives of these women and their experiences outside the
home. The author examined women's letters, diaries, and published writings including fiction, as well as census data and other
public reports. She divided her subjects into three groups: women
born before 1820; those born between 1820 and 1849; and women
born between 1850 and 1869.
In fundamental respects, The Reconstruction of White Southern
Womanhood is a regional study. The area including the Upper
South of North Carolina and Viiginia was the focal point. Each
region experienced massive destruction: North Carolina had the
highest per capita war casualties of any state, and Virginia was second only to Georgia in the devastation of the landscape. At the
conclusion of the Civil War, the elite women of Carolina and
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Virginia confronted an enormous reconstruction task. To illustrate
how the experiences of women in these regions compared to
southern women generally, Censer examined the letters, diaries
and writings of other southern white women from that era.
Censerjoins the scholarly discourse on southern white women
started by Anne Firor Scott in the seminal study, The S o u t h Lady.
Scott devoted only a part of her study to the late nineteenth century and concluded that postwar southern white women altered
gender roles and took on new activities. Subsequent studies tend
to see less change and argue that gender roles after the Civil War
returned to old practices. Also, the latter studies illuminate important aspects of the lives of southern women throughout the nineteenth century. Censer asserts that no one study combining
"research on a variety of subjects with a broad perspective on
women has been undertaken to revise or enhance Scott's arguments about postwar women" (3). The Reconstruction of Southern
White Womanhood fills that space.
The order in which Censer presents the information allows
her to demonstrate the ways in which elite southern women were
transformed by the late Victorian period. She began with a discussion of the changing notions of southern white womanhood in
the nineteenth century. After exploring the popular and didactic
literature she found that the "southern belle" changed from "a
modest creature, content to enjoy her brief moment in the sun in
the few years between school and marriage" of the antebellum
period to a young woman somewhat hardened by the encounter
with poverty and other hardships of the postwar period (3).
Instead of blissful dependence, the southern woman of the 1870s
and 1880 was more likely to strive for "nondependence" with an
emphasis on self-reliance and female capability.
By examining wills, estate records, employment information
and other records providing information about the economic lives
of women, Censer constructed the subsequent chapters that illustrate female self-reliance and capability in the domestic and public
spheres. She reveals that the plantation mistress was transformed
into the middle-class and upper-class housewife. More single
women inherited and controlled property. Marriage became
more of an option, which a significant number of women postponed or declined altogether. Economic necessity and growing
educational opportunities contributed to the increasing participation of genteel southern white women in the work force outside
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the home. These changes propelled women into the public realm
beyond the area of employment. For example, new women's
organizations were founded and some women became political
activists; some supported and others opposed women's suffrage.
Changing relationships and attitudes about African Americans,
particularly the growing negative views of blacks, are also uncovered in these chapters.
Censer's focus on the lives and work of southern women writers of the late Victorian period in the final section of this study provides additional insight into gender constructs and furthers
understanding of the unique persona of the southern white
woman in comparison with her northern counterpart. The elite
southern woman who emerges during this period is more confident and capable than her antebellum antecedent. However, she
is "nondependent," rather than independent, the characteristic
that is associated with the New Woman of the Progressive era.
The Reconstruction of S o u t h White Womanhood is an important
contribution to the scholarship on Women and Gender Studies
and Southern History. It appeals to both the general reader and
is a useful text for students enrolled in upper division classes in
Women and Gender Studies, the History of Reconstruction, and
the South during the Progressive era.
Carolyn Williams

University of Nmth Florida

Never Suwxdkr: C(anfederate Memory and C01lsmat.iSnz in the South
Carolina Upcoic-. By W . Scott Poole. (Athens: University of
Georgia Press, 2004. x, 263 pp. Acknowledgments, introduction, conclusion, notes, bibliography, index. $49.95 cloth.)
If W. Scott Poole's study of Confederate memory and conservatism has a clear precedent, it would be the work of Lacy Ford Jr.
Both Poole and Ford suggest that if we can understand the contours of social thought and politics in the South Carolina upcountry (what the back cover copy calls "a reactionary hotbed within a
notably conservative state"), we will be better able to get at the
purest strain of what it was that made the South tick. Poole's book
represents part of a new wave of scholarship on the Lost Cause that
builds on but challenges the conclusions Gaines M. Foster and
Charles Reagan Wilson drew in the 1980s. Yet, while Poole has
new and significant things to say about the Lost Cause, his deeper
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purpose is to unravel the ideas of southern conservatism. He finds
the wellspring of a distinctively southern consenatism in the "aesthetic of the Lost Cause" which "describe[s] how conservatives
fashioned a variety of cultural materials into a public articulation
or an ordered and organic society, a society that worked harmoniously guided by a patriarchal ethos" (3).
Beginning his story with a survey of the decades before the
Civil War, Poole suggests that upcountlymen rejected modernity
in toto and made significant progress in constructing a world based
on patriarchal reciprocities. However, this worldview was inherently unstable, as Poole's chapter on the role of religion during
the Civil War points out. Members of evangelical churches sometimes used the very primacy of individual conscience to challenge
the validity of the conservative social hierarchy, but the Civil War
sublimated these sometimes cantankerous tendencies into what
Poole describes as "Confederate religion," the sacralization of the
Confederate efforts to preserve a vigorously anti-modern society in
the South Carolina upcountry. One of Poole's most important
points is that far from marking the end of southern conservatism,
the defeat of the Confederacy brought about the conditions in
which it could best flourish. Having failed to make secession a lasting political reality, southern conservatives had greater freedom to
"attempt. . . a cultural secession from the optimistic, nationalistic,
and bourgeois experience of the modernized West" (18). By
explaining Lost Cause commemorations as a natural continuation
a worldview developed before and during the Civil War, Poole provides a convincing explanation of the way that movement grew.
Rather than dismissing the early expressions of mourning and
intransigence as digressions (as earlier historians of the Lost Cause
have done), Poole shows that these helped consolidate ideas that
would be deployed in opposition to Reconstruction. His chapter
detailing how Confederate imagexy became central to Wade
Hampton's 1876 campaign to "redeem" the state from Republican
rule should be required reading for anyone t*ng to understand
the dynamics of the ending of Reconstruction. Poole even does a
goodjob at making sense of the lackluster Conservative Democrats
who ran South Carolina in the 1880s, showing that their ideas,
including the "aesthetic of the Lost Cause," were part of a longstanding opposition to the bourgeois values represented by Ben
Tillman and all the cotton mills springing up around the state. In
this reading, the flowering of Lost Cause organizations such as the
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United Daughters of the Confederacy and the United Confederate
Veterans in the 1890s is in fact the very middle-class antithesis of
the anti-modern conservatism that animated the supporters of the
Confederacy and its first celebrators.
Poole brings a very thorough set of sources to bear on the
questions he addresses, having fairly exhausted the manuscript collections for the South Carolina upcountry and giving welcome
attention to the underutilized papers of neglected figures such as
William K. Easley. Along with correspondence and speeches,
Poole draws on a wealth of local newspapers and provides solid
explications of several local novels, which articulate the ideas of
southern conservatism. While Poole's persistence in searching out
primary sources provided a solid foundation for the study, broader engagement with the secondary literature would have helped
readers connect Poole's ideas to others on related topics and better appreciate their novelty and significance. A laundry list of
uncited secondary works is a pointless endeavor, but David W.
Blight's work on the Civil War and memory is conspicuous by its
absence, and it would have been helpful to see Poole's arguments
in dialogue with Charles H. Holden's recent study of South
Carolina conservatism.
Bruce E. Baker

Royal Holluwaj, University of London

A Natzatzon
Under Our Feet= Bluek Politioal Slruggle in the Ruml South
porn Slavery to the Great Migration. By Steven Hahn.
(Cambridge, Mass.: Belknap Press, 2003. 610 pp. Prologue, epilogue, appendix, notes, acknowledgments, index. $35.00
cloth.)

Steven Hahn's A Nation U& Our Feet attempts to revise our
understanding of rural Southern African American political organizing. Hahn makes the case that African American politics has its
origin in the rural South dating back to the height of the antebellum slave communities. In this work, he recovers a past his predecessors have long overlooked.
The strength of this work is in the new interpretive frameworks
Hahn introduces to readers. Hahn argues that African American
political networks and civic experience really began on the antebellum plantations of the South, not in the post-Civil War politics
of Reconstruction. Hahn, along with a growing number of scholPublished by STARS, 2004
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ars, is trying to reclaim the primacy of the rural experience in
African American history Since W.E.B. DuBois first examined the
phenomenon of African American migration, scholars have either
romanticized or criticized those migrants that left the rural South
for an urban destination. For more recent scholars, it was these
migrants and their descendants who were the dynamic, heroic,
and foreword-thinkingpioneers that blazed the trail for twentiethcentury African American civic participation and protest. Hahn
challenges these notions by shining light on the African Americans
who remained in the rural South throughout this time and elevates their political activities to equal if not the progenitor of modem black urban politics.
Hahn also introduces readers to new ways of imagining
African American history. He places the center and impact of the
Great Migration squarely on the entire nation. Traditionally historians have tended to examine this demographic movement as a
Southern to Northern population shift, but Hahn makes the case
that this was a national event that touched not only the North but
the South and the West, as well as the rural and urban communities of the nation. Hahn also includes black Caribbean immigrants
in his examination of African American migrants, something wholly neglected in other treatments. In the same way Timothy Tyson's
book Radio Free Dixie challenged us to rethink the origins of Black
Power to include the 1950s rural South, this book points to the origins of Black Nationalism and Pan-Africanism to the Pre-Marcus
Gamey rural South.
Although Hahn challenges readers to move beyond traditional notions of African American history, readers interested in the
story of Florida will be left wondering why the black experience in
the Sunshine State is mere window-dressing. The references to
Florida are few and far between, which is curious since Florida was
a magnet for black Caribbean migration as well as rural Southern
migrants during this period, thus it would have served to better
empathize this important component to the Great Migration. In
the appendix, Hahn quantifies the number of black officeholders
in the South during this period. Florida is clearly at the bottom of
the list with eighty-five state and local office holders. This is an
undercount not seen in Florida since the 2000 election. Canter
Brown, in his book Florida Black Public 0,lyiciaZ.shas uncovered the
names of over 600 black office holders between 18'79 and 1924.
Additionally Florida's Reconstruction black politicians as well as
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their native-born black labor leaden frequently communicated
and supported Afro-Cubans, which seems to support Hahn's assertions concerning Pan-Africanism. The Florida story missing in this
work would really contribute to this book.
Also Hahn uses agency in slave society to describe the foundation of black political interactions. This claim is not a stretch for
scholars of the subaltern; however the role agency plays in power
relationships is something still contested in academia as evidenced
by recent debates in the June 2004 issue of the Ammican Historical
Review. More than likely this will cause even more debate rather
than quell dissent regarding how to appropriately measure the
impact of the uvoiceless"in history. Also there are many historians who still question the true number and impact of Gamey's
UNIA movement. This book seems to side with those that believe
that Garvey had a greater role in black politics and does not critically analyze the exaggeration of this movement by Garvey himself
or scholars that have since studied him.
A Nation Under Our Feet is one of those books that will provide
the necessary debate to transform an entire field of study or cause
traditional definitions to appear quaint after ten years. Anyone
interested in African American or grassroots political history will
be delightfully inspired by this book. Those scholars agreeing with
Hahn and wanting to build upon this important work will find
Florida fertile ground for a future project.
Robert Cassanello

University of Central Florida

l7te Stingum?Century: A 100-Year Hirtmy of Miami High School. By
Howard Kleinberg. (Miami, Ha.: Centennial Press, 2003. 225
pp. Foreword, acknowledgments, endnotes, bibliography,
index. $39.00 cloth.)

Since its inception one hundred years ago, Miami High School
has represented one of the city's most noteworthy institutions.
The school's academic and civic accomplishments, a stellar athletic tradition, and a cast of alumni whose achievements have drawn
national notice have ensured its preeminence. In recent decades,
the school has been responsible for the education and acculturation of thousands of youths-and many of their parents in its large
night school program-whose families fled to Miami from the
Caribbean and Central America. Arguably, Miami High School
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has met the challenges resulting from the winds of change buffeting Miami-Dade County in the past century as well as any other
area institution. Howard Kleinberg, a member of the Miami
Senior High School class of 1951, self-admitted Stingaree (the
school's moniker) "fanatic," and a stellarjournalist and author for
the past half century, has written a loving but balanced account of
the remarkable history of the school for its centennial.
There were no schools in Miami prior to 1896 because few
people lived there. With the entry of the Florida East Coast
Railway in 1896, Miami incorporated as a city, with white and black
public schools appearing in its immediate aftermath. In 1903, a
high school was added to the downtown "white" public school. In
the following year, the first high school class graduated with three
members, two more than in the following year!
The high school expanded with the city, outgrowing several
buildings in the downtown area before moving, in 1928, into a
grand Mediterranean-Revival style high school building, which still
serves the school. Standing three miles due west of downtown, this
singular structure looms over the flat landscape of Little Havana
with its scattering of modest one- and two-story homes. While
Miami High School's early enrollment exceeded that of the city
and county's other high schools, those numbers paled by comparison with the enrollment figures that followed a 'deluge" of
Hispanic students in the 1960s. By then, the old RiversideShenandoah neighborhood, for decades a mix of Jewish and residents of Deep South backgrounds and the host neighborhood for
the school, became known as Little Havana. By 1968, with 4,300
students, Miami High School was the largest high school in the
South. In the following year, with 300 additional enrollees, the
school began operating on a split-shift. The enrollment topped off
at 5,000 in 1972 and declined sharply in subsequent years due to
school boundary changes, an aging neighborhood, and many
youths opting for work rather than a high school diploma.
Kleinberg tells the story of Miami High School in chronological fashion, skillfully weaving its story into the broader context of
American history as well as the rich saga of a frontier town that
grew quickly before exploding in population growth and develop
ment amid the real estate boom of the 1920s. By then, the school
offered not only a broad-based education but also a wide array of
organizations and activities. Students responded in positive fashion to the plentiful opportunities for enrichment, and their all-star
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cast included, in the brief window between the late 1920s and early
1930s, C.G. "Bebe" Rebozo, future confidant of Richard Nixon and
a highly successful businessman and investor, George Smathers,
who served nearly two decades as a United States Senator from
Florida, Phillip Graham, later president of the WashingtonPost, ageless tennis star Gardner Mulloy, and C. Clyde Atkins, a Federal
District Court judge whose school desegregation ruling reshaped
the Miami-Dade County's public education system. The roster of
future leaders and achievers is even more impressive. Their ranks
include several corporate chief executive officers, a path breaking
surgeon, inventors, one United States Senator, a college president,
elective leaders, and a myriad of professional athletes. The school
counts nineteen Woodrow Wilson scholars among its graduates
since 1958. And then there are the proud athletic accomplishments. As its avid alumni will remind anyone who cares to listen,
Miami High School footballers did not lose a football game in local
competition in its first twenty-six years of scholastic competition.
Stingaree football teams count three national championships
among their accomplishments, while the schools basketball teams
have recorded fourteen state titles.
Kleinberg has consulted a rich array of primary and secondary
sources for this study. His sources include nearly fifty personal
interviews. Stingaree Century is richly illustrated with appealing photographs, copies of pages of advertising from school yearbooks,
excerpts from several other school publications, and interesting
sidebars on personalities and events. In the mind of this reviewer
The Stingaree Century: A IOGYear Histmy of Miami High School will
serve as a model for subsequent studies of this genre.
Paul S. George

Miami-Dude College, Wolfson Campus

Tire State Park Mo11emmt in America: A Critical Revieu. By Ney C.
Landrum. (Columbia: University of Missouri Press, 2004. xv,
288 pp. Preface, acknowledgments, prologue, appendix, selected bibliography, index. $44.95 cloth.)
State parks serve far more visitors each year than the much better-known national park system, but they remain largely unstudied.
The State Park Mmement in America is thus a welcome addition. It is
an unusual volume, combining as it does a history of the movement and author Ney Landrum's personal interpretation of needs
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and developments based on his forty years in state parks work.
There have been state parks since the late nineteenth century, and
after reviewing the record, Landrum concludes that Minnesota's
"Itasca, more than any other single project, probably deserves
recognition as the real prototype of a classic state park" (47).
There also had been something that might be called a movement
since the 1920s, but activity has been as diverse as the states themselves. Landrum, Director Emeritus of Florida State Parks, sorts
through and attempts to make sense of this plethora of parks and
approaches. Though one might not always agree with his interpretations, he does his job well.
Stephen T. Mather, first director of the National Park Service,
distressed by increasing calls for new national parks of inferior
quality, sought to encourage state and local governments to establish parks of their own. Toward this end, he arranged in 1921 for
a conference on parks to meet in Des Moines, Iowa. The National
Conference on State Parks resulted, and for some forty years, it
provided states with leadership as more and more sought to build
park systems, and it caught public attention through its slogan "A
State Park Every Hundred Miles." However, as parks work gradually became more professional and technical, the NCSP slipped
into irrelevance, its leadership role assumed by a new group, the
National Association of State Park Directors (a body in which
Landrum himself played an important part).
Although at first the NPS was a major source of help and guidance to states, its role gradually diminished, especially after the end
of Civilian Conservation Corps projects, which had helped many a
state get started in parks. For a time beginning in the 1960s, the
federal Bureau of Outdoor Recreation assumed the role of leader
through the Land and Water Conservation Fund, but as its funds
dried up states were increasingly left on their own and, with state
funds often in short supply, administrators turned more and more
to user-fees to finance their programs. Many, including Tom
Wallace of Kentucky and Charles G. Sauers of Indiana, decried the
resulting emphasis on use, rather than preservation, as contrary to
"the true state park tradition . . . of providing more passive uses in
an essentially wild and natural setting" (178). Landrum also weighs
in on the subject: "State parks are not a business," he states, "they
do not exist to make money" (251). Indeed, especially in relatively remote locations, they could hardly be expected to make money
even in the hands of the increasing number of administrators who
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were political appointees with business backgrounds, rather than
the parks professionals Landrum would prefer.
Landrum's focus on national organizations and developments
behind state parks keeps his work from becoming an impossibly
complex tale, for, as he notes, there were almost as many
approaches to parks as there were states themselves. A few outstanding systems and various key individuals and developments get
their due, but the work never becomes a catalog of parks and people, too long and diverse to have much meaning. And while occasional examples from Florida appear, Landrum avoids letting the
state where he did so much of his own work dominate the studythroughout the focus remains on the big picture.
Still, Landrum's study is not above reproach. My own comparative study of the parks of three states, The Parks Buihks (1988),
demonstrates that state parks systems inexorably are shaped by the
social and political dynamics of the states involved and by the values and objectives of individuals charged with building them.
Landrum's first two chapters, largely devoted to developing uniform definitions of what parks and parks systems are--or should
be--demonstrates the administrator's mentality at work. This
influence results in an overly homogenized view of state parks in
the United States, a view in which much of the drama of local
events (and many an irony) is lost. It is also a view in which such a
colorless, unimaginative administrator as the National Park
Service's (and NCSP's) Conrad Wirth can take on undeserved
importance. It is desirable to see the large picture, the national
forces at work, but surely it is not necessary to take color and
excitement from the picture in the process. The history of state
parks is full of people and events that go unmentioned or get short
shrift, but which could have been used to give this study greater
vitality, relevance, and reader interest.
Thomas R Cox

Sun Diego State University

Making Warres:F
i A c t i d in T-ry
m.Edited
by Jack E. Davis and Kari Frederickson. (Gainesville: University
Press of Florida, 2003. viii, 345 pp. Foreword, introduction,
contributors and editors, index. $55.00 cloth.)
Jack E. Davis lays out the two-fold aim of Making Warn:Femab
Activists in Twentieth-CentutyMda in his introduction to the book.
Published by STARS, 2004
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He and coeditor Kari Frederickson conceived of Muking Waves as
an opportunity to "bring Florida women more fully into the field
of American women's history and to contribute to the everexpanding body of literature exploring the activities of women in
public life," while simultaneously highlighting "the importance of
Florida history itself" (2). As Davis points out, Florida has not garnered significant attention from southern historians, who have
tended to identify the state as "somehow unsouthen;" nor has
Florida figured significantly in many national histories (2-3).
Given the relative inattention to Florida in general, it is not surprising that women of Florida have also been largely overlooked in
the burgeoning literature on both southern and U.S. women's history.
The wide-ranging essays in Making Waves illuminate many
facets of Florida women's activism over the course of the twentieth
century. Specialists in Florida history will learn much from this volume about women's individual and collective actions in state politics, from the impact of individual female political leaders to the
work of Florida women in such diverse fields as home demonstration work, environmentalism, the civil rights movement, and
women's liberation. Given the significance of environmental
issues to Florida's twentiethcentury development, the essays on
women active in Florida conservation, ecology, and environmental
movements seem especially pertinent for both historical studies
and current-day politics, while essays on post-World War I1 activists
such as Ruth Perry, a leader in the state NAACP who took a stand
against McCarthyism, and Elizabeth Virrick, a white Floridian who
worked together with black activists to create better housing for
African Americans in Coconut Grove in the 1940s and early 1950s,
help to draw out links between early-twentieth century women's
activism and the onset of the modern civil rights movement in the
state. Nancy Hewitt's essay on Anglo, African American, and Latin
women in early-twentieth century Tampa explores the full complexity of women's political organizing efforts along lines of race,
ethnicity, and class.
Even as the essays in Muking Waves make clear the significant
contributions of women to various facets of twentiethcentury
Florida politics, however, they should also be read by specialists in
other fields. Reflecting the broad aims of Davis and Frederickson,
the collection has much to say not only to scholars of southern and
women's history but also to researchers in other areas, including
https://stars.library.ucf.edu/fhq/vol83/iss3/1
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environmental history, political history, and the history of the civil
rights movement. Essays on Florida women conservationists and
environmentalists, for instance, suggest the potential for more
fully exploring the role of women and gender ideologies in environmental history outside the state, and essays on both civil rights
and women's liberation point to important links between organizing efforts and innovations in Florida and broader regional and
national developments. Nancy Hewett's work can be taken as a
model for ongoing scholarship that seeks to move beyond mainstream political rhetoric to reveal a multiplicity of shifting political
alliances organized along the lines of sex, race, ethnicity, and class.
As a volume that challenges historians to re-conceive the role
that both Florida and the women of Florida have played in United
States history, Making Wavesis the kind of book that can prod readers to ask new questions and open up new lines of historical
inquiry. As a book that emphasizes the importance of women's
activism in Florida-and the centrality of Florida to southern history in particular-one promising line of inquiry would be the role
of consmative women activists. Although Making Waves offers multiple perspectives on women's activism, there is a near absence of
attention to conservative women activists-with the notable excep
tion of Hewett's work. This relative neglect has also characterized
much of the scholarship on women's activism in both the South
and the country at large, at least until very recently. What role, for
example, did both women and gender ideologies play in massive
resistance to the civil rights movement in Florida? What roles have
women, individually and collectively, played in promoting patriotism and anti-communism in the state? If Florida was vital to
regional and national politics over the course of the twentieth century, as it most surly was, and if women were important players in
political struggles in the state, then historians must certainly grap
ple with the critical role of women (and gender ideologies) in promoting conservative political agendas, from disenfranchisement to
the development of neoconservative politics. Such work would
contribute to the project advanced by this volume of bringing both
Florida and the women of Florida out of the "intellectual vacuum"
that they have occupied-and make a signal contribution to a better understanding of the significance of women's political activism
for the South and the country at large (2).
Kathleen Clark
Published by STARS, 2004
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FLORIDA
HISTORICAL
QUARTERLY
The Whitmess of Child Lubor R@m
in the New South. By Shelley
Sallee. (Athens: University of Georgia Press, 2004. xi, 207 pp.
Acknowledgments, introduction, notes, bibliography, index.
$19.95 paper, $49.95 cloth.)
354

The Whitmess of Child Ldor R e f m in the N m South is a welcome
addition to the scholarship on public welfare, Progressivism, labor,
and women reformers in the South. This slim, revised dissertation
examines the efforts of reformers from the 1890s to the 1920s to
eliminate child laborers from Alabama cotton mills. New South
cotton mills were notorious for their use of child workers for long
hours at low wages. The children came overwhelmingly from poor
white families that had migrated to the mill towns, and these families expected all members to earn income. This view of the family
as an economic unit also suited the mills' needs for cheap labor,
and Sallee notes that 22 percent of the southern mill labor force
was children. The effort to bring an end to child labor took a sustained campaign and pitted Progressive reformers-mostly white
middleclass women-against " mill men" (capitalists), with the
actual mill families usually more talked about than a voice in the
debate.
The significance of this book goes far beyond establishing a
narrative of this reform effort in Alabama, however. Sallee's thesis
is that the movement is significant for historians to consider both
because of the means employed by reformers and the multiple outcomes of the reform effort. By 1920, the reform movement had
benefited white children in more ways than squashing child labor.
Sustained rhetoric about improving their lot also resulted in much
higher standards for compulsory education, greater funding for
public education, and the establishment of the Child Welfare
Department in Alabama. The means included the rise of womenled organizations that worked increasingly in conjunction with
women's reform groups around the country, creating what S d e e
calls a "transregionalwhite middle class" (2). These women's experiences in the child labor refonn movement brought about a shift
from "conservativism to Progressivism" for these Alabama women,
and led many into further engagement in other Progressive era
reform efforts, including women's suffrage and temperance (9).
This story is not only about of the empowerment of middleclass women. These middleclass Progressives made a strategic
choice to campaign against child labor by emphasizing white solihttps://stars.library.ucf.edu/fhq/vol83/iss3/1
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darity, saying that the "crackers [are] poor Angldaxons* (4). This
discourse served several functions: It made it difficult for mill men
to attack the reformers as radicals or pawns of organized labor
(though Samuel Gompers's AFL worked behind the scenes to initiate the movement). This approach also fitted the rhetoric into the
emerging white supremacy of that era, and in doing so it helped to
turn attention away from efforts to assist African Americans.
Sallee takes seriously both the good intentions of middleclass
reformers and their arrogant paternalism in assuming they knew
what was best for the poor whites. She thinks that they were right
to fight for reform but is critical of them too. She tries ably to
avoid the constraints of presentism and the cultural assumptions of
being part of the middle-class herself.
A few maps or'photographs would have enriched the book.
Not all readers will know the location of Florence or Alabama City.
In addition, readers unfamiliar with the kinds of labor that
occurred in turn of the century textile mills will not find a descrip
tion of it here.
There are also occasions when the documentary record does
not supply Sallee with enough evidence, as the voices of the mill
children and their families are almost absent from the book. One
of her most important points, that the reformers made a strategic
choice (albeit one that reflected their social Darwinist views on
race) to frame the issue in terms of whiteness is plausible, but is
supported with minimal evidence. There is no inside view of
strategic meetings to confirm that they considered framing it any
other way. Also, the middleclass credentials of the reformers are
not demonstrated. Was there one clearly delineated middle class
in Alabama without any sense of gradations of status and concomitant tensions? Finally, she argues that the campaign succeeded due to the combination of several factors, the most important
being that "it was victory by forfeit-manufacturer's opposition
had declined in Alabama" (145). This is an intriguing statement,
but her explanation of it appears in one paragraph and is more
speculation than evidence. This important point bears further
research by the author or future scholars.
These criticisms aside, the arguments made in the book are
provocative and have wide-ranging implications that show the way
to some new areas of scholarship.
James H. Tuten
Published by STARS, 2004
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This Business of Relit$ Ctmjmting Poverty in a h t h n r r City, 17401940. By Elna C. Green. (Athens: University of Georgia Press,
2003. xiii, 356 pp. List of illustrations, list of abbreviations,
acknowledgements, introduction, conclusion, appendix, notes,
bibliography, index. $22.95 paper, 54.95 cloth.)
In her introduction, Elna C. Green claims that she initially
wanted to write a history of southern settlement houses, but was
drawn to the evolution of social welfare policy in the South instead.
She broadened her time period, narrowed her focus to Richmond,
and as a result, has produced a masterful narrative of changes in
social welfare policy from 1740 to 1940. It is precisely this attention to change over time that is the greatest strength of the book.
Green is ambitious-she explores the relationship between federal, regional, state, and local policies and conditions, the uneasy
partnerships between private and public welfare, the role of the
Civil War and race relations in the South, and the changing nature
of the almshouse. Green concludes that the South's social welfare
policy in many ways mirrored that of the nation, but with small,
sometimes significant, variations,
Green begins in colonial Richmond, which adopted poor laws
typical of England. Poor laws assumed that social welfare was a
local institution, given through the parish vestry (after the
Revolution, through the county) to local residents only. Most
notable in light of the 1990s debate over welfare in the United
States, this "system viewed relief as both a civic and a religious duty,
an obligation that members of the community owed one another,"
(10) and funds were collected through a tax paid by "tithables"
without complaint.
Green argues that as a growing industrial city, Richmond was
not well served by a system that relied so heavily on residency
requirements in its poor laws. Too many migrants were excluded.
Richmond did build a poorhouse, which housed primarily white
male and female residents and provided the indigent basic health
care, including maternity facilities. Over time the poorhouse suffered from city officials who focused more slashing budgets than
on upgrading the facility. The poor also suffered from changing
attitudes towards the causes of poverty. Biased against the rising
numbers of Irish and German immigrants, Richmond residents
conflated ethnicity with poverty, and mid-nineteenth century
Evangelicals "stressed individual morality as the key to overcoming
https://stars.library.ucf.edu/fhq/vol83/iss3/1
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poverty," (45) distinguishing the deserving from the undeserving
poor.
Green also argues that even as private charity grew, it never
supplanted public welfare as the primary source of aid to the poor.
Richmond residents were reluctant to accept a large role for the
federal government, preferring to keep public welfare at the city
(sometimes state) level. During the Civil War, dire poverty forced
desperate residents to turn to the city, state, and Confederacy for
aid, but at the end of the war, Green contends that racism and
Reconstruction "stigmatize[d] federal welfare in the minds of
southern whites" (68). While the Freedman's Bureau aided thousands, to white Southerners it symbolized federal intervention in
southern race relations. Excluded from much of the public and
private welfare available in the city, African Americans suffered
mightily when it ceased operations. The war also associated the
poor with Confederate veterans, and Lost Cause sentiment pushed
the state of Virginia to approve pensions and homes for elderly veterans and their widows. Green notes that although this legislation
did not mention race, African Americans were excluded from
these benefits.
The charity organization movement, which emphasized the
need for casework to determine individuals' fitness for assistance
and opposed public welfare, grew at the turn of the century. At the
same time, however, Progressive reformers were beginning to work
for greater public welfare, in the form of state and local legislation,
regulation, and funding.
Poor laws were finally dismantled during the New Deal, with
the development of a social welfare system that linked local, state,
and federal welfare programs. Virginia's resistance to the New
Deal was enormous. In 1936, the Virginia legislature refused to
pass an old-age pension, for example, despite the fact that the federal government would have paid 90 percent of the cost. However,
despite great changes, Green points out that the system remained
segregated and discriminatory against African Americans, that
Confederate veterans continued to benefit from a separate system
funded at the state level, and that Eunilies continued to put together local, state, federal, and private assistance as best they could.
One of Green's most interesting chapters is an attempt to
reread sources to understand the experience of the poor themselves, primarily utilizing records from the almshouse. Green discovered that some families used the almshouse to board children
Published by STARS, 2004
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until they were old enough to work, and some poor women used it
to keep their families together because the almshouse took both
mothers and children.
Given Green's earlier work on the Southern woman suffrage
movement, there is less on gender and the nature of women's role
in building private relief than anticipated. However, This Business
of Relief is a welcome addition to the literature on social welfare in
the South. Although it focuses on only one city, its breadth of
chronology is impressive, as Green deftly weaves story lines
throughout the book, tracing the contests between public and private welfare, and between local, state and federal efforts.
Joan Marie Johnson

Northeastern Illinois University

A n i d Sacrijke a d Rcligiouc Freedom: Chumh of the Lukirni Babalu
Aye v. City of H&ah.
By David M. O'Brien. (Lawrence:
University Press of Kansas, 2004. xii, 196 pp. Editors' preface,
acknowledgments, epilogue, appendix, glossary, chronology,
list of relevant cases, bibliographic essay, index. $12.95 cloth.)
The Castro Revolution of 1959 drove waves of Cubans into
exile in the United States, where they formed strong ethnic
enclaves in Miami, New York, and environs. In addition to the
tropical rhythms and cuisine that they added to the American cultural tapestry, they also brought with them Santeria, Lukumi, and
other Africanderived religions that had been preserved in their
homeland since slavery. Animal sacrifice is integral to these traditions as a ritual to appease and feed the spirits. By the mid 19809,
so many practitioners had settled in the Miami-Dade County
municipality of Hialeah that a leading priest of the religion, a
Cuban immigrant named Ernesto Pichardo, established the first
public Lukumi temple in the United States not far from Hialeah
City Hall. Ignorant of the theology behind Lukumi animal sacrifice (which is similar to how the practice is understood in Judaism,
Islam, and even Hinduism), city officials, citing Florida's state animal cruelty statutes, passed an ordinance in 1987 outlawing the
practice. Pichardo and his Church of the Lukumi Babalu Aye
fought against this discriminatory legislation all the way to the U.S.
Supreme Court, where they eventually won their landmark case in
1993. Due to this historic ruling in the domain of religious freedom, the rights of all people in the United States (includingJews,
https://stars.library.ucf.edu/fhq/vol83/iss3/1
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Muslims, and practitioners of Haitian Vodou) to sacrifice animals
are constitutionally guaranteed.
In this engaging book, legal scholar David O'Brien traces the
history of litigation in Church of the Lukumi Babalu Aye v. City of
Hialeah, from municipal hearings to the final ruling of the
Supreme Court, unpacking complex legal arguments and rendering them understandable to general readers. In light of the historic importance of this case, O'Brien's has done a wonderful
service to scholars of law, religion, immigration, and American his
tory. The text is divided into seven chapters, five of which cover
the Hialeah animal sacrifice controversy and ensuing litigations.
The other two are useful contextual discussions of the religious
and cultural socio-history of Cuban immigrants in Miami and a
masterful overview of "Minorities and Religious Freedom" in
United States history, which ranges from a discussion of the views
of the founding fathers to twentieth-century cases embroiling
Mormons' defending polygamy against federal legislation.
The only places where O'Brien's voice sounds less than
authoritative are where he ventures to explain Cuban history and
religion. Experts in these areas will notice several factual errors
and misrepresentations. Discussions of African ethnic groups
enslaved in the Caribbean are sometimes unsound (who, for example, are the "Kongo-Anglo" people?), and O'Brien wrongly portrays the Catholic Church as the dominant force in colonial and
pre-Castro Cuba. Most scholars, furthermore, are likely to be disappointed by the absence of citations (there are no footnotes or
endnotes, not even for long block quotations, which are merely
attributed in-text to their authors).
These rather minor criticisms aside, O'Brien has equipped this
book laudably with a number of helpful extras, like an appendix of
the various ordinances and resolutions pertaining to Lukumi v.
Hialeah, along with a chronology of this case, a glossary of basic
Lukumi terminology, a "Santeria Calendar of Feasts," and a bibliographic essay. Throughout the narrative, his writing is very crisp
and effective, and his portrayal of characters and his able construction of legal background make this a lively and readable book.
Religious Freedom and Animal Sampce is an informative and
important contribution to legal history, immigration studies, and
religious studies, as well as to our understanding of the thorny
political culture of South Florida. Most significantly, O'Brien
treats religious matters with the utmost respect, and is quite
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assertive, though objective, in pointing out the legal failings of
those who tried to suppress the religious freedom of Pichardo and
his followers. The book should be received with appreciation and
acclaim by general readers and experts alike, and should shed
some welcome light on the flourishing Africanderived religions in
the United States, which are still so misunderstood and maligned
in poplar discourse. This is a fascinating story well told, which
should be a source of pride for those whose relationship to the
divine entails animal sacrifice, and to anyone who cherishes religious freedom as one of the greatest things about the United
States.
Terry Rey

Florida International Universidy

Green Empire: The St. Joe Company and the Renaakinng of Ehida's
Pmhandle by Kathryn Ziewitz and June Wiaz. (Gainesville:
University Press of Florida, 2004. xii, 363 pp. List of illustrations, preface, chronology, list of abbreviations, notes, bibliography, index. $34.95 cloth.)
In Oreen Eqire, writers Kathryn Ziewitz and June Wiaz explore
the history of the St. Joe Company. Formerly St. Joe Paper
Company, the firm is Florida's largest landowner, controlling nearly one million acres in the northwestern part of the state.
Following the closure of its Port St. Joe paper mill in 1998, the St.
Joe Company moved into real estate development, hoping to
attract upper- and middle-income residents to the relatively-undeveloped Panhandle coast. While Green Empire explores St. Joe's
current plans in detail, it also delves fully into the company's past,
showing how the firm has had a major impact on the Panhandle's
environment for more than eighty years.
Early chapters are dominated by Ed Ball, the long-servingpresident of St.Joe Paper Company. Backed by a business alliance with
brother-in-law Alfred Du Pont, Ball came to the Panhandle in the
1920s and began buying land cheaply. As well as establishing the
large paper mill in Port St. Joe, Ball forged links with powerful
state politicians and built a diverse business empire that included
the Florida East Coast Railroad and a large sugarcane operation in
south Florida. A colorful character, the Virginia native disliked
any outside interference in his business operations. Described by
Ziewitz and Wiaz as a "conservative codger," he opposed early sughttps://stars.library.ucf.edu/fhq/vol83/iss3/1
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gestions to build model housing for Port St. Joe's largely lowincome residents and maintained a fierce dislike for both labor
unions and civil rights groups (6). In the early 19709, he also
engaged in biting correspondence with presidential contender
George McGovern, who accused the magnate of being one of
Florida's worst polluters. For nearly six decades, Ball maintained
strict control of the St.Joe Paper Company. When he died in June
1981, at the grand age of ninety-three, the stage was set for a new
direction in the history of the company.
In the years after Ball's death, the St.Joe Paper Company gradually began to move into real estate development. As the ailing
paper mill was hit by increasing global competition, a decline in
linerboard prices, and environmental problems, the company's
executives soon realized that their extensive landholdings offered
more profitable returns. In early 1997, a key change occurred
when St. Joe appointed Disney executive Peter Rummell as their
new CEO. At Disney, Rummell had overseen the construction of a
new town on land owned by the tourist giant, and he sensed that
St.Joe's vast tracts of beachfront property had enormous potential
value. "[Wle got rid of the people who understand sugar and railroads and paper," he noted bluntly, "and brought in a group of
people who understand development" (123). In 1997, St. Joe
acquired Arvida, a building and community management company. An "upscale developer," Arvida was soon building secondhome complexes with names such as "The Retreat" and
"WaterColor." Affluent outsiders were quick to put down healthy
deposits in order to secure their slice of what St. Joe called
"Florida's Great Northwest" (8). Although the firm has pledged to
not develop more than 5 percent of its holdings over the current
decade, this still means that over 50,000 acres of Panhandle land
will be built on.
The authors concentrate chiefly on the operations of the St.
Joe Company and could devote more attention to the lives of the
residents of the area, including the paper mill employees. In particular, it would be interesting to learn more about what local residents think of the closure of their main employer and of the new
company's moves to attract wealthy outsiders to the area. Despite
all the growth in the area, the St. Joe Company has in fact failed to
provide affordable housing and has converted formerly public
wildlife management areas into private hunt clubs. While Green
Empire covers St. Joe's history well and has a broad sweep, it is
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strongest on recent events. It would benefit from more discussion
of historiography, and the authors' conclusions need to be related
more to other historical work, particularly corporate histories. In
addition, it would be helpful if Ziewitz and Wiaz could provide
more comparison of Port St. Joe with other post-industrial communities. h e n Empire was also written without access to St. Joe's
corporate historical files, although the authors do make profitable
use of public records, interviews, and newspaper accounts.
Taken as a whole, GreenEmpire is an interesting read and it tells
an engaging story well. It also raises important questions that are
of broader relevance. As U.S. paper companies confront increasing foreign competition, it will be interesting to see whether they
follow St. Joe's moves into real estate development. Events in Port
St. Joe also highlight the broader decline of manufacturing industries and the accompanying shift to a service-based economy. In
addition, the authors detail the tension that developers face
between promoting growth and protecting the environment. Wiaz
and Ziewitz assert that St. Joe has a "mixed" record as an environmental steward, and they close by doubting whether its largest
landowner will properly protect the unique environment of the
Panhandle in the years ahead. "The St. Joe Company," they note,
"has put a For Sale sign up on its Green Empire. It is clearly the
company's intent to develop or sell as much as it can for the highest price possible to meet the ambitious demands of its bottom
line" (299). The population of the northwest Florida region is set
to increase by over 40 percent by 2020. A lively and wellresearched narrative, Green Empire provides a timely look at the
company that will oversee much of this rapid growth.
TimothyJ. Minchin

La Trobe University, Australia

Minding the South. By John Shelton Reed. (Columbia: University
of Missouri Press, 2003. xiii, 292 pp. Preface, sources. $24.95
paper.)
For over three decades, sociologist and historian John Shelton
Reed has been "minding the South" in every, and using every,
sense as observer, commentator, and even protector of southern
life and culture. Hardly any topic has escaped Reed's eye in his
meanderings through and musings about an ever-elusive South.
This collection of largely previously published essays catches the
https://stars.library.ucf.edu/fhq/vol83/iss3/1
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real Reed in fine form. It consists of writings stretching from an
early review of C. Vann Woodward's A d c a n Counterpoint to
recent autobiographical confessions of a Tennessee-born
Episcopalian who hiked off to study sociology in New York City and
ended up at Chapel Hill, in the tracks of Howard Odum and
Rupert Vance, applying it. These essays attest that Reed's sociology is more than a numbers game. He reads social behavior in the
stories people tell, the food they eat (and how and with whom they
eat it), the music they listen to and play, the God they love and
fear, the politics and other blood sports they revere, and the ways
they organize their days. In the end, Reed is a porch-sitter, telling
stories and, like Flannery O'Connor, pointing to the oddity that
reveals the truth. His is a big tent full of characters, as varied as
Elvis, governor John Connally, silversmith William Spratling, and
historian Eugene Genevese, and the reach is grand enough to
embrace Florida and Texas in one warm hug. White men mostly
get their say in these writings, but women and blacks are a constant
backbeat in explaining why southerners think and act as they do
and why, too, the South is a-changin'.
No central theme rules this collection, but several subjects
bind the essays together. For Reed, the South was and is a riddle
of contradictions that defies easy summary and belies a strong
sense of place. Reed reminds us that part of the problem of "minding the South" is understanding that "the South" consists of several Souths. The best known South is "Dixie," which is the
agricultural South that lasted from plantation days through the
Depression and still holds on in some places, and which suffered
from troubled, tangled racial relations and its bondage to Nature,
creditors, and market forces. More recent, and vibrant, is the
"Southeast," with its prospering industrial, service, commercial,
and communications economy and metropolitan mindset. Most
enduring is the "cultural South," which is a state of mind as well as
the common bonds of and experiences with religion, family, manners, foodways, music, and leisure activities that often cross racial
lines. These Souths overlap and even conflict so that sorting them
out is a full-time occupation. Enter Reed.
Reed's South runs against stereotypes of a supposedly static
land of drooping moss, mildew, and lassitude. Tennessee Williams
and Erskine Caldwell had their day, but for Reed much of the
South is on the move and in the money. Investments and people
coming into the South (including a significant in-migration of
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blacks) over the past halfcentury have remade the economic,
political, and social landscape in many ways. The Civil Rights
movement fundamentally altered public life and private expectations, and by Reed"s reckoning literally set the South free. He
does not discount the resiliency of racism, but he contends that
southerners are nursing a healthier world of "diversity" that
depends less on the law than on common culture to enforce it.
Reed at times also echoes the so-called southern moderates of old
who decried segregation and racism but resented the federal government and other outsiders poking into southern matters. He
rescues Strom Thurmond's populist past to recast the late senator
and former Dixiecrat from caricature, and he bows before the eternal wisdom of the Tenth Amendment.
Reed "minds the South" not only to understand it but also,
even more so, to sustain it. He worries that modern life such as the
air-conditioning that made possible the tourism trade centers,
banks, and so much more of the "New South" insulates and isolates
people from one another. The porch-sitting culture is passing,
and with it the rhythms and relationships that created a southern
people. Indicative of the changes, Florida has moved from the
periphery of the South to its center as it charts the way in economy, demography, and society of a newer South. And white boys
now grow up caring more about getting stoned than going to
Stone Mountain.
Reed concludes his collection with the sociologist's dictum
that those most marginal to a society are often those persons mostly likely to observe it closely. Reed is no longer marginal to the
South, as any reading of southern dailies and listening to talk radio
will tell, but he has been and remains the region's most astute
observer and careful minder. These essays show why. Let's toast
him for that. A Coke will do.
Randall M. Miller

Saint Joseph 3 University

Histories: Acblic, P e r s d , and Sacred. By David Goldfield.
(Athens: University of Georgia Press, 2003. xvii, 123 pp.
Foreword, preface, acknowledgements, notes, index. $24.95)

Sou&

Since 1990, Georgia Southern University has sponsored a lecture series that has included such luminaries as Eugene Genovese,
George Tindall, Samuel Hill, and Houston Baker. The UNG
https://stars.library.ucf.edu/fhq/vol83/iss3/1
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BOOKREVIEWS
365
Charlotte historian David Goldfieldjoined this distinguished company in the fall of 2002. His three-part Southern Histories resulted.
Part one, a historical analysis, critiques a dominant version of
the regional past as it developed in post-Appomattox Dixie. Built
to the general exigencies of Confederate defeat and the particular
desire to control the freedmen, this "white history" still controls
the regional imagination, Goldfield maintains, even after 150
years. Predicated on negrophobia, it is racist in its nature and can
be nothing else, hence Goldfield's disdain of such bumper sticker
politics as "Heritage Not Hate." For such reasons, it is now completely outdated and must be abandoned for a new, bi-racial
understanding of the Southern past.
Part two treats Southern religion, or what Goldfield characterizes as "southern evangelical Protestantism." He condemns it in the
same terms as he dismisses post-Appomattox history. Actually, he
considers "white history" and regional Protestantism of a cloth. In
the neat summary of Alan C. Downs's Foreword, Goldfield calls for
a new history where Southerners black and white "must" acknowledge each other "so that they can create a new community"; even
so (also in Downs's language) Goldfield demands "a broad based
attempt to disconnect southern evangelical Protestantism from its
culture." "Without a progressive religion," he continues, "there will
be no progressive history for the south to call its own" (x).
If parts one and two assume historical activism (and activists),
of course, part three makes this explicit as Goldfield recounts his
more personal extension of professionalism into the public, nonacademic sphere, chiefly as consultant in government programs
and expert witness in six murder trials. The most charming of the
three, the last part offers a glimpse of a passionately involved
teacher and incurably curious intellectual who believes in History
as an almost redemptive enterprise. Much more problematical,
the other two raise significant issues of interpretation, analysis, and
understanding about what the South means.
As for the thesis of Chapter One, Goldfield offers little new
abut the sources and implications of post-Appomattox southern
history. At the same time, his demand for a new history in order
to advance a bi-racial southern community pushes the limits of historical activism while his treatment of religion pushes the limit of
good sense.
With Post-Modernists and Constructivism,Goldfield shares the
idea that the past is all man-made with rational purpose -usually to
Published by STARS, 2004
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the end of power. Naturally, this encourages the inclination to
remake history along more suitable lines as power shifts. Such
assumptions emphasize human action, will, and reason; they deemphasize, likewise, tradition, culture, nature, and the irrational.
Goldfield's insistence that Southerners-at least white onerenounce their outmoded "history* fits logically into this frame.
So too does his practical, almost non-ideological but non-the-less
astonishing, charge that Southerners will just have to jettison their
religion and orthodoxy, modernize and adapt to a brave new pluralistic world.
Goldfield's analysis (not to mention his solutions) ignores the
possibility of an impersonal history that shapes individuals rather
than the other way around. Applying an honorable liberal analysis to the region, his work is deaf and blind to the possibility of an
intractable, resistant conservative South. Southern Histories assumes
that regional history began after Appomattox; prove that false and
the dawn breaks. But what of the 250 years before Ft. Sumter?
What if secession and even slavery were effect as much as cause? If
"The South" did not exist before 1830, characteristic values did,
and these crop up repeatedly in those centuries before the Civil
War. They still do-and with no necessary reference to slavery and
race, much less to "post-Appomattox white history." Southern
black folks, for example, for all their loyalty to the
Democratic Party, tend otherwise towards conservative norms;
as proof the shortest visit to any Southern black college campus
would prove. Even among white folks, the on-going flap over the
Confederate flag reveals odd manifestations of adherence to the
traditional. The most mindful-literally-of the Confederate past,
Southern scions of the planter-officer class ignore the stars and
bars less from liberalism but from other traditions; ancient class
bias against the prols who wave the banner and their own traditional politese and desire to avoid a ruckus.
Goldfield's Hist& offers no appreciation of such subtleties.
At one point in his work, Goldfield quotes the most un-Southern
William Den Howells to describe regional attitudes, that we desire
tragedy but with a happy ending. Extraordinarily apt for the liberal tradition in the United States, the aphorism squares poorly
with Southern gothic. Goldfield's work cannot acknowledge that
indeed the South might be a different country. Actually then,
Howell's epigram fits Goldfield's attitude much more closely than
the regional ones he describes and scorns. His response to the
https://stars.library.ucf.edu/fhq/vol83/iss3/1
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earnest, silly re-enactors and the assumption that everything will
work out fine when black folks and white folks get together to put
enough leg irons on display during spring tour in Natchez fails to
do justice to the awful spectacle of Southern history.
Darden Asbury Pyron

M d a International University

Warm Ashes: Issues in SouthernHistory at the Dawn of the T q F i r s t
Century. Edited by Winfred B. Moore Jr., Kyle Sinisi, and David
H. White Jr. (Columbia: University of South Carolina Press,
2003. xiii, 413 pp. Preface, contributors, index. $49.95 cloth.)
Warm Ashes is a collection of eighteen essays selected from
nearly one hundred presented at the Citadel Conference on the
South held in Charleston, South Carolina, in 2000. The essays are
grouped into seven topical chapters that begin with insightful
introductions and provide a summary of each essay. Warms Ashes
is more than a snapshot of what historians were doing at the turn
of the century; the collection purports to chart the direction in
which historical scholarship seems to be heading.
Emory M. Thomas begins the volume with speculations on the
future of Civil War studies. He predicts fewer military histories and
greater emphasis on slavery, social, and gender issues. For exarnple, what was the war's impact on marriage or religion? The failure of compromise intrigues him as well: why was not a peaceful
alternative to four years of brutal warfare found? Thomas also suggests that online databases will play a larger role in research as
more primary material becomes available.
The book's second part a E i i that slavery will likely continue
as a popular topic among historians of the South. James McMillin
argues that more Africans were imported into post-revolutionary
Arnerica than heretofore suspected. Under-reporting by customs
agents and smuggling account for much of the discrepancy. He
concludes that this larger labor force was vital to the cotton boom
of the early nineteenth century. In her well-written essay on slaveowning widows, Kirsten Wood finds that widows expanded their
roles from the traditional women's sphere to comprehensive management of their estates. They often sought advice of male relatives and neighbors, and reposed greater confidence in senior
male slaves than their husbands had. Widowed planters often
demonstrated greater benevolence and consequently enjoyed betPublished by STARS, 2004
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ter relations with their slaves. According to Patrick H. Breen,
Southern women were more likely than men to fear slave insurrections and sensibly sought refuge among large groups of whites
rather than remain on isolated plantations among often-sizable
black majorities. Motivated by fear for themselves and their families, some women wrote letters and circulated petitions urging a
variety of means to reduce the threat.
Part III explores war and Southern identity. Christopher Philips
suggests that antebellum Missourians preferred to think of themselves as Westerners, but increasing ferment over the expansion of
slavery, especially in neighboring Kansas, forced a more "Southern"
identity on Missouri. Brian R Dirck informs us that Abraham
Lincoln was a decidedly better public speaker than Jefferson Davis.
Dirck offers that the two presidents had fundamentally different
visions of the war, at least in their public discourse. One might reasonably ask if' Davis had demonstrated exceptional oratorical skills
b e f a 1861. In "The Politics of Language," Christopher Waldrip
traces the vocabulary of violence in the post-bellum South.
Apparently, the term "lynching" implied community consent and
came into common use only after Reconstruction when such atrocities could take place openly. Earlier acts of racial homicide were
described as "murders," "outrages," and "assassinations" because
they were committed in secret by a minority-the Ku Klux Klan.
One wonders if the victims and their familie-r
even the perpetrators-engaged in such semantic hair-splitting.
Part N focuses on Southern religion. In a well-crafted essay,
Paul Harvey recounts that the early Holiness Movement of the
early twentieth century fostered bi-racial worship to a surprising
degree. Indeed, many early Holiness congregations began as biracial groups even if they later segregated themselves. In his eloquent essay,James Farmer Jr. discusses key figures in the women's
suffrage movement in South Carolina. Like much else in the
Palmetto State, opposition to women's suffrage was rooted in race:
opponents feared the proposed nineteenth amendment would
somehow revive the fifteenth. Two heroines of the movement,
Emma Dunovant and Eulalie Salley, leaped over the garden wall of
genteel Southern womanhood to form a symbiotic partnership.
Farmer relates how Dunovant's commitment to voting rights
flowed through her pen into her weekly column in the (Columbia,
S.C.) State. Joan Marie Johnson discusses the South Carolina
Episcopal Church's Commission on Interracial Cooperation. This
https://stars.library.ucf.edu/fhq/vol83/iss3/1
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Progressive Era organization, led and supported mostly by women,
sought to promote better race relations by ameliorating the poor
living conditions of blacks. Johnson argues that Episcopalians'
greater wealth and sense of noblesse oblige made them natural
pacesetters. Judged by the standards of the 1910s and 1920s, the
CIC did much to aid education and healthcare in the black community. Only much later would this generous impulse be denigrated as "paternalism." In "Reconciliation and Regionalism,"
William R. Glass reviews the debate among Southern Methodists
and Presbyterians over reunion with their Northern co-religionists.
Opponents feared "Northern imperialism" in matters of policy and
property. Southern identity was manifested in social and racial
conservatism and anxieties over doctrinal purity.
Four essays addressingJim Crow comprise Part V. In "State v.
William Darnell," Michael E. Daly et. al. recount an early victory
over Jim Crow by an unlikely alliance of black tobacco workers,
real estate agents, and white elites (including some Confederate
veterans) that defeated restrictive housing laws in Progressive Era
Winston-Salem. Peter Wallenstein chronicles the complexities of
desegregating North Carolina's public universities in the 1950s.
Progress came from the top down as racial barriers fell first in postgraduate programs. Undergraduate admissions began in the wake
of Brown as federal courts ruled that landmark case applied to
higher education. Ironically, North Carolina's universities had
welcomed Chinese students for decades. Rod AndrewJr. discusses
"Black Military Schools in the Age of Jim Crow." Most black landgrant colleges, like their white counterparts, began as military
schools. Northern as well as Southern educators saw military education as useful in correcting the perceived flaws of the black race.
But whites were willing to tolerate black military training only so
far. They often balked at putting arms in the hands of young black
men, and black cadets were compelled to drill with wooden sticks.
The intersection of race and military education continues in
Alexander Macaulay's discussion of integration at The Citadel.
While the institution officially complied with court-ordered desegregation in the mid-1960s, black plebes were often subjected to
more hazing than whites. But as they endured and even thrived in
the harsh environment, blacks earned the respect and friendship
of their classmates. As black enrollment and seniority grew, the
inherently conservative Citadel gradually-and perhaps grudgingly-adapted to change.
Published by STARS, 2004
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Fitzhugh Brundage begins Part VI by recounting black observances of historical memory in the post-bellum decades. In an
effort to construct a useable past, blacks celebrated a variety of historical events-Emancipation, Lincoln's birthday, and Memorial
Day to name a few-that often competed with white memories of
the Civil War and Reconstruction. In "Memorializing the
Movement," --one of the volumes better essays-Glenn T. Eskew
contrasts the campaigns to establish Civil Rights museums in
Southern cities. Albany, Georgia, offers a model of efficiency and
sound management while Birmingham's Civil Rights Institute took
far longer and cost far more because corrupt black officials shamelessly lined their pockets. The desire for heritage tourism has been
an important factor in every venue.
WarmAshes saves the best for last. Sheldon Hackney closes the
volume with a thoughtful and thought-provoking speculation on
the nature of Southernness. The region's bi-racial character and
evangelical religious tradition are rich with contradictions. The
South is constantly molting-shedding its old skin to reveal a stilldistinctive new one. The South is thesis and antithesis; to be
Southern is to be ambivalent. If Warm Ashes is a reliable predictor,
twenty-first century historical scholarship will run the gamut from
the brilliantly insightful to the blatantly obvious.
E.E. Prince Jr,
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Book Notes
by Michele Manns
Tmde and £4-ivateeriq in Spunish FZurida, 173S1763. By Joyce
Introduction by Carl E. Swanson.
Elizabeth Harmon.
(Tuscaloosa: University of Alabama Press, 2004. xx, 99 pp.
Introduction, conclusion, appendices, bibliography, index.
$16.95 paper.)
First published thirty years ago, Trade and Pn'vateering in
Spanish f i d a , 1732-1763 is a seminal work in the economic history of colonial St. Augustine. Joyce Elizabeth Harmon argues that
English colonists as well as Spanish contraband traders benefited
from the illicit trade that took place along the eastern seaboard,
especially along the shores of Georgia, South Carolina, and New
York. Infrequent crown subsidies were never enough to support
St. Augustine, so the officials of the outpost tacitly permitted illegal trade. Harmon begins by showing the development of the contraband trade and its connection with Florida's fledgling citrus
industry. She also argues that during the War ofjenkins' Ear there
was a rise in privateering as Spanish settlers began preying on
English cargo ships, especially those laden with foodstuffs. After
the war, trade again resumed until King George's War (1744).
This short but fascinating work also contains four appendices of
ships' cargo manifestos concerned with trade between St.
Augustine and Charleston, New York, Virginia, and Georgia. It will
be of interest to scholars of Florida and the Atlantic region as well
as to students.
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of Anrerim: Afn@ku. By the Apopka Historical Society Book
Committee. (Charleston: Arcadia Publishing, 2004. 126 pp.
Acknowledgements, introduction. $19.99 paper.)

In this brief work, the Apopka Historical Society offers an
interesting cultural and community history of Apopka and the surrounding areas of Bay Ridge, Claracona, Piedmont, Plymouth,
Tangerine, and Welch Springs. This local history spans 155 years,
tracing the development of the Apopka area from its beginnings in
1845 to 2000. Photographs with brief captions lead the reader
through Apopka's dynamic history. The founding, settling, and
prosperous years of the community comprise nearly the first third
of the work. Apopka's struggles against and triumphs over the
freezes that destroyed the citrus crops in the late 1800s, the
cyclones that hit in the teens, and the Great Depression are chronicled in the second third of the book. The first part of the last section is a presentation of the community and business growth in
Apopka from 1966 to 1980, especially the changes that resulted
from the establishment of the Walt Disney theme parks. The book
concludes with a photomontage of museum supporters and other
citizens who helped preserve Apopka's heritage. Themes explored
in the work include education, service to the community, growth,
commerce, and community activities such as church activities,
Freemasonry, and sports. Community historians may find the photographs of the work a useful source, but its primary appeal will be
to a popular audience.

The ~ S p o n d e n o eof Sarah Morgan wtd Fmncis Warringtim Dawson
with & l e d Editmiah Written by Samh Morganjbr the C h a m
Edited by Giselle Roberts. (Athens:
lv, 247 pp.
University of Georgia Press, 2004.
Acknowledgments, introduction, editorial note, list of frequently mentioned people, afterward, appendix: "Sarah Morgan's
Articles and Editorials, 1873," bibliography, index. $39.95
cloth .)
Nms and Courier.

Roberts uses the intriguing courtship and professional relationship of Sarah Morgan and Francis Dawson to explore postCivil War Southern life and elite identity. Roberts uses the letters
of Morgan and Dawson, and Morgan's editorials to develop a fascinating study of the dynamics of Southern female identity and
https://stars.library.ucf.edu/fhq/vol83/iss3/1
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how the Civil War and Reconstruction reshaped it. Roberts
explores Morgan's reluctance to accept Dawson's offer of marriage until she had gained her own financial independence. The
editor also adds to Morgan's internal conflicts the dishonor
brought to a proper Southern woman and her family by the necessity of work. Forced to live in her brother's household, however,
and unable to engage in the reciprocal exchanges that gave status
and honor, Morgan found herself accepting Franks's proposal
that she write articles for his newspaper. In order to protect her
brother's honor, Morgan did not publish under her own name,
nor did she allow anyone aside from her sister and mother to
know that she was writing. In this way, Roberts also explores
Southern male identity and the culture of honor. Only after
establishing her own financial independence did Morgan finally
agree to marry Dawson, assuming the subservient role deemed
proper for an elite white woman. Roberts's compilation of a list
of frequently mentioned people as well as an appendix of Sarah
Morgan's articles and editorials are thoughtful and helpful inclusions.

Alabama's Respotrse to the PmWtenEicrryMovement, 18291865. By
Robert David Ward and William Warren Rogers. (Gainesville:
University Press of Florida, 2003. xii, 163 pp. List of figures, list
of tables, preface and acknowledgments, notes, bibliography,
index. $55.00 cloth.)
Ward and Rogers examine Alabama penal records organized
and made available for the first time for this study. They argue that
the Alabama-and in fact the South-was a part of the prison
reform movement of the early nineteenth century. Penitentiaries
in theory were viewed as a method of reforming criminals by ordering their lives into strict rituals. In practice, penitentiaries were a
means of exiling criminals from society. By 1865,Alabama's penitentiaries were very different from antebellum penitentiaries.
EEorts to make the labor of prisoners profitable failed, and the system was leased out to entrepreneurs though still subject to state
inspections. Corruption grew in the system and the reform aspects
were almost entirely submerged under capitalist interests. This
scholarly study will appeal most to legal historians, those who study
reform movements, and graduate students.
Published by STARS, 2004
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Elagler's St. Aqustine Hot&: Tire P m De Leon, the AEcazar, and the
Casa M o n k By Thomas Graham. (Sarasota, Fla.: Pineapple
Press, 2004. 88 pp. Introduction, epilogue, selected bibliography, index. $12.95 paper.)
During the last decades of the nineteenth century, Henry
Flagler, who according to his own words just happened to have
some spare cash when he was in Florida, built three Spanish
Renaissance-style hotels in St. Augustine. These hotels still preside over America's oldest city. When they were first constructed,
they were models of innovation, making use of such novelties as
electric lighting, steam heat, and elevators. Graham introduces
Flagler, discuses Flagler's hotels, and St. Augustine as a resort
town. The volume contains a large collection of photographs,
many in full color. The book is directed more to a popular audience, but scholars of Florida history may find the selected bibliography useful.
m e s , and Contrabands: Civil W m on Mda's Guy
Coast, 1861-1865. By George E. Buker. (Tuscaloosa: The

Blo-,

University of Alabama Press, 1993. ix, 235 pp. Maps, acknowledgments, appendix: tables, notes, bibliography, index. $24.95
paper).
Buker examines the role of the East Gulf Blockading
Squadron as an arm of the Union forces in Florida. He argues that
Union sailors and their land-based contacts damaged Confederate
morale in the state. As early as 1861, Florida began to suffer commercially because its long coastline was vulnerable to blockade,
and blockade-runners were not successful enough to offset the
decline. Moreover, escaped slaves, whom Buker refers to as contraband~,Floridians who sided with the Union, and Native
Americans who opposed the war sought the protection of the
Union ships, providing the Union with a local labor force on land
and sea. These divisions within Florida made the state undergo
what amounted to an internal civil war, ultimately lowering its
overall value to the Confederacy. The appendix contains a list of
Southerners, mostly from Florida and Georgia, who enlisted in the
Union military. This book will be of particular interest to scholars
of the American Civil War as well as naval historians and military
historians.
https://stars.library.ucf.edu/fhq/vol83/iss3/1
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The Union RoU of Honor: Union Casualties at the Battle of Olustee.
Edited and compiled by Don Hillhouse and John Thrush.
Olustee Journal Vol. 4, 2004. (Casualty list abbreviations,
acknowledgements, key to sources. 131 pp. $10.00 paper.)
Using military sources and news sources, Hillhouse and
Thrush provide lists of the causalities for the Seventh Connecticut
Infantry Regiment, Independent Battalion Massachusetts, 40th
Massachusetts (Mounted) Infantry, Fifty-Fourth Massachusetts
Infantry, Seventh new Hampshire Infantry, First New York
Engineers, Forty-seventh New York Infantry, Forty-eighth New
York Infantry, 115th New York Infantry, First North Carolina
Colored Volunteers Thirty-fifth United States Colored Troops, 3rd
Rhode Island Heavy Artillery, Battery C, Battery B, 1st US Artillery,
Battery M, 1st US Artillery, 3rd US Artillery, Battery E, and Eighth
United States Colored Troops. Each entry includes the individual's name, rate or rank, company, status (wounded, captured,
killed, etc.), comments (wounds, place of death, etc.), and reference to source from which the information was drawn.
Additionally, the list includes thirty-three photographs and is available for purchase online at http://extlab7.entnem.ufl.edu/
Olustee/related/books.htm.

Florida'sAmkbeZZum Homes. By Lewis N. Wynne and John T. Parks.
(Charleston, SC: Arcadia Publishing, 2004. 144pp.Acknowledgments, introduction, epilogue, for additional reading. $26.00
paper. )
Wynne and Parks's work uses a large collection of photographs to explore Florida's eclectic architecture prior to the Civil
War. From Spanish influenced houses to grand plantation style
homes and public buildings in urban areas to cracker houses on
the Florida frontier, the book shows not only the changes in architecture, but also the historic, environmental, and social influences
that prompted these changes. The book surveys homes of aristocrats in Leon, Jefferson, Madison, Gadsen, and Jackson Counties
as well as the fortified homes of settlers who chose to live at the
edges of white civilization. Hurida 3 Antebellum Homes will appeal to
a popular audience especially those interested in history or architecture.
Published by STARS, 2004
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Images of Ama'ca: New Port Richqr. By Adam J. Carozza.
128 pp.
(Charleston: Arcadia Publishing, 2004.
Acknowledgements, introduction, bibliography. $19.99 paper.)
Written for a non-scholarly audience, Carozza's photo history
of New Port Richey surveys the development of the town from its
beginning as a planned community designed to attract tourists as
long term residents to a modern community. The story traces the
growth of the city due primarily to the railroad that came to the
city-and ran right through downtown-in 1885. The author also
presents themes such as early settlement and the settlers, the development of downtown, schools, the community, major events, and
the infrastructure of the city are also presented.

Florida Place Names of Indian Origzn und Seminole Personal Names.
By William A. Read, with a new introduction by Patricia Riles
Wickman. (Tuscaloosa: University of Alabama Press, 2004. xviii,
83 pp. Introduction to the 2003 edition, list of publications
most frequently consulted, index of names. $16.95 paper.)
This is a new edition of a work first printed in 1934. Read
makes a linguistic analysis of place and personal names. The
author argues that the names given by Indians to geographic locations in Florida have their origins in the Muskogean language family to which belong the languages of the Seminole, the Hitchiti,
and the Choctaw. The book is arranged in chapters that contain
alphabetical lists. In each entry, Read describes the places, their
location, population, etc., and gives the etymology of the name if
known. Also discussed are place names of dubious origins, irnported names, and the names of various chiefs. An index of names
helpfully concludes the book. Historians may find this book useful, but it will also strongly appeal to anthropologists and possibly
linguists as well.
A#dachioola Bay. By Kevin M. McCarthy. Illustrated by William L,
Trotter. (Sarasota, Fla.: Pineapple Press, Inc., 2004. 196 pp.
Introduction, conclusion, visiting information, further reading,
index. $18.95 paper.)

Tourists and lay readers will enjoy McCarthy's historical treatment of Apalachicola Bay and its surroundings. The author dishttps://stars.library.ucf.edu/fhq/vol83/iss3/1
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cusses the islands of the Bay, the Natural Forests, and the river system. He also examines industries in the area including cotton prcF
duction, oyster farming, logging, and fishing. Finally, McCarthy
describes communities, their social and cultural institutions, their
parks and their schools. Those planning to visit Apalachicola Bay
will find the "Visiting Information" section helpful, and Florida
historians may find the list of works for further reading useful.
Lovers of art will also enjoy the more than twenty fullcolor illustrations by William L. Trotter.
An Alabama Smagi~ookBalhds, Folksongs, and @irituuls. Collected

by Byron Arnold. Edited with introduction by Robert W. Halli
Jr. (Tuscaloosa: The University of Alabama Press, 2004. xxv,
299 pp. Introduction, Appendix A: "Informant Biographies
from Folksongs of Alabama," Appendix B: "Selected Song
References," Works Cited, Index of Names, Index of Song Titles
and First Lines. $49.95 cloth.)
An Alabama Songbook consists of 208 folk songs gathered by
Byron Arnold during the summers of 1945-1947. He traveled
throughout Alabama convincing ordinary individuals to sing traditional songs, which through the g& of perfect pitch, he recorded
with nothing but pen and paper. Each song is prefaced by an
introduction that includes the history of the song if it is known, its
transmission to other areas, and relevant notes about the person
who sang the song for Arnold. The lyrics of each song, including
many verses and variations are provided, as well as Arnold's transcription of the score. The editor arranges the book in three sections: ballads, folksongs, and spirituals. Themes range from love
and pathos to humor and jubilation. This work will be of interest
to music historians as well as historians and connoisseurs of
Southern culture. Of particular interest are the biographies of the
singers found in the first appendix.
Seasons of Real Florida. ByJeff Klinkenberg with foreword by Randy
Wayne White. (Gainesville: University Press of Florida, 2004. xv,
261 pp. Foreword, preface, credits. $24.95 cloth.)

The book consists of forty-seven essays arranged around the
theme of the four seasons. Klinkenberg focuses mainly on out-ofthe-way places far from timeshare and condo festooned beaches or
Published by STARS, 2004
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tourist-crowded theme parks. Themes include food, the landscape, and several famous literary figures associated with Florida.
This book is written in a fairly informal and anecdotal style that will
appeal to tourists, native Floridians, and anyone with an interest in
cultural accounts of modem Florida.
@iting the Caribbean's Past: Fire in the British Indian History. By
Bonham C. Richardson. (Chapel Hill: University of North
Carolina Press, 2004. xvi, 233 pp. Illustration, preface, notes,
bibliography, index. $59.95 cloth.)

The author characterizes this work as "a historical geography
of the small British island colonies of the eastern Caribbean in the
depression decades of the late nineteenth and early twentieth centuries; its subject is the people of the region and their interrelationship with fire-fire as it was used, categorized, contemplated,
contested, and feared by West Indians in both rural and urban
areas at the timew (3). The author mainly uses newspapers as
sources and shows that fire was used in literal ways such as slaves
burning cane fields, and in figurative ways such as symbolizing
wider political dissent. He argues that while fire was not the most
important factor in shaping Caribbean history, that history would
nonetheless be very different without the role of fire. This book
will be of interest to cultural, intellectual, and environmental historians who are interested in the ways that people interact, think
about, and control natural phenomena, and how they use those
phenomena to shape their environments and lives.
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History News
In Memoriam

George E. Franchere of Dunedin, former member of the Florida
Historical Society's Board of Directors, died November 25, 2004.
He was 72 years of age. He was born in Troy, N.Y., and moved to
Florida in 1980 from St. Clair Shores, Mich. He was retired as an
administrator for the IRS. He was Dutch Reform, a member and
president of Dunedin High Twelve Club, and district director of
the High Twelve Club. There are no known survivors.
Conferences
The 2005 Annual Meeting of the Florida Historical Society will be
held on May 18-21 at the Colony Hotel in Palm Beach. The meeting theme is "From Gators to Glitz: Community Builders in
Florida." The Catherine Prescott Memorial Lecturer will be
William Potter, a Melbourne attorney who has spent the past three
years as a deputy to Paddy Ashdown, the International High
Representative in Bosnia-Herzegovina. His topic will be "A
Floridian in Bosnia: A Firsthand Look at International
Diplomacy." For more information, visit http://www.florida-historical-soc.org/ .
The 44th annual Florida Conference of Historians will be held
March 17-39,2005in Tampa, Florida. The keynote speaker will be
Nancy A. Hewitt, Professor of History and Women's Studies at
Rutgers University and author of Southern Discomfmt: Women 's
Activism in Tampa, M d a , 1880s-1920s. For more information,visit
http://fch.ju.edu.
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Websites
Usage statistics for the Florida Heritage Collection were recently
reported by the Florida Center for Libraq Automation. The M
HLtaiaJ
which was provided by the Florida Historical
Society to the University of Central Florida Libraries for digitization
and submission to the collection, has been used ten times more than
the rest of the Florida Heritage Collection combined!
For two years, starting in 1999, the UCF Libraries digitized and
processed the 30,800 images representing the entire run of the
publication through 1996. Lee Dotson, Digital Services, reviewed
each Optical Character Recognition image for accuracy (yes, every
single one!), and Raynette Kibbee, Library Administration, also
lent a hand reviewing images.
Today, issues of the Quarterly through 2003 are available
online. To access issues, visit the Florida Heritage Collection at
http://susdl.fcla.edu/fh/ and do a keyword search, or do a title
search for "Florida Historical Quarterly." While users may freely
search and read these electronic versions of the Quarterly, permission to distribute them either in print or electronically must be
received from the Society's office. Directions are available at the
website.
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largely from underutilized manuscript
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women."-James M. Denham, coeditor
of Echoes from a Distant Frontier: The
Brown Sisters' Correspondencefrom
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